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A NON-BLOCKING DESIGN PARADIGM FOR WDM MESH BACKBONE
NETWORKS AND ITS PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Xiao MA, PhD
University of Pittsburgh, 2018
Current network design problems can be solved by oﬄine or online methods. Oﬄine methods
are criticized for their complexity and inflexibility, whereas online methods lack guaranteed
optimality. Non-blocking properties, which are typically studied in switching structures,
could be used to evaluate the capability of a switching structure to handle dynamic traf-
fic. This dissertation extends the study of non-blocking networks to general-connected mesh
WDM backbone networks. This study begins by finding that a set of special graphs have
certain non-blocking properties, and that non-blocking routing algorithms can be designed to
be implemented in a distributable manner without a central decision system. The in-depth
philosophy of this research is to investigate the relationship among these non-blocking prop-
erties, the topography of the network, and the power of these distributed routing algorithms.
This design paradigm is illustrated by applying it to a potential implementation for NSFNet.
After confirming that NSFNet is NOT non-blocking, we propose a virtual topography that
makes NSFNet virtually non-blocking, along with system diagrams for the node structures
and the discussion of the implementation framework. To evaluate the performance of the
non-blocking algorithms, we compare the performance of our proposed online algorithm with
other algorithms in a general traffic scenario.
Keywords: Non-blocking mesh network, graph theory, routing algorithm, performance
analysis, queue theory, simulation, cost efficiency.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
With the development of optical communication technology, optical networking has at-
tracted many scholars for its significant potential in high speed transmission because of
its low error rate and easy scalability. In wavelength division multiplexed (WDM) systems,
data streams can be multiplexed into different wavelengths in the same fiber. Currently,
WDM supports channel capacity for each wavelength at 2.5Gbps, 10Gbps, 40Gbps, and
even 100Gbps. WDM channels are deployed mainly in the C-band (1530-1565nm) and L-
band (1565-1625nm), in order to accommodate EDFA operating frequencies. The channel
spacing for a 50Gbps channel is 0.4nm, and 0.8mm for 100Gbps. In the band between
1300nm and 1600nm, approximately, a total number of 375 100Gbps channels might po-
tentially be deployed in a single fiber, the throughput of which sums up to be more than
30Tbps.
For its high data rate, WDM technology is expected to be the best candidate for next
generation backbone networks. A node in the backbone network forwards the data streams,
as well as processes access traffic. Local traffic formats, such as IP and SONET, are first
handled by the node and transformed into WDM signaling, before entering the backbone
network. In addition, the WDM channel capacity can be improved by setting more wave-
lengths or using different modulation techniques, without deploying more fibers. Only the
updates of terminal devices are necessary. Thus WDM is welcomed by telecom carriers for
its promising low cost and convenient capacity upgrade.
As a link layer transmission method, WDM has been widely put into practice in many
networks. However, optical switching and routing becomes a shortcoming because a lim-
ited power to process optical bits. In addition, the limited performance of optical buffers
and wavelength converters further hampers the flexibility of switching systems. Neverthe-
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less, electrical switching is convicted of being complicated in hardware and costs significant
amount of energy.
Given the above limitations, the networking design problem in the optical layer is even
more difficult due to a large number of factors to consider. A networking design problems
aims to carry out an optimal network, which usually comes with a routing table, that could
handle the desired traffic (sometimes to reach a given QoS) at the lowest cost or bearing
some best quality in some aspect.
However, an optimal solution can be achieved at the cost of significant computation
complexity. What’s more, the decision process to reach the optimal solution may depend
on global knowledge of the traffic in the network. Given the nature of bursty traffic of the
internet and dynamic traffic in the network, the process of either message collection and
computation would hamper the promptness and correctness of the optimal solution, which
in turn, will hamper the performance of the network, not to even mention the orchestration
of the switching/routing/wavelength conversion functions of the optical devices to implement
the solutions.
Instead of state-of-art optimization to route the traffic at a network, this paper presents a
generalized traffic study in different networks for their non-blocking properties. Non-blocking
properties depicts the ability of a switching structure/network to handle certain type of traf-
fic at zero loss. With this concept, we seek once-for-all general results for different networks
and traffic. We proposes a non-blocking paradigm consisted of non-blocking theorems, non-
blocking routing methods, and its system infrastructures. Next, a simulation framework is
developed to evaluate and the performance and efficiency of this non-blocking paradigm.
The contents of this paper is organized as following. Chapter 2 introduces the background
for traffic analysis, WDM systems, and non-blocking networks. Chapter 3 introduces the
graph theory knowledge that is related to a connected network and paths in a connected
network between nodes. Chapter 4 formally defines the non-blocking property for a general
mesh network and proposes several algorithms and proves that a set of general connected
network is non-blocking with certain algorithms. Chapter 5 discusses the implementation
framework of a non-blocking network proposed in Chapter 4. Chapter 6 propose a simulation
framework that is used to evaluate the traffic potential of the non-blocking networks after
2
loosening a constraint. Chapter 7 concludes this paper.
1.1 MOTIVATION
In networking design, we need to determine a network that can handle the desired amount
of traffic while keeping the cost low or maximizing some desired features. A general network
has many parameters. For example, how it is connected, what is the number of links, or
the capacity of each link, and the hardware devices at each node. An optimal solution for
a network design problem is essentially the best compromise between the design objective
and the cost. For example, in PSTN network designing, the design objective is the blocking
rate and cost is related to the number of lines, where increasing the number of lines will
reduce the blocking rate however increases cost, which becomes a state-of-art optimization
over tradeoffs.
Benes suggests[53] that a satisfactory network design and traffic analysis study should
have certain generality, which enables it to be applied to any system. It should put three
factors into consideration: random traffic, control unit, and the connecting network. He also
lists the comparison between different networks, control systems and routing algorithms as
a necessary task.
However, due to the large scale of the variations of random traffic and connected net-
works, this study was long kept in the scope of mathematical modeling and approximations.
With the increase of computation power, we are able to compute optimal solutions given a
network and the traffic status by optimization methods. The optimal solution is essentially
a routing table for the traffic in the network that could achieve some design objective.
Optimization methods are typically implemented as oﬄine routing algorithms, because
they need to know the network and the traffic (might include some traffic not yet arrived
in some cases) in order to compute optimal routing paths for the traffic. Online algorithms,
in contrast, compute the optimal decision without knowing global traffic status. Oﬄine al-
gorithms are criticized for their centralized infrastructure, in which message collection and
synchronization is a pitfall in their implementations as the input of the computation might
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be wrong or outdated due to delays and errors in message propagating process. In addition,
it is also challenging to orchestrate the commands to reach the optimal result throughout
the network.
The optimization methods appear to have sufficient generality since they model traffic
and topography integrally. However its computation cost is great and its implementation
concerns are likely to hamper the performance. Moreover, it provides solution in a case to
case manner and sheds no light on the relationships for different networks and traffic status.
On the other hand, online algorithms are developed, which are essentially routing algo-
rithms at an instant based on heuristic preferences to improve the performance. They are
usually efficient and prompt compared to oﬄine algorithms however their optimality is hard
to guarantee nor evaluated with granularity. The details of the discussions are provided in
Section 2.3.5.
In order to study the capability of different networks to handle dynamic traffic, non-
blocking properties are worthy of investigation. It applies to every connected network, and
a network with a non-blocking property demonstrates better traffic handling ability than a
network without it. It is also a once-for-all result, such that, if we prove that a network is
non-blocking for a set of traffic scenarios, we know there is a solution to route the connections
for each traffic scenario. In another words, a non-blocking property would confirm that the
network is able to handle a set of traffic scenarios.
In addition to the generality and “once-for-all” mighty power it introduces, another rea-
son to study the non-blocking property for WDM mesh network is that it has been widely
studied in traditional switching structures; for example, the Clos structure. Standing on
these corner stones, we are very confident to find out promising results in mesh networks.
Furthermore, in the study of non-blocking mesh networks, we may shed light on the in-depth
relationship between non-blocking property and the network graph structure along with the
power of routing algorithms.
Paper [2] provides a novel model method to approach non-blocking properties. However,
this paper does not develop a result for non-blocking mesh networks based on the model.
This dissertation continues this method, and proves a set of non-blocking general mesh net-
work structures and proposes several non-blocking online algorithms. We also discuss the
4
Table 1: Interdisciplinary terms in this paper
Mathematics Networking
Graph Topography
Vertex Node
Edge Link
implementation framework to apply the non-blocking design paradigm to NSFNet. We also
evaluate performance of the online algorithms and their mutations in different networks by
simulation in more general traffic conditions.
This research journey was partially funded by NSF grant #CNS-1307643. I do appreci-
ate NSF for funding this interesting project to shed light on unknown grounds.
1.2 CONTENTS
This paper covers an interdisciplinary research between graph theory, optimization methods,
and computer networking. Different communities have different preference of terms. For
example, mathematicians use “vertex” while the network community uses “node” to refer to
the same thing. However they have different implications: in the math community a vertex is
usually associated with degrees, weights and colors; in the network community, a node may
represent a set of hardware devices and functions that are equipped in the node. This paper
uses “vertex” in the math context and “node” in network context. Table 1 distinguishes a
set of similar words.
It is worth mentioning that the term “link” has different expressions throughout this
paper. When mentioned as a part of a telecom system, the term “link” is in the same concept
as an undirected edge which supports two way communication and is denoted as (v1, v2).
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When mentioned in a routing algorithm or its analysis, it represents a one way link which is
a part of a directed routing path, and is denoted as v1 → v2.
Mathematicians call a connected network ”graph” while telecom engineers uses the word
”topography” to refer the way a network gets connected. It is worth highlighting that, the
word “topology” in is used to refer to the underlying simple graph of a network while it
should be used to describe the methods to investigate the topography, not to even mention
that it has a totally different meaning in mathematic conventions–the topology study in real
analysis, etc. In this dissertation, we use the term “graph structure”, and “topography” in
the math parts (Section 2.4 and Chapter 4). In telecom sections, we keep the term “virtual
topology”1, which is currently well known to the telecom community as a synonym for the
underlying simple graph of a network and its interconnectedness. To mention the structure of
a graph in other contents of the telecom studies, we continue to use the term “topography”.
This investigation of non-blocking mesh networks has taken a long journey. It begins with
enumerating small scale rearrangeably non-blocking (later referred as RNB) graphs, which
are plotted in a semi-lattice (Section 3.3). By observing the structural similarities through
the result, several preliminary results are found. After I compared this RNB property to other
graph theory properties, I speculated that bipartite complete graphs may have structural
advantages and might be non-blocking. After a through investigation by combinatoric and
graph theory analysis, I confirmed that they have certain non-blocking properties and I found
there exists two online algorithms that could achieve the non-blocking properties due to the
structure advantages. The routing algorithm along with the non-blocking graph structure
forms a design paradigm. Several other facts regarding to the optimality of this paradigm
are discussed.
Next, I moved to implement a bipartite complete graph topography in NSFNet by adding
virtual links. In the curiosity to know the extreme power of our online routing algorithms in
the virtual topology, I loosened the assumption of traffic patterns (non-blocking is no longer
guaranteed) and conducted a series of simulations evaluating utility rates, blocking rates,
and cost efficiency of virtual bipartite complete graphs.
1The “virtual topology” is used to describe the structure of the network in the virtual layer. It is indeed
an improper use of word “topology”. However, due to its popularity and the matureness of the concept I
reluctantly use this term in related context.
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2.0 BACKGROUND
This chapter introduces the background for the studyings of the non-blocking properties of
a network. As classic non-blocking studies are based on switching structures, we show that
optical non-blocking networks could be enabled in its hardware structure by reviewing opti-
cal switching technologies. Next, we introduce the background of WDM networks including
network infrastructure, optical switching techniques, and network design methods. We high-
light the drawbacks and limitations for current network designing methods and propose that
a non-blocking network paradigm may be very promising to tackle these drawbacks.
Section 2.2 introduces circuit switching, OBS, and OPS based on the above framework.
Section 2.3 discusses the network design problems in optical networks. Section 2.4 discusses
the non-blocking studies and proposes the main topic for this dissertation. Section 2.5 sum-
marizes this chapter.
2.1 WDM INFRASTRUCTURE
In WDM networks, optical signals can be multiplexed into different wavelengths in the same
fiber. This is very similar to FDM signals in electric systems. However, they are vastly
different because of the difference in hardware functionalities.
Optical WDM networks have several specific devices. The reshaping devices keep the
signal quality from chromatic dispersion and non-linear effects. These impacts increase with
the fiber’s length and thus reshaping devices need to be positioned over a distance to guar-
antee signal quality. Wavelength converters are another type of important hardware devices,
which are capable of moving the signal from one wavelength to another, similar to a remod-
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ulation function, which can improve the flexibility of the network. Nevertheless, wavelength
converters are criticized of being costly and have performance problems. Another device
is optical buffers. which are awkward compared to electrical buffers because of poor func-
tionality and scarcity. Due to these differences in hardware devices, the infrastructure and
network design problems of optical networks are different from electrical networks.
The infrastructure of a node in a WDM backbone network is briefly illustrated in Figure
1. It provides access for local network traffic to the backbone network as well as switch-
ing/routing traffic. In this example node, a switching structure is connected to three identical
fibers which are connected to other nodes. The optical line terminal (OLT) is a set of devices
including transponders, multiplexers, demultiplexers, and protocol processing devices. The
OLT is used to handle incoming signals including IP, SONET, etc. It then demultiplexes
the signal into different wavelengths (3 for each fiber in this example) and passes them to
separate ports of the optical cross connect (OXC).
An OXC performs optical switching functions. The flexibility of the OXC depends on
whether there are wavelength converters equipped at the ports of the OXC. If this OXC is
wavelength converter free, the port handling a wavelength can only be switched to the ports
assigned the same wavelength. Otherwise, the OXC can connect a pair of ports assigned
different wavelengths as long as the wavelength converter equipped in the OXC is capable
of interchanging the wavelengths.
The traffic initiated or destined to the local network enters the node through via optical
add & drop multiplexers (OADM), which are connected to the OXC by dedicated ports
shown in Figure 1. The OXC then forwards it to the network before reaching its destination.
It should be mentioned that a wavelength converter is a double-edged sword. It provides
flexibility to the network which are expected to reduce the blocking rate and save wave-
lengths. However, it has two critical drawbacks. First, the cost is high and is not likely to
drop within a few years. Second, when the number of wavelengths are huge, the performance
of wavelength converters does not satisfy commercial uses.
It is a tricky strategy to deploy wavelength converters at a portion of nodes in the net-
work, or similarly, a portion of the ports at the OXC to compromise the tradeoff between
cost the flexibility. This problem is not the main topic of this dissertation and thus omitted.
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Figure 1: WDM backbone core node infrastructure
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2.2 OPTICAL SWITCHING TECHNIQUES IN WDM NETWORKS
In optical networks, we denote a connection as a source/destination pair that represents a
traffic demand1 in which the source vertex needs to send data to the destination vertex.
The connection may be routed to a multiple hop path while the vertices in the path should
forward the data of the connection to the right outgoing port. This technique is called opti-
cal switching and is the enabling technology for optical networks. This section covers three
branches of optical switching–circuit switching, optical packet switching (OPS), and optical
burst switching (OBS).
2.2.1 Optical Circuit Switching
In optical circuit switching, an optical path along with its wavelength (s) are reserved for
a connection, until the connection ends or is shifted. A connection request packet is first
sent from the source to the destination along a path. Upon receiving the request packet, the
destination will return an acknowledgment packet if the connection could be set up. The
wavelengths requested by the connection along the path are then reserved in this process.
After the reservation, the data stream is forwarded to the destination along the path in
the reserved wavelengths. Circuit switching has stable network delay and guarantees QoS.
When multiple connections compete for the links and wavelengths, we need to solve the
state-of-art problem of routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) to optimize the routing
paths to reach the best service through the network. The optimal solution of RWA problem
for the connection requests can be modeled as an integer linear programming problem, which
is introduced in detail in Section 2.3.
1Terms “connection” and “session”...etc are used to refer the same concept in literatures.
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Figure 2: Optical packet switching facility infrastructure
2.2.2 Optical Packet Switching
Unlike circuit switching, optical packet switching processes each packet individually. Each
packet has a header which contains its source and destination. The switching process is
performed based on the header information for every packet. Most variations of OPS use a
synchronized scheme to switch the packets (also known as slotted switching). The length of
the slot is predetermined and the packet is fit into the slots for synchronized processing. It
is illustrated by the block diagram in Figure 2.
The header is first processed by the input block, and handled over to the controller. The
controller reads the content in the header and determines the outgoing port of the packet,
and sends this command to the OXC, before its payload reaches it. Once the payload reaches
the OXC, the OXC will switch the payload to its destination port according to the infor-
mation in the header. The output block wraps the payload with a new header and then
sends the “new” packet to the network. The header processing can either be accomplished
electrically or optically. Note that this diagram focuses on the switching facilities and the
multiplexer/demultiplexers and OADMs in the node are omitted.
Note that the arriving packet may not be perfectly synchronized due to inconsistent
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network delay even the output block is sending out synchronized packets. Thus both the
input and output ports have to synchronize the packet to the slots. The scheme reduces the
chance of port contention by regulating the packets into slots.
However port contention may still happen when multiple packets are heading to the same
port at the same instant. At this instance only one of them can be forwarded to the port
while the remaining packets are redirected to optical buffers. They will be dropped if there
are no optical buffers available. Optical buffers are made with fiber delay lines (FDL). When
the output port is idle, a contention packet returns to the OXC via the input port from the
FDL and gets forwarded. The delay time may be set to integer multiples of the slot length
such that a contention packet could stay in the system for more time slots and has more
chances to be forwarded. Currently, FDLs are scarce and would result in a QoS degrade if
packets are dropped when the FDLs are full.
We can alternatively solve port contention by using wavelength converters to redirect
the packet to another wavelength for a second chance to be switched. It utilizes the resource
in another wavelength in the same fiber to route the packet. However, this approach would
increase the cost due to wavelength converters being expensive.
OPS offers fine granularity to the sub-wavelength lever because packets in the same
wavelength can be switched to different ports. However its QoS is dependent on optical
buffers and wavelength converters. On the other hand, circuit switching does not provide
finer granularity than the wavelength level because all traffic in a wavelength in a connection
must be switched to the same destination but enjoys a lower hardware cost. Optical Burst
Switching is a compromise on both approaches, aiming to balance among the granularity in
OPS and the good QoS in circuit switching.
2.2.3 Optical Burst Switching
OBS inherits both the features from circuit switching and OPS. It processes switching at the
packet level while it reserves paths like circuit switching. Thus it offers fine granularity and
keeps a decent QoS. In OBS, a one-way control message is sent along to reserve the path.
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During this process traffic is aggregated at the source vertex, which will later be routed to
the reserved path. Aggregated packets will be sent continuously to the network which is
described as a “burst”.
The control message of OBS is isolated from the packets in the burst. In general, when
the first packet reaches the node, a control message about an upcoming burst is sent out to
the network. The nodes along the path will reserve bandwidth for the burst upon seeing the
control message. The aggregated packets are sent sequentially to the network and forms a
burst once the traffic aggregation process is finished. Consequently there is a delay for all
the packets in the burst. This is similar to an analogy that a bus only departs when all seats
are occupied while most passengers must wait for some time until the bus moves out.
The OBS path reservation process is different from that in circuit switching. Circuit
switching utilizes a three-way handshake process. This process has a response time of at least
1 round trip time (RTT). The sender must wait for 1 RTT to receive the acknowledgement
before the first packet can be sent. If the burst aggregation time is less than 1 RTT, the
packets need to wait for the acknowledgement even after the aggregation process is finished,
which is an undesirable overhead cost in both data rate and delay. It would be even worse if
the aggregation process finishes because the transmission buffer is full in this period, which
may cause packet drops. To reduce the overhead costs, along with potential packet drops,
a simpler protocol is preferred such that the control message should directly reserve the
resources. It is worth mentioning that the buffers for the bursts might be implemented with
electrical buffers and thus don’t suffer from the drawback of optical buffers.
There are a variety of standards for the length of burst and the delay between the control
signal and the burst for different scenarios because OBS is a tradeoff between performance
and delay. A large aggregation time would increase the overall delay but guarantee low
drop rate as a long burst can be formed. The overhead cost can also be reduced; A short
aggregation time would guarantee the delay below a certain threshold. Nevertheless the
control overhead and drop rates might be large compared to long bursts due to limited burst
length.
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2.2.4 Summary
This section gives a brief idea about the three optical switching techniques and their features.
Circuit switching guarantees QoS but does not guarantee fine granularity. OPS regulates
the packets into constant length slots and thus offers fine granularity. OBS is a compromise
between both circuit switching and OPS.
All the three switching method are different in time scale. An OPS switching decision is
done once for a packet. The OBS switching decision lasts for a burst, which is essentially a
number of packets. The circuit switching decision could lasts for arbitrary time. Despite this
great difference, they share the same feature in nature that at any instant, the source node, in
one wavelength, can only send to one destination node, which is essentially the same premise
for Clos structures. This fact provide us the corner stone to study non-blocking property in
optical switching networks with regarding to permutation traffic sets (see Appendix A.2).
2.3 WDM NETWORK DESIGN
This section discusses the topic of optical networking design problems. A typical network
design problem is to find optimal routing paths for certain traffic in a network such that the
network get best utilized for a certain objective. In another words, it aims to find the best
routing plans given the network, traffic, and optimization objective.
Especially in optical networking, the routing process not only computes the paths, but
also assigns the wavelengths to them. The assignment of wavelength is affected by the pres-
ence and capability of wavelength converters. This problem is also referred as routing and
wavelength assignment (RWA) problem. Henceforth, this dissertation uses the term “RWA”
to refer to the WDM networking design problem.
As can be implied, the RWA problem can be modeled as an optimization problem. It
produces the optimal routing paths as the output based on the traffic scenario and the struc-
ture of the connected graph. This method is capable to provide a solution for a variety of
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networks and traffic patterns in a case by case manner.
It is critical to distributed network designers to know whether the traffic scenarios are
known or not. The optimization method requires that the traffic in the entire network be
known before it can produce the optimal results. Thus, it is categorized as an off-line al-
gorithm, which needs to collect information from every node in the network. In contrast,
on-line algorithms operate on the basis that they do not need all the information to make the
optimal result. The comparison of off-line and on-line algorithms is discussed in subsequent
chapters.
There are three major design topics in which the optimization approach for the method
is widely used. We summarize them as: traditional telecom, IP-over-WDM, and elastic net-
works.
The telecom branch focuses merely on the optimization of the use of telecom links. Usu-
ally it takes advantage of the optimized routing solution and sets the number of links or
wavelengths accordingly to reach the best balance between QoS and cost; while the specifi-
cation of QoS and cost could be flexible to meet different preferences.
The IP-over-WDM framework is a two layer networking infrastructure: the optical layer
is responsible for transmission and switching; the IP layer is responsible for routing. Virtual
circuits may also be set up in this framework which enable a virtual layer between the IP
layer and the physical layer. Thus, the networking design problem becomes finding the op-
timal decision of routing path, assignment, either in physical layer or virtual layer.
The concept of elastic networks is proposed to provide more throughput by manipulating
the frequency assignment and modulation schemes together. For example, by using large
spectrum grids, we use fewer guard bands, which means more spectrum is utilized. By using
high-order modulation, more bitrate can be achieved from the same bandwidth of spectrum.
Thus, state of the art networking design in this field involves the manipulation of modulation
schemes and spectrum assignments.
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2.3.1 General RWA Models
In this section we introduce and review the RWA methods in the topics mentioned above.
We begin with the most general optimization model, which takes the traffic scenario and the
structure of the network as input, and produces the routing path of the traffic in the network
as the output. The routing function of the traffic is conducted by an optimization approach
in the form of an ILP/MILP problem. In addition, we mention heuristic algorithms based
on this model which provide suboptimal routing paths with reduced complexity.
An RWA problem can be formulated as a multi-commodity flow optimization problem.
The inputs to this problem are the structure of the network, a traffic matrix, and an opti-
mization objective. The structure of the network is usually modeled as a simple connected
graph G = {V,E}. The traffic matrix can be written as an n-by-n matrix A where n = |V |.
Element Asd represents the amount of traffic from vertex s to vertex d.
The optimal routing path is modeled as a set of indicator variables F sdij . The variable F
sd
ij
represents the amount of traffic from node s to node d that is routed in directed edge (i, j).
If (i, j) is not part of the routing path, F sdij = 0. There is an F variable for each traffic and
each link. The combination of F variables represents the possible routing paths, which are
subtly related to the underlying graph and its traffic. As will be seen later, the F sdij values
are regulated by the Kirchoff’s Law in order to validly model the graph and the traffic.
We offer an example to introduce the core of a general RWA problem. We omit the
objective function in this example since it is not critical for this part, while its consideration
may add several constraints which may be distracting. The collection of objective functions
will be introduced and compared in detail in the next sections.
An example environment:
A given objective function (usually associated with F sdjk and other factors).
has the constraints:
∀j,
∑
i
F sdij −
∑
k
F sdjk =

Asd if s = j
−Asd if d = j
0 otherwise
(2.1)
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Asd ∈ {0, 1}
F sdij =∈ {0, 1}
(2.2)
The set of constraints in equation 2.1 represents Kirchoff’s Law, which regulates that
the amount of incoming traffic be equal to that of outgoing traffic at each node. These con-
straints integrate the structure of the network and its traffic. Further, they define the valid
combination of the values of the F variables in the optimal solution. Equation 2.2 sets the
variables as binary, which describes a typical case where a traffic stream needs to reserve the
bandwidth equal to the link capacity in the network along its routing path, and all streams
are identical.
The computational complexity for this model is significant. If the network is modeled
by a graph G = {V,E}, the number of F variables is equal to ρ |V |(|V |−1)
2
|E|, where ρ repre-
sents the fraction of active source-destination pairs. Thus, the number of combinations of F
variables is 2ρ
|V |(|V |−1)
2
|E|, which is not polynomial and has gone beyond bound for practical
computing, even if we only have the most basic Kirchoff’s law constraints in the problem. If
more case-specific constraints are added to the problem, the computational complexity will
inevitably be greater.
The integer constraints for F andA variables can be loosened to reduce the computational
complexity as real-valued optimizations are more easily compared to that of integer-valued.
In this case, the solution may be multiple routing paths, each of which carry a portion of
the total traffic to the destination. The paths are different but not necessarily node or edge
disjoint. They allow more flexible routing as one traffic stream can be divided into several
parts and delivered to the destination via different paths. We can use randomized rounding
to obtain a suboptimal integer result from the solution with loosened constraints, however
care has to be taken as most real networks do not support fine granularity in traffic process-
ing and the extent of the sub-optimality of the solution might be opaque.
Despite omitted in the example, it is worth mentioning the following general aspects of an
objective function. First, the objective function is determined by the design criteria, which
evaluates the optimality of the network. Second, it usually introduces more constraints to
the problem. There are a great variety of constraints that was brought about by objective
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functions, for different goals and scenarios of network design. These variations will be sum-
marized in the following sections with detailed explanations.
As mentioned, this ILP approach is an off-line algorithm and needs to be implemented to
collect traffic information from all nodes in the network. On the other hand, there are also
online algorithms (also known as heuristic algorithms) proposed to find the routing paths.
On-line algorithms do not need to collect all information around the network. Among them,
the K-Shortest Path Algorithm is most widely used.
The K-Shortest Path Algorithm returns a result of at most K different shortest paths
in a graph for an s/d pair. It only needs to know the remaining bandwidth/wavelengths in
the network without knowing the traffic in the paths. Based on this algorithm, a heuris-
tic algorithm can be implemented as a “pick from pool” process from the K shortest path
returned by the algorithm, in which greedy algorithms are usually implemented to achieve
a good balance between optimality and efficiency. The “pick from pool” preference can be
flexible to model different optimization objectives.
This section reviews the ILP method as the typical off-line algorithm to the network
design problem and the K-shortest path algorithm as the counterpart in on-line algorithms.
In next subsections, we introduce the different networking design topics mentioned above:
Telecom, Elastic Optical Network (EON), and IP-over-WDM. The telecom topic mainly cov-
ers the classic models toward a telecom network, and its CAPEX, and OPEX optimizations,
which are popular in the 90’s research papers. The EON topic introduces the approaches
for networks which feature dynamic spectrum allocation. The IP over WDM section con-
centrates on the network design variants in its special framework and has a large number of
variations.
2.3.2 Telecom Variants
Telecom network designers are interested in serving the maximum possible number of clients
with minimum cost. In another words, they want to make best use of the current network
to earn more business. The cost is usually evaluated by link usage, or similar parameters in
optimization objectives.
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One of the most classic objective functions is to minimax the use of each link, that is:
Minimize the value of max∀i,j
∑
∀s,d F
sd
ij
This objective intends to arrange routing paths such that each link is equally used. The
result provides a reference for the necessary capacity for each link in the network.
In this era, the use of K-Shortest Path routing is not yet popular due to its complexity.
Alternatively, a set of primitive on-line algorithms are carried out as heuristics. The fixed
routing method computes a path for each source-destination pair as the only entry in the
routing table for the traffic. It will be blocked if part of its pre-computed path is occupied.
Fixed Alternative Routing computes an alternative path in addition to the first fixed path.
If the fixed path is not available, the network then attempts to set it on the alternative
path. In addition, Adaptive Routing is an online method which finds a path according to
the current network state.
The wavelength continuity constraint is another key factor in this problem. The network
is constrained by wavelength continuity if no wavelength converters are used. This means
that a traffic stream must be assigned to the same wavelength along its path. A node
equipped with wavelength converters may switch the wavelengths for traffic streams passing
it.
A graph coloring method is used to solve the wavelength assignment problem with this
wavelength continuity constraint. In this approach, each stream in the network is modeled
as a node. Two nodes are adjacent (connected by a link) as long as the two paths for the
streams are overlapping. At this point, assigning wavelengths to the traffic streams so that
they don’t conflict is equivalent to coloring the nodes such that two adjacent nodes can’t
have the same color.
This graph coloring problem is widely studied in graph theory. A global optical solution
is very hard to compute, but suboptimal results can be obtained by sequential coloring.
Sequential coloring is a greedy algorithm which starts at a random vertex and colors one
more vertex at a step. In each step the coloring plan is selected with the criteria of minimizing
the total colors possible. A sequential coloring method may achieve the optimal solution if
the starting vertex, along with the coloring sequence, happens to be the optimal one.
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The networking design problem with only a fraction of nodes equipped with wavelength
converters are also studied. In this case the routing and wavelength assignment becomes
different since the paths passing certain wavelength converter equipped nodes may be more
flexible in wavelength assignments than others. Also, the gain of using wavelength converters
is discussed. These problems are studied in [49, 50, 51, 52].
2.3.3 EON Variants
The concept of Elastic Optical network is described in [54]. It suggests that we can make
flexible use of frequency bands to improve the throughput. In a fixed grid network, the
frequency bands are fixed, along with the modulation schemes, and guard bands. It is
obvious that by merging serval neighboring spectrum together, the guard bands can be saved.
Furthermore, if the modulation schemes can be determined on the fly and adaptively, more
bandwidth can be saved by using high-order modulation for large volume traffic. Thus, in
EON studies, we can make dynamic decision for allocating frequency bands and modulation
schemes so as to save bandwidth.
In EON studies, we prefer to aggregate traffic into neighboring slots in a link since
neighboring slots can be “merged” and bandwidth gets saved. On the other hand, we tend
to preclude spectrum fragmentation because it limits the flexibility of band assignment and
hence reduces the benefit of spectrum merging.
Research work [39] proposes a modified algorithm for EONs based on K-shortest path
and first fit scheme. For each candidate path, a weight parameter is introduced to evaluate
the spectrum fragmentation if traffic is set on this path. Zhu [40] proposes a set of algorithms
based on the K-shortest path algorithm. A variety of parameters including distance, number
of slots, etc are considered in manipulating of paths. The blocking probabilities for these
algorithms on a variety of networks are evaluated by simulations.
2.3.4 IP over WDM
The IP over WDM design is a packet switching network infrastructure where WDM tech-
nology serves as physical layer transmission media, while the routing is performed by IP
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routers. Due to lack of processing power for optical bits, a WDM OXC can’t directly for-
ward the packet to its next hop dynamically by processing the header of the packet. The
OXCs, alternatively, forward the packet to an IP router, where routing is performed.
Thus IP over WDM has a two layer structure. In the optical layer, the network is a set
of optical links connected to a set of nodes, in which IP routers reside. In the IP layer, the
network is a set of interconnected IP routers. Each IP router is connected to an OXC by
several short reach (SR) interfaces. The OXC forwards the packets which need IP routing
to the IP router through the SRs. The IP router performs routing, and sends it back to
the OXC through an SR. The OXC further switches the routed packet from its SR to the
outgoing port.
The scenario above describes the case when all optical links are mandatorily terminated
by IP routers. On the other hand, optical bypass at an IP router may be allowed, which
enables an optical link be directly connected to another by OXC, without going through the
IP router. It is very similar to virtual circuits in an electronic network. In this case, the
optical layer topography is different from the IP layer topography.
An MILP approach, aiming to minimize energy consumption in IP over WDM network,
is proposed [41]. It adds some variables depicting the usage of fibers, channels, ports, and
necessary EDFAs to compute and optimize power cost. Paper [43] proposes a model to eval-
uate the energy consumption with the consideration of making best use of renewable energy.
In [42], heuristic routing is proposed to pinpoint energy and delay problems by balancing the
tradeoff between shortest path IP routing and virtual circuit routing. Paper [46] proposes
a set of methods to optimize the CAPEX of this infrastructure by adjusting the geographic
positions for core and metro nodes. An MILP method and its heuristics are used in the op-
timization process. Zhang [44] proposes an MILP problem to minimize energy consumption
using sliceable transponders. A set of variables are introduced to depict if a transponder is
used by a connection. Suman [47] proposes an comprehensive MILP model to study both
the cost and energy efficiency in IP-over-WDM networks. This model includes parameters
for wavelength assignments, regenerators, and the association between virtual and physical
layer networks.
The variations of the MILP model also covers the topic of survivable networks with the
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IP-over-WDM infrastructure. Survivable networks are designed to guarantee that the vir-
tual topography could remain after physical layer failures, by redeploying the virtual circuits.
Lin[45] proposes a set of MILP models to study this reroute problem considering both topog-
raphy and capacity limitations. Research [48] addresses both survivable and energy efficiency
issues for a double link failure case. It uses greedy algorithms to establish virtual topology
to make the network efficient and survivable. Efficiency and survivability are evaluated by
simulation.
2.3.5 Summary
This section introduced the variation of network design models using ILP/MILP methods
and discussed its inherent drawbacks in methodology. First, they are not scalable due to
their computation cost. As mentioned, the number of F and A variables escalates with the
scale of network and traffic. With more features included in the problem the total number of
variables are usually integer multiples of this number. Consequently the total computation
cost becomes more formidable, which goes further beyond the practical threshold.
Second, the computation time of the optimal solution may render the solution obsolete
in dynamic traffic. ILP/MILP methods are off-line algorithms and need to know the traffic
pattern in advance, which are modeled as the A variables in the constraint, before computing
the solution. Note that the solution does not hold optimality if the traffic changes; instead
a new optimal solution needs to be recomputed. The computation of the optimal solution
for an obsolete traffic scenario is wasted.
In addition, network delay poses a great challenge to the promptness of the optimal
solution due to its centralized mechanism. The ILP method needs to collect the A variables
from every node. Thus, for each node, it needs to wait for at least two RTTs plus the
computation time in order to be orchestrated by the central control plane. Thus, unstable
delay or packet drop may prolong the decision time which is more likely to produce obsolete
or wrong solutions, which potentially hampers the performance of the network.
If implemented as an online algorithm, a K-shortest path algorithm could provide a
prompter answer for dynamic traffic. The routing paths for every source-destination pair
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can be computed ahead of time and saved. Thus the routing process is certainly more efficient
than the centralized optimization method. For new traffic, we don’t need to recompute the
routes in contrast to MILP approaches.
However, the optimality of the “pick from pool” mechanism of the K-shortest path
algorithm is hard to evaluate. In most papers, the approaches using this algorithm are
proposed as heuristic substitutes for the models while their optimality is rarely evaluated.
The optimality is not guaranteed because, as mentioned, a considerable part of these process
is usually a greedy algorithm.
We observed that both approaches are very limited in handling dynamic traffic. The
ILP/MILP approaches are off-line algorithms and treat different traffic as a separate problem
and they are solved separately. It is also complicated to evaluate the optimality of K-
shortest path algorithm for different traffic. When handling bursty and dynamic traffic,
MILP approaches are too expensive in computation and delay, which lacks scalability and
promptness. On the other hand, on-line algorithms based on the K-shortest path algorithm
are quick but its optimality is hard to evaluate.
To deal with this difficulty, we come back to the earlier thoughts which aim to solve the
problem by combinatorics. Similar to the switching structure, we can study non-blocking
network topographies for a WDM network, or in general, a mesh network. We can model
the dynamic traffic in a combinatorial way and study if a connected mesh network could
handle this traffic and thus be non-blocking. Knowing the non-blocking property, we can
determine if a network is able to handle dynamic traffic. It is a comprehensive study of the
relationship between the structure of the underlying simple graph of a network, traffic, and
routing algorithms. This approach is more general than the ILP and heuristic algorithm
approaches and are expected to provide solid results.
2.4 NON-BLOCKING OPTICAL NETWORKS
This section introduces the concept of non-blocking networks. We begin by the well studied
topic of non-blocking switching structures and its main result–the Clos structure. Then we
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summarize the literature on non-blocking studies of optical networks. Based on this, we
propose and formulate our study of non-blocking mesh WDM networks.
2.4.1 Non-blocking Switch Structures
While non-blocking WDM mesh networks are a rarely studied topic, non-blocking general
electronical switching structures have been widely studied. In practice, a large scale switch
is usually implemented by a set of interconnected small scale switches, each of which has
several incoming/outgoing ports. The switching structure is essentially the way its small
scale switches are connected and they way they are integrated as a large scale switch. A
non-blocking switch guarantees that a pair of idle incoming/outgoing ports can always be
connected without affecting the traffic in other ports. If we assume the small scale switches
are non-blocking, the switching structure has a deterministic effect of the non-blocking prop-
erty of the large switch. Thus a general non-blocking structure is of great interest. We begin
the study by defining terms “connection” and “traffic pattern” to describe traffic and non-
blocking properties.
Definition 2.4.1. A connection −→x = (s, d) is a vector that represents the one way traffic
from the source to the destination, either routed or to be routed, for which input port s needs
to be connected to output port d.
Definition 2.4.2. A traffic pattern X = {−→x1,−→x2, ...} is a collection of connections that
could exist simultaneously at an instant in the network2.
Here are some general rules for the traffic in a switch for this dissertation:
1. The switch, in general, has an equal number of input and output ports.
2. One input port, at an instant, can only send traffic(i.e. be electronically wired) to one
output port, and vice versa.3
3. The wiring of a pair of input/output ports can be reconfigured when necessary.
We propose the following definitions to depict these rules in math.
2WLOG, a switching structure is a special kind of network. Thus we use the term “network” in the
definition.
3Multicast traffic may have multiple destinations from the same origin. This type of traffic is not consid-
ered in this paper.
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Definition 2.4.3. Vertex v is involved in traffic pattern X if there exists a connection
such that v is the source or destination vertex in the connection. If v is the source vertex,
we say v is involved as source in X. If v is the destination, we say v is involved as
destination in X. If v is neither the source nor destination of any −→x ∈ X, we say v is
not involved in X.
Remark 2.4.4. We can also say that v is involved in a connection if v is the source or
destination of that connection.
Definition 2.4.5. Denote ηs(X, v) as the number of connections in which v is involved
as source in X. Similarly denote ηd(X, v) as its counterpart in which v is involved as
destination.
We can consider the input ports as the source and output ports as the destination of a
connection in a switching structure. Recalling that we regulate one input port can only be
connected to one output port at an instant and vice versa, we have:
Proposition 2.4.6. A traffic pattern X is applicable to a switching structure if and only
if for all v, we have ηs(X, v) ≤ 1 and ηd(X, v) ≤ 1.
Definition 2.4.7. A traffic set T = {X1, X2, ...} is a set of all applicable traffic patterns.
The traffic set T for a switching structure must hold Proposition 2.4.6. This traffic set is
also referred to as a permutation traffic set as all the traffic patterns in it can be represented
by permutations. This paper studies the non-blocking property for the permutation traffic
set and use permutations to represent traffic patterns in it. For a formal explanation as to
why this approach is done, see Appendix A.2. Specially for the example of connections and
traffic patterns, refer to Example A.2.3.
With the above definitions, we can formally define a series of non-blocking properties:
Definition 2.4.8. A switching structure is strict sense non-blocking (SSNB) if, at
any instant any arriving connection −→x ∈ X arrives (the current traffic pattern must be an
X ∈ T ), −→x can be routed via an arbitrary available path.
Definition 2.4.9. A switching structure is wide sense non-blocking (WSNB) if, at
any instant any arriving connection −→x ∈ X arrives (the current traffic pattern must be an
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X ∈ T ), −→x can be connected via a path determined by an algorithm.
Definition 2.4.10. A switching structure is rearrangeably non-blocking (RNB) if, at
any instant any arriving connection −→x ∈ X arrives (the current traffic pattern must be an
X ∈ T ), −→x can be connected connected via a path, which may need to rearrange paths of
other traffic to make the path available.
As can be observed, all non-blocking properties require that all traffic patterns in T be
routed. SSNB is the strongest non-blocking property because it demands that the path can
be arbitrarily taken and still guarantees non-blocking. WSNB is weaker than SSNB in that
it requires that path be deliberately selected according to an algorithm instead of arbitrarily.
Rearrangeably non-blocking is the weakest non-blocking property. It is satisfied as long
as there is one solution of routing paths for each traffic pattern. Once we have the solution
for a traffic pattern, we can route the connections in the traffic according to the solution.
Note that this process implies that some connections may be rearranged during the shift of
traffic patterns in the network. And, hence, since we can rearrange routed connections dur-
ing the change of traffic patterns, we only need to have one solution for each traffic pattern.
Remark 2.4.11. We can prove the RNB property if we can find routing paths for every
applicable traffic pattern. The traffic throughout the network must be an applicable traffic
pattern at any instant. The term “rearrangeably” subtly implies that for the current traffic
pattern, as long as there is one solution, no matter how other traffic is routed, we can rear-
range the traffic according to the solution such that every connection is routed.
However, for the WSNB and SSNB properties, we need to consider randomness in the
routing algorithm and the arrival sequence of the connections, as a connection will be kept
in the path at the instant it is routed, which will affect the routing process of subsequent con-
nections, which introduces an astronomical amount of enumerations, and is beyond practical
computation power.
Figure 3 illustrates the relationship between these non-blocking properties. The RNB
property is the least restrictive property and the WSNB property is a subset of it. SSNB
is the most strict property which is a subset of the WSNB property, and hence also of the
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Figure 3: Venn diagram for non-blocking properties
RNB property.
For any of the non-blocking properties, a direct approach is difficult because the number
of traffic patterns escalates with the number of ports. Computing the routing path for every
traffic pattern is mandatory yet obviously non-scalable, even for the easiest RNB property,
not to mention the SSNB and WSBN properties.
In the next section, we will introduce a general non-blocking switching structure known
as the Clos structure. The analysis of the non-blocking properties in Clos structures can
be simplified by its special way to connect the ports. By this structural advantage, there
is a general routing method such that the routing paths for different traffic patterns can be
summarized and represented by several integer parameters.
2.4.2 Clos Structure
A Clos structure (also referred to as a Clos network) is a modular 3-stage switching system
which functions as a single k × k switch, where k = r × n. A Clos structure can be charac-
terized by r, n, and m. Its structure and the small scale switches it connects are plotted in
Figure 4.
An example Clos structure with r = 2, n = 3 and m = 4 is shown in Figure 4. It
functions as an rn × rn (6 × 6) switch and contains three stages. The first stage has two
(actually r) n×m switches. Each switch connects n input ports to m output ports, each of
which is connected to one of the m switches in the middle stage respectively. The switches
in the first stage are also called ingress switches. The middle stage has four r×r switches.
The third stage is symmetric to the first stage. Each switch in this stage forwards the traffic
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Figure 4: Example of a 3 Stage Clos Structure
from m middle stage switches to n outgoing ports. The switches in this stage are called
egress switches.
Note that in general, there are r switches in the first and third stage and there are m
switches in the middle stage. Usually r and n are fixed by their relationship to k however
the selection of number m is flexible. We show later that the value of m can determine the
non-blocking property for this structure.
The Clos structure has a special feature that each middle stage switch has one port
connected to each ingress switch and one for each egress switch. It is impled that two con-
nections switched to the same ingress/egress switch must be routed to different middle stage
switches respectively.
The Clos structure is found to be SSNB when m ≥ 2n− 1. The reasoning process is as
following. For an ingress switch, there are at most n− 1 other calls handled by this switch
and hence the nth call may only have m − (n − 1) middle stage switches to choose from.
Meanwhile, consider the egress switch where the destination port is located. In the worst
case there exist another n− 1 calls which use another n− 1 middle stage switches. This call
could have its path through this switching structure as long as we have at least one more
switch in the middle stage. Thus we have m − 2(n − 1) ≥ 1; and we have m ≥ 2n − 1. It
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is also found that when m ≥ n, this structure is RNB. For its proof refer to [53]. No clear
relationship between the WSNB property and the parameters m and n is observed.
Note that a Clos structure can be expanded to more stages by replacing the r × r
switches in the middle stage by another 3-stage clos structure. This would extend the
number of overall stages to arbitrary odd number greater than three if k is sufficiently large.
It adds great variation to the switching structures and thus addressing optimal route selection
becomes even more difficult.
Regarding the path selection preferences, Benes proposes a conjecture in page 29 in [53]
that “a call should be routed through the most heavily loaded part of the network that will
still take the call”. He offers discussion of this conjecture; however, he does not provide a
generalized proof for it.
2.4.3 Overview of “Non-blocking” Studies
The study of Non-blocking optical networks can be traced back to the 1990s, principally fo-
cused on designing non-blocking optical switches. These studies extend the proof method of
the Clos structure to optical switching devices. The features of optical networks are added to
the analysis process such as wavelength conversion functions and the lack of optical buffers.
This section begins with a brief review of the studies in this topic, and then proposes the
problem and framework for our study.
The non-blocking network analysis can be categorized into two branches. The first branch
focuses on the design of a non-blocking optical switch. The second branch studies the traffic
and the performance of a network.
Qin and Yang[63] studied the performance of non-blocking switching structures with dif-
ferent wavelength converting functions. By comparing the permutation capacity versus the
number of cross points using no/limited/full wavelength conversion functions, it is concluded
that limited wavelength conversion could balance the cost yet achieve good performance.
Rasala and Wilfong[64] proposed a delicate design scheme for heterogeneous switching
(have different numbers of input and outgoing ports) and demonstrated the lower bound
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of wavelength converters to guarantee strictly non-blocking. This design is based on the
assumption that the wavelength converters in a switch can be dynamically allocated to the
ports or links where necessary.
Zhou and Yang [65] investigated wide-sense non-blocking networks for multicast traffic.
It studies the routing method for multicast traffic in a variety of regular networks and sum-
marized the minimum number of wavelengths needed to the WSNB property. Similar to the
discussion of the Clos structure, this study summarized the routing results in different traffic
patterns and computed the lower bound. The result is based on the assumption that the
traffic is routed to the shortest path or according to a fixed path selection scheme.
Barry and Humblet[68] analyzed the performance of wavelength routing switches to han-
dle partial and full permutation traffic sets. They model the traffic with their proposed
prototype switching structures without explicitly mentioning the graph structure of the net-
work. This delicate reasoning process bypassed the difficulty brought by the graph structure
and routing method. The lower bound for the number of wavelengths are deducted for both
passive and configurable all optical networks.
In addition, blocking rates are collected to evaluate the performance of a network. They
are either computed by probability models or collected from simulation results. Particularly
in OBS systems, queue theory methods are widely applied to compute the blocking proba-
bility.
Barry and Humblet [66] computed the blocking rate along a path of a network using
probability methods. The analysis is based on a routing path between two nodes while other
traffic using part of the path is modeled without knowledge of the remaining section of the
underlying simple graph of the network. It evaluates the effect of path length and number
of wavelengths towards the blocking probability either with or without wavelength inter-
changers. Based on this result, the benefit of wavelength converters in different networks are
discussed.
Hsu and Liu[67] applied queue theory to study the blocking probability for an OBS
switch. It proposed a two stage queue by the Markov model and computed its loss proba-
bility. In addition, a set of simulations are conducted. The simulation results are compared
with the analytical result to discuss the accuracy of the queue model to predict traffic.
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In summary, the core of the non-blocking switching studies is based on the result of Clos
structure. New elements in optical networks are added to the structure and their impact
towards the non-blocking property are discussed comprehensively. The problems are either
formed as a variation of Clos structure so that its result can be applied, or formed as a
resource allocation problem to reach the minimum resource needed.
In the studies of blocking probabilities, most studies use properly defined probability
models, simulations, or both. As the infrastructure of an optical network is complicated, the
probability model is in general complex, and the solution may be approximated. Simulations
may be conducted as a control group to better evaluate probability models.
2.4.4 Non-blocking Optical Mesh Network
Similar to study of the non-blocking switching switching structures, the analysis of non-
blocking optical mesh networks is based on the same definition and analysis framework.
However, there are two differences between the structure of a mesh network and a general
switching structure. First, a link in a general mesh network works both ways, in contrast
to its counterpart in a switching structure, which makes routing analysis totally different.
Second, every node generates traffic in a mesh network and there are no middle stage nodes
in contrast to a switching structure, which poses a more stark constraint for traffic analysis.
Obviously, they render the analysis of the routing problem more complicated and the result
of Clos structure can not be directly applied. Despite the differences in analysis, we continue
to use the definitions for switching structures to the study of non-blocking mesh networks
due to their inherent conceptual consistency.
This paper aims to study non-blocking properties in a mesh network. We model the mesh
network as a simple graph by assuming there is only one pair of input/output ports at each
node, and there is only one identical wavelength in every link4. To get a more general result
we also assume this network is free of wavelength converter as there is only one wavelength.
The applicable traffic patterns in this network are similar to that of a switching structure,
4For the discussion of why this model could facilitate designing a non-blocking network without loss of
generality, see Appendix A.
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a permutation traffic set. We investigate the non-blocking property of the simple graph by
studying whether all permutation traffic patterns can be routed and the routing methods.
In this dissertation we found that a subset of the graph may have non-blocking proper-
ties by certain routing methods, which is a structural advantage that is meaningful to the
theoretical study of non-blocking networks. The scale of the non-blocking graph in the sub-
set may be up to any scale. What’s more, the routing method to achieve the non-blocking
property is shown to be contradictory to Benes’ conjecture. These contents are introduced
in Chapter 4.
2.5 SUMMARY
This chapter provided a brief overview of WDM networks and proposed the main problem
in this dissertation, which is the study of non-blocking properties in optical mesh networks.
This problem is essentially a comprehensive investigation of a network’s power to route dif-
ferent traffic. There are two motivations of this study. First, the non-blocking switching
techniques have been widely studied. The theoretical background for its counterpart in
mesh networks is ready. Second, the current network design and traffic engineering schemes
have several drawbacks in implementation, either in complexity or infrastructure (Section
2.3). Thus, investigating non-blocking mesh networks would be very promising to get over
this obstacle and to provide a solid, yet general, understanding of the capability of general
connected graphs to handle dynamic traffic.
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3.0 GRAPH THEORY STUDIES REGARDING NON-BLOCKING
NETWORKS
Graph theory is a branch of study of discrete mathematics, which includes a set of practical
problems that can be modeled by graphs. Among the realm of graph theory studies, we
discover two closely related topics to non-blocking properties: the connectivity/cutset, and
the Hamiltonian property. We compare these studies to the RNB property to investigate
their in-depth coherence. In addition to the traditional graph theory topics, we propose our
own lattice approach to study the RNB property and present several general facts.
The non-blocking properties can, to some extent, be interpreted as multiple routing
problems, which can be studied with graph theory methods. In this chapter we compare the
least demanding RNB property to the graph theory studies. As stated in Definition 2.4.10,
an RNB graph should route every traffic pattern, where a traffic pattern is a collection of
connections. Thus the RNB property for a graph could be formulated as a complex multiple
routing problem for a variety collections of connections in the graph theory scope, which is
an in-depth structure property for connected graphs. While connectivity and Hamiltonian
property are also structure properties, we compare the RNB property to them.
3.1 CONNECTIVITY AND CUTSET
The classic connectivity test examines the minimum cut set for a graph. In general, a cut
set of a graph refers to a vertex cut set of the graph. A set of vertices S of graph G is a
vertex cut set if the subgraph induced by the set of vertices V \S is disconnected. Note all
edges incident to a vertex are removed upon the removal of the vertex.
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The number κ(G) is the minimum cardinality1 of a vertex cut sets of graph G, which
is also called the connectivity of a graph. We note that we do have the number κe(G)
as the minimum cardinality of the edge cut sets of graph G, and the number δmin(G)
as the minimum degree of vertices in graph G. There is a basic theorem indicating that
κ(G) ≤ κe(G) ≤ δmin(G). In general, a graph G can be called k–connected if it has vertex
connectivity k.
The following related studies indicate how connectivity describes the structure feature
of a graph. The connectivity values have distinct advantage that can be computed in poly-
nomial time[3, page 236] for both vertex connectivity and edge connectivity. Thus, it is
efficient to obtain the connectivity values. Whitney’s theorem gives the structure property
of a graph with connectivity value k.
Whitney’s Theorem[4, page 234] indicates that:
Theorem 3.1.1 (Whitney). A non-trivial graph G is k-connected if and only if ∀u,v ∈ V ,
u 6= v, ∃ in G at least k internally disjoint u-v paths.
This theorem indicates that for any pair of vertices, there are always k vertex–disjoint
paths between them if a graph is k-connected. For any pair of vertices, ideally, a connection
between them has k mutual disjoint paths to choose. This property also indicates the removal
of any k − 1 vertices in the graph would always render the remaining vertices connected.
However this theorem has limited power to investigate the RNB problem especially when
there are multiple traffic patterns present in the network, because it is hard to determine
the paths of the traffic from other vertices. They may take part of k candidate paths. In
the worst case if all paths are taken by other traffic, the traffic between this pair of vertices
may be blocked.
Consider a graph G in which there are k vertex–disjoint paths between vertices vs and
vt, with vertex set V where vs, vt ∈ V . Further, let vs and vt be not incident to each other,
and let the shortest distance between vs and vt be 3. Thus any of the k vertex–disjoint paths
brought about by Whitney’s theorem would be in the form: vs, v
s
i , ..., v
t
i , vt, where v
s
i and v
t
i
are two vertices adjacent to vs or vt respectively on the i
th path. The traffic between vs and
1Cardinality means the number of elements in a set.
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vt would be blocked if every pair of vertices (v
s
i , v
t
i) has traffic between them and the traffic
is routed on the vsi , ..., v
t
i part of the i
th candidate path between vs and vt respectively. As
the traffic is variant, it is hard to determine the RNB property from the structure property
provided by Whitney’s theorem. This case depicts the limitation of applying Whitney’s
theorem to the RNB property.
Dirac[7] proved that a k-connected graph contains a cycle through any given k vertices if
k ≥ 2. This fact implies that a k-connected graph could guarantee a ring pattern transmission
for up to k vertices. The sequence of the k vertices is not specified. This means given a set of
k vertices, there may be one sequence of them that are guaranteed in the cycle. This means
that a k-connected graph would always guarantee
(
n
k
)
of the n! traffic patterns. It definitely
does not cover all the traffic patterns.
In addition, this theorem does not cover the case in which two or more cycles are needed
to route a traffic pattern. For example, traffic pattern (a1, a2, ...)(b1, b2, ...) may be routed into
two cycles, which is not covered by the theorem. What’s more, the non-specified sequence
may raise a critical limitation. For example, the cycle guaranteed by the theorem to traverse
the vertex–set {v1, v2, v3, v4, v5} may be (v1, ..., v3, ..., v2, ..., v5, ..., v4, ..., v1); thus, a traffic
pattern in a different sequence, for example a cycle in the form of (v5, v4, v3, v2, v1) may not
be routed because this sequence is not guaranteed. These examples indicate the limitations
of applying Dirac’s theorem to the RNB problem.
Finding k vertex or edge disjoint paths for k pairs of different prescribed vertices is also
studied in this topic. If the paths are vertex–disjoint, the graph is said to be k-linked. If
the paths are edge–disjoint, the graph is said to be weakly k-linked. The study from[8][9]
suggests that, for each integer k, there exists an integer f(k), such that graph G is k-linked
given κ(G) ≥ f(k). If these paths exist, it may satisfy the traffic patterns which only have
pairwise connections. There are at most dk
2
e pairs of vertices. If the connectivity κ is great
enough to make the graph dk
2
e-linked, we know from the structure property that there exist a
solution for pairwise communication traffic patterns. However the bound for κ to be “ great
enough” is not specified. How to find the specific form of the bound f(k) is not mentioned.
The bound may also be so large that it is beyond the cost budget for industry investments.
However, by assuming that the network only has pairwise connections, this concept has more
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power.
Connectivity tests study how strongly a graph is connected, which has a very subtle
relationship to the RNB property. However, there are differences. The relationship between
connectivity testing and other approaches to the non-blocking network design problem is
very complicated. The comparison between connectivity and RNB property is discussed
in Section 3.4.1. Besides connectivity, the Hamiltonian graph is another widely studied
graph–theoretic topic concerning structure. This topic is discussed in the next section.
3.2 THE HAMILTONIAN PROPERTY
The Hamiltonian property is a classic graph theory problem. The Hamiltonian property
investigates if there exists a cycle or path that passes through every vertex in the graph once
and only once. Specially, the concept of Hamiltonian graph is defined by such cycles.
Mathematically: A graph G is said to have the Hamiltonian property if G has a spanning
cycle that includes every vertex in G. In addition, the Hamiltonian path concept refers to
the path obtaining that property. Although finding Hamiltonian cycles or paths seems easy,
it is very complicated to determine its sufficient and necessary conditions.
The studies about the Hamiltonian property are interesting because the approaches to
Hamiltonian graphs may inspire a heuristic for the RNB problem. They both find cy-
cles/paths in the graph. The Hamiltonian property guarantees a cycle/path trespassing ev-
ery vertex while the RNB property subtly demands a variety of cycles. Thus, there are great
similarities between the Hamiltonian property and the RNB property. Although determining
the Hamiltonian property is computationally complicated, plenty of sufficient conditions to
it have been found. Thus we expect its counterpart in the RNB problem can be found.
It is worth mentioning that in some branch of the Hamiltonian study, stronger state-
ments are discussed, such as “ cycle extendable”, “k-ordered Hamiltonian”, “ Hamiltonian
property preservation”, etc. These stronger statements are even closer to the RNB property.
Their impacts towards building a RNB backbone problem are discussed at the end of this
section.
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3.2.1 Approaches to the Hamiltonian Property
There are two main approaches to the Hamiltonian property. One is based on the size of the
independent set derived from the graph, which is also known as the independence number.
It is used to evaluate mutual connectivity for a simple graph. The other is based on a
“neighbor” concept which depicts the size of the neighboring vertices of a vertex set. Based
on these parameters, several sufficient conditions to the Hamiltonian problem are developed.
A set of vertices X ⊆ V (G) is said to be independent if, for any pair of vertices v1, v2 ∈ X,
v1, v2 are NOT incident. The notation ind(G) is defined as ind(G) = max ||X|| where X is
an independent set of G. The parameter σk(G) is widely used in Hamiltonian problems. It
is defined as:
σk(G) = min{
∑k
i=1 deg(xi)} where X ⊆ V (G), X = {x1, x2, ..., xk} is an independent set
Based on this parameter, Ore[10] proved that, if σ2(G) ≥ ||V (G)||, G is Hamiltonian. Later,
Ore[11] further proved that, if σ2(G) ≥ ||V || + 1, G is Hamiltonian connected. Jackson[12]
proved that a d-regular 2-connected graph with d ≥ ||V ||
3
is Hamiltonian. Bauer[13] found
that a balanced bipartite graph G is Hamiltonian if deg(u) + deg(v) ≥ ||V ||+ 1 where u and
v are not incident and belong to different parties respectively. In [3, 14], it is found that a
2-connected graph with min{max(deg(u), deg(v))|d(u, v) = 2} ≥ ||V ||
2
is Hamiltonian. In[15]
it is mentioned that a 2-connected graph G is Hamiltonian if σ3(G) ≥ ||V ||+ κv(G). In [16]
it is stated that, for a graph G with ||V || ≥ 3, κv(G) ≥ ind(g) implies the Hamiltonian prop-
erty; κv(G) ≥ ind(g) + 1 implies the Hamiltonian connected property; κv(G) ≥ ind(g) − 1
implies the traceable property.
These facts determine the Hamiltonian property by analyzing the independent number
in combination with other graph metrics. It can be summarized that the studies men-
tioned above establish a sufficient condition for Hamiltonian property by manipulating de-
gree, ind(G), and σ.
The studies in the “neighbor” approach to the Hamiltonian property are focused on the
number of neighbors |N(S)| for a subset of vertices S ⊆ V . Woodal[17] proved that, for
any subset S ⊆ V , G is Hamiltonian if |N(S)| ≥ ||S||+||V ||+3
3
. Fraisse[18] proved the Hamil-
tonian property given the assumption that ∃ t ≥ κv, such that for any independent set
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||S|| = t, |N(S)| ≥ t(||V ||−1)
t+1
. These two statements have high theoretical value and develop
connections between graph structure and the Hamiltonian property which can be described
numerically. However the implementation values are limited, by the inherent difficulty to
be implemented. For example, to test the conditions for [17], it is required to find and test
every subset of the vertex set ||V ||. Also, a significant amount of computation is needed to
find the parameter t in the aforementioned statement[18].
In addition, the concepts of graph powers, and line graphs are related to the Hamilto-
nian property. A line graph transforms a graph G into another graph denoted by L(G) by
converting edges in G into vertices in L(G). The two vertices in L(G) are adjacent if and
only if the corresponding edges are incident. The k-power graph of G can be generated by
the k-th power of the adjacent matrix B of G. To obtain the k-th power of B, we need to
set all diagonal elements to zero and all other non-zero elements to one in Bk. In the k-th
power graph of G, all vertices within distance k of G are adjacent in the power graph.
Chartrand [19] proved that given a connected graph G with δmin(G) ≥ 3, L2(G) is
Hamiltonian, where L(G) is the line graph of G. Fleischner [20] reached the statement
that, for a 2-connected graph G, G2 is Hamiltonian. For a connected graph G, [21] found
that G3 is Hamiltonian connected. Komlo´s [27] proves that for a sufficient large graph with
δmin(G) ≥ knk+1 , G has the k-th power of a Hamiltonian cycle.
Line graphs and power graphs study the Hamiltonian property of a transformed general
graph while they are two ways of transformation. Similarly, we may be able to generate
RNB graphs by applying some trick or modification of a general graph. This approach is
worthy further investigation.
The facts mentioned above can be classified as the traditional approaches to the Hamilto-
nian property as their target is the Hamiltonian property. The metrics and parameters used
above to reach the Hamiltonian property might also be illuminative to the RNB property in
a heuristic. It can be seen that the RNB property is more demanding than the Hamiltonian
property.
In addition to the traditional approaches, advanced Hamiltonian studies focus on more
demanding properties based on the Hamiltonian property. These studies may be closer to
the RNB property. This topic is introduced in the next subsection.
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3.2.2 Advanced Hamiltonian Study
In this section we introduce studies that research more demanding yet complicated properties
based on Hamiltonian graphs. The content of this subsection concentrates on studying mul-
tiple cycles in Hamiltonian graphs which are more demanding because Hamiltonian graphs
require only one such cycle. They are expected to be more similar to the RNB property.
A pancyclic graph contains cycles of all lengths between 3 and ||V ||, given ||V || ≥ 3. A
bipancyclic graph contains all even–length cycles between 4 and ||V ||. Bondy [25] finds that
a Hamiltonian graph is pancyclic if ||E|| ≥ ||V ||2
4
unless the graph has a balanced bipartite
subgraph. For balanced bipartite graphs, [26] finds two sufficient conditions to bipancyclic
property.
A graph G is said to be cycle extendable if any cycle C in ||G|| with ||V (C)|| < ||V || can
be extended to a cycle C1 with ||V (C1)|| = ||V (C)||+ 1. Moreover, if G is cycle extendable
and every vertex belongs to a triangle, G is said to be fully cycle extendable[3]. Hendry [28]
investigates the cycle extendable property with graph metrics σ2(G) and minimum degree
of G.
A k-ordered (Hamiltonian graph), has a cycle (Hamiltonian cycle) for every sequence
of k vertices that encounters the vertices of the sequence in a given order. Kierstead [29] found
if ||V || ≥ 11k−3 and δmin(G) ≥ dn2 e+bk2c−1, G is k-ordered Hamilton. Faudree [30] proved
that for 3 ≤ k ≤ n
2
, if for any non-adjacent vertices pair u and v, deg(u)+deg(v) ≥ n+ 3k−9
2
,
then G is k-ordered Hamilton.
In addition to the facts mentioned above, [3] also summarizes a variety of related topics
of Hamiltonian property. These include multiple Hamiltonian cycles, Hamiltonian decom-
position, forbidden graphs, random graphs etc. Most of the approaches are not close to the
RNB problem and thus not listed in this paper.
The relationship between the Hamiltonian graphs and the RNB graphs is very com-
plicated. The Hamiltonian property guarantees cycles in a simple graph. RNB property
requires cycles in different patterns in the simple graph, each edge from which is considered
a two way link. The RNB property is more demanding in the specification of cycles. How-
ever, finding cycles in two way links are easier. These facts will be discussed in detail in
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Section 3.4, after some typical RNB graphs and blocking graphs are introduced in the next
section.
3.3 A LATTICE APPROACH
Graph theory analysis in the above topics is not a perfect matching to our RNB problem
study because the RNB property is strong and complicated. Hereby we introduce our own
lattice approach to study the RNB property. We begin by studying the RNB property
for small scale simple graph because brute force computation for them is practical. We can
record the non-blocking property of the small scale graphs and summarize them into a lattice
structure.
The lattice contains non-isomorphic graphs as its elements. The graphs in a lattice
are associated by a partial order relationship. Here we use the subgraph relationship as the
partial order relationship to describe the similarity of graphs. By studying the RNB property
of the graphs in the lattice, it is expected to shed light on the relationship between RNB
property and structure similarities in graphs. The details of this approach are introduced in
the following subsections.
3.3.1 The Partial Order Relationship in a Lattice
In the lattice structure in this section, we use the subgraph relationship as the partial order
relationship to build the lattice. This relationship is partial order because it not applicable
for every single pair of graphs. That is, there may be two graphs such that no one is the
subgraph of the other. It is ordered because if G1 is the subgraph of G2, G2 is the subgraph
of G3, we know G1 is the subgraph of G3.
For example, consider set S5 contains all non-isomorphic connected graphs with five or
fewer vertices. A lattice (L,≤) can be built with S5 with a subgraph relationship, as shown
in Figure 5. Consider G1, G2 ∈ S5; if G1 is a subgraph of G2, then we have G1 ≤ G2. The
5-vertex complete graph K5 is the maximum element of the lattice while K2 is the minimum
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Figure 5: Lattice built on five or less vertices graph with subgraph relationship
element of the lattice2. Note if two graphs have the same number of vertices and the same
number of edges, they don’t have this subgraph relationship.
Join and meet operations can be defined as following. Join operation a ∨ b returns the
least element (the lowest order) c such that a ≤ c, and b ≤ c. Similarly, meet operation
a ∧ b returns the greatest element c such that c ≤ a, and c ≤ b. From the graph structure
scope, the join graph a ∨ b inherits the graph structure from both graphs. In the same way,
the meet graph a ∧ b represents the most common graph structure in both graphs. These
operations are used in the analysis of the graph similarity.
3.3.2 An Example Lattice
Figure 5 presents the lattice structure defined with S5 and the subgraph relationship. The
subgraph relationships are shown by arrows colored either green or red. A green arrow’s
2The 1-vertex graph is trivial and not included in S.
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tail points to a spanning subgraph of the graph at the head. The graph at the tail has one
less edge than the graph at the head. The graph at a red arrow’s tail can be generated by
removing a one-degree vertex in the graph at the red arrow’s head. For the convenience of
representation, other subgraph relationships are not plotted as they can be implied from the
plotted relationships.
It can be intuitively observed that all graphs share a common structure–K2–that’s how
a graph gets itself connected. And all graphs inherit part of the structure from the complete
graph K5. In math languages: ∀a,b ∈ L, K2 ≤ a ∧ b, and a ∨ b ≤ K5.
The blocking graphs are enclosed in a box while the others all have the RNB property. It
can be observed that all blocking graphs contain a subgraph–the blocking graph with three
vertices and two edges–a short chain. By some simple reasoning and proof[1], the following
intuitive rules have been summarized:
1. Chain graphs with greater than or equal to three vertices are blocking.
2. Ring graphs with greater than or equal to five vertices are blocking.
3. Star graphs are RNB.
Chain graphs are connected graphs with n vertices and n − 1 edges, n > 3. Among the n
vertices there are two 1-degree vertices and n− 2 2-degree vertices. All chain graphs can be
found blocking because, when the two 1-degree vertices are sending traffic to each other, all
links are used and the traffic between any of the remaining n-2 vertices will be blocked.
A ring graph has n vertices and n edges, where all n vertices have degree 2, which is
essentially a cycle with n vertices. Ring graphs are blocking when n ≥ 5. For example,
consider the 5 node ring graph in Figure 6. A blocking traffic pattern can be found by
letting all vertices send traffic to a vertex next to its neighbor in sequence, which could be in
permutation form as (1 3 5 2 4). It can be observed that this traffic pattern will be blocked.
A star graph is an n-vertices tree with n − 1 leaves. For its special structure, the
connections in the graph can be routed as following. If the traffic is between two leaves, it
can be hopped by the root vertex, which lies right between the source and destination. If
the traffic is initiated from or destined to the root, this traffic can be delivered directly. For
every traffic pattern, its connections can be routed by the method above. Thus every traffic
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Figure 6: Example blocking ring graph
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pattern can be routed and hen star graph is RNB. The detail of the formulation and the
formal proof of this statement can be found in the next chapter.
The Chain graph rule and Ring graph rule can further be developed into a more general
form:
Theorem 3.3.1. Cut Set Theorem: For a connected graph G if there exists an edge cut set
Ec such that ||Ec|| < min{||C1||, ||C2||}, then G is blocking. C1, C2 are the two components
Ec cuts G into.
Proof. Denote vertices v1i ∈ C1, and v2i ∈ C2. We know there is a traffic pattern containing
connections (v1i , v
2
i ) and (v
2
i , v
1
i ) where i ≤ min(||C1||, ||C2||). This traffic pattern can NOT
be routed because each pair of the connections needs to be routed by an edge (two links, one
in each direction) connecting C1 and C2. However there are only ||Ec|| edges connecting them
which is strictly less than min{||C1||, ||C2||} which is the number of such pairs of connections
in the traffic pattern. We know there must exist a pair of connection such that they have no
link to use. Thus this traffic pattern can’t be routed and the graph is not RNB. The proof
is complete.
Theorem 3.3.1 is a sufficient condition to a blocking graph. Alternatively it suggests that
an RNB graph must be at least sufficiently connected so that the graph can’t be cut into
two large parts by a small number of edge removals. It is not a necessary condition to be a
blocking graph because we have found an exceptional blocking graph which does not satisfy
the theorem.
The exceptional graph has six vertices, which was found in an extensive study of a lattice
structure consisting of 6-vertex graphs. We observed four greatest blocking graphs among
6-vertices graphs, which are shown in Figure 7. Three of them satisfy Theorem 3.3.1 and
the exceptional one is labeled by a box. For this blocking graph, we can’t find an edge cut
set that cut the graph into two parts such that either part is “bigger” than the edge cut set.
Thus we could see that only a portion of blocking graphs satisfies Theorem 3.3.1 and thus
the cut set theorem is only a sufficient condition for a blocking graph.
The lattice approach is an intuitive way to investigate the RNB problem. It arranges a
set of graphs according to their structure similarity, if we use subgraph as the partial order
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Figure 7: 6-vertices Blocking Graph
relationship, so that we can conveniently observe the relationship between the RNB property
and their structures.
The advantage of the lattice approach is its simplicity and flexibility. The disadvantage is
the computational complexity due to two facts. First, the number of non-isomorphic graphs
grows rapidly with the number of vertices in the graph. Second the computation complexity
to determine the RNB property increases drastically with the number of vertices in the graph
as well. Thus the scales computable graphs are limited. While it could be possible some of
the rules may NOT be obvious under this lattice with small-scale graphs, the future research
directions with this method may be:
1. Build up a lattice with new partial order relationships, such as “ split/contraction”.
2. Build up a lattice with more graphs, which needs more computational power.
Split/contraction is another relationship between two different graphs. A contraction for
a connected graph with at least two vertices is to merge two adjacent vertices into one
vertex. The new vertex is connected to all the neighbor vertices of the two merged vertices.
Split is the inverse operation of contraction. In this relationship, it can be seen that the
graphs contracted from an RNB graph are all RNB graphs. By applying contraction, the
contracted graph has one less vertex than the original graph. This is very similar to the
subgraph relationship and may be used to build up a lattice to study the RNB property.
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3.4 SUMMARY
This section summarizes the three topics in this chapter–the RNB property, the connectivity
tests, and the Hamiltonian property. We compare the RNB property and other two topics.
As the main topic for this paper focuses on the problem of designing non-blocking networks,
the comparison between connectivity tests and Hamiltonian graphs are omitted.
Recall that a simple graph G is said to be RNB if a simple graph G could “route” every
possible traffic pattern while each edge in G works in two directions. The term “traffic
pattern” and its routing are defined in detail in Section 2.4. It is a structural property of
a graph which represents its capability to handle dynamic traffic. Connectivity tests study
the firmness of a simple graph, which is also a structural property. The comparison between
connectivity and RNB are discussed in Section 3.4.1.
Section 3.4.2 discusses the relationship between the RNB property and the Hamiltonian
property. The Hamiltonian property guarantees a cycle or path passing all vertices in a
simple graph. On the other hand, a traffic pattern (in the form of a permutation) has traffic
cycles, the routing paths of which must be cycles. While each link has two directions, the
cycles can be find in the symmetric associated digraph of the graph. Thus we can see, to some
extent, that the RNB property is another “cycle finding” game and has more restrictions
of the cycles which comes from the amount and variety of traffic patterns. However, due
to cycle finding in the symmetric associated digraph is easier than in an undirected graph,
RNB graphs are not a subset of Hamiltonian graphs. That is, in RNB property, the traffic
is routed to cycles in the graph in which each edge has two directions and may handle two
traffic streams in different directions and thus be a part of two cycles at the same time. On
the contrary, edges in a Hamiltonian graph can only be used once for a cycle. Given the
similarity and trickiness, we conduct a scrutinized study toward the relationship between
Hamiltonian graphs and RNB graphs.
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3.4.1 Connectivity vs RNB
Connectivity represents how strongly a graph is connected, that is, how many vertex/edge
removals can be made before the graph becomes disconnected. This can be directly applied
to the study of designing a resilient network. In general a graph with high connectivity is
less likely to be blocking.
However, it is imprecise to determine the RNB property based merely on the connectivity
value. That is, we have found blocking graphs with good connectivity, for example, the
exceptional blocking graph in Figure 7. Nevertheless, it is observed that some RNB graphs
do have low connectivity values. For example the star graphs are RNB but only have edge
connectivity value of 1.
Based on the cut set theorem (Theorem 3.3.1), we can subtly connect edge connectivity
to the RNB property. We offer a Venn Diagram in Figure 8 to discuss the differences between
the edge connectivity and the RNB property.
In the Venn Diagram, the universe is the set of connected graphs–also 1-connected graphs.
It can be observed that the cut set theorem observed from the lattice approach is a necessary
condition to the RNB property. That is, all RNB graphs could pass the cut set theorem
test, that is, they can’t be cut into two large parts with a small number of edges. However
there are some blocking graphs that still pass the cut set theorem test. A typical example
of this is the exceptional blocking graph shown in Figure 7, as mentioned above.
The edge connectivity test overlaps the RNB graphs. The set of κe = 2 is plotted for
illustration. It consists of both non-blocking and blocking graphs. While the non-blocking
graphs are easy to observe, we only provide some examples for blocking graphs. First, the
5-vertex ring graph has κe = 2 and blocks. In addition, all the three unboxed 6-vertices
greatest blocking graphs in Figure 7 also have κe = 2.
The relationship between edge connectivity and bipartite complete graphs is illustrated
in Figure 8. Some bipartite complete graphs have very low edge connectivity values. For
example, a star graph is a bipartite complete graph with 1 edge connectivity. We thus know
that some RNB graphs do not have edge connectivity 2. The second 5-vertex, 5-edge graph
from right to left in the lattice (Figure 5) is an example of 1–edge connectivity RNB graph
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Figure 8: Venn Diagram for the relationship between connectivity tests and RNB graphs
that is not bipartite complete. Clearly there are some bipartite complete graphs with high
connectivity. It can also be observed that the number κe for a bipartite complete graphs
is essentially the minimum number of vertices in the parties. Thus for the set of bipartite
complete graphs, it may have arbitrary edge connectivity number while they are RNB graphs.
Despite the edge connectivity value κe itself does not directly imply the RNB property,
especially when this value is low, we can deduce that, if a simple graph has edge connectivity
more than d ||V ||
2
e, this graph passes the cut set theorem test. That is, this graph is more
likely to be RNB. However, whether there is a blocking graph with κe ≥ d ||V ||2 e is currently a
hard problem. If there is no such graph, we may filter out RNB graphs using the condition
κe = d ||V ||2 e.
To summarize, the relationship between connectivity value and the RNB property is
tricky. The cases are complicated and it is imprecise to conclude the RNB property based
merely on connectivity values. However, we can take the advantage of the cut set theorem
and the computation efficiency of obtaining the edge connectivity to obtain a set of graphs
that are more likely to be RNB.
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3.4.2 Hamiltonian vs RNB
The Hamiltonian property guarantees that a graph has a cycle or path with every vertex
in it. This is an excellent structure property. And it is closer to the definition of the RNB
property. It promises that a Hamiltonian graph could route at least two traffic patterns,
in which the vertices are sending and receiving traffic according to the sequence in the
Hamiltonian cycle. However, the RNB property requires that a graph should satisfy every
traffic pattern. The Hamiltonian cycle in a Hamiltonian graph may not support every traffic
pattern, for instance, the 5-vertices ring graph. In addition, some traffic pattern may require
multiple cycles to be routed. In this sense, the Hamiltonian property is less demanding than
the RNB property.
The advanced Hamiltonian property studies multiple cycles in a graph. This concept is
more demanding than the Hamiltonian property in the structure of the graph. It is more close
to the RNB property in this extent. These advanced Hamiltonian concepts are summarized
as following:
A pancyclic graph is more likely to route more traffic patterns because the graph has
cycles of all lengths. This is stronger than the aforementioned Dirac’s Theorem. Further, if
a cycle–extendable graph routes traffic pattern {v1, v2, ..., vk} in a cycle, this cycle may route
some traffic pattern {v1, v2, , ..., v′, ..., vk}, since the cycles can be extended. However both
the pancyclic and cycle–extendable concepts do not consider the traffic patterns requiring
multiple cycles simultaneously. Except for cycles of length ||V ||, pancyclic graphs and cycle
extendable graphs do not guarantee the vertices in the cycle. Neither do they consider the
sequence of vertices of the guaranteed cycle. In this way these two statements are close to,
but less demanding than, the RNB property.
The k-ordered Hamiltonian property considers the sequence of vertices that lies in the
cycle. However, it is not discussed that some specific traffic patterns may need multiple
cycles to be routed. It is neither discussed whether a 2k-ordered Hamiltonian graph has two
cycles in which specific k vertices occur in sequence respectively. In this scope, the k-ordered
Hamiltonian property is also weaker than the RNB property.
The relationship between the Hamiltonian graphs and the RNB graphs can be shown
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Figure 9: Venn Diagram for the relationship between Hamiltonian and RNB graphs
in the Venn Diagram in Figure 9. Both pancyclic graphs and cycle extendable graphs are
subsets of the Hamiltonian graphs. Some Hamiltonian graphs are not RNB, such as the
5-vertex ring graph. Some RNB graphs are not Hamiltonian, for example, the star graphs.
Graph C4 is RNB and only has cycles of length 4. It is neither pancyclic nor cycle
extendable. The cycle extendable graphs are obviously a subset of pancyclic graphs. Clearly,
a complete graph is RNB, pancyclic and cycle extendable. And thus we conclude that these
three ovals overlap.
It is a very hard problem to distinguish the intersections between RNB graphs and these
advanced Hamiltonian concepts. This problem is beyond the scope of this paper and is not
plotted in the Venn Diagram.
It is interesting to look at the 5-vertex star graph. It is an RNB graph. It is an acyclic
graph with the Hamiltonian property. The simple graph itself does not have any cycles.
However, if we consider an undirected edge as two directed edges each in one direction, the
simple graph becomes a digraph and has a lot of directed cycles. This illustrates that in this
sense it is easier to find RNB cycles is easier than to find Hamiltonian cycles. Thus, to this
extent, the RNB property is less demanding. It explains that, star graphs, despite κe = 1,
are RNB. This tricky point makes the graph theory approaches to the RNB property more
difficult since most graph theory studies are focused on simple graphs instead of digraphs.
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This topic is difficult yet worth studying in the future.
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4.0 MAIN RESULTS OF NON-BLOCKING GRAPHS
This chapter introduces the main result of non-blocking network structures and its online
routing algorithms. We continue to use Definition 2.4.8, 2.4.9, 2.4.10 to depict non-blocking
properties in mesh network. Although the nature of non-blocking is consistent over both
switching structures and mesh networks, it is worth noting that mesh networks don’t have
middle stage switching facilities in contrast to the Clos structure. In addition, unlike switch-
ing structures, links in mesh networks work in both directions. These features will lead to a
different approach to prove non-blocking properties.
This chapter contains two theorems for RNB and WSNB properties respectively, along
with two corresponding routing algorithms for each theorem respectively. We begin with
an observation of a simple RNB graph. The structural features and routing patterns of
the case are then discussed and extended without loss of generality, which later become
the non-blocking theorems and non-blocking algorithms in the main result. The optimality
of non-blocking graphs in the theorems and implementation issues for the algorithm are
discussed.
4.1 AN EXAMPLE RNB GRAPH
According to Remark 2.4.11, we can prove the RNB property by enumerating routing path
solutions for every traffic pattern. Here we investigate the RNB property of C4 by enumer-
ating routing paths of its traffic patterns. From its routing paths we summarize a general
routing rule which can be used to generate routing paths for all traffic patterns in this graph.
A possible set of routing paths for the traffic patterns are recorded in Table 2.
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Table 2 records each pattern in the form of permutations in the left column. For example,
the #2 traffic pattern is (B) (D) (A C) which represents that at this instant A is sending
traffic to C and C is sending traffic to A.
In the right column, the routing paths for every traffic pattern are recorded. A routing
path is represented by a series of vertices connected by ”→”. The source and destination
vertices in the traffic patterns are bold. For example, in the path for traffic pattern # 2,
vertices A and C are sending/receiving traffic while vertex B is not actively sending or re-
ceiving any traffic but just forwarding the traffic between A and C. Thus A and C are bold
but B is not.
Note that a vertex may be a source/destination for a traffic stream and at the same
time forward traffic from other vertices. For example, in traffic pattern # 20, the connection
vectors in the traffic pattern are { (A,C), (C,D), (D,B), (B,A)}. We can observe that vertex
B is the destination of connection (D,B), the source of (B,A), and simulteneously forwards
connection (A,C).
Based on Definition 2.4.10, Remark 2.4.11 and the solution shown in Table 2, we have:
Lemma 4.1.1. The simple graph C4 is rearrangeably non-blocking.
We can observe an interesting two-case routing rule based on the routing paths in Table
2. For a connection denoted by a pair of source/destination vertices, if the source vertex and
destination vertex are adjacent, the connection is routed directly to the link between them;
otherwise, the traffic can be routed to a length-2-path through an intermediate vertex in the
other party. In the next section, we extend this routing rule to a general routing algorithm,
which servers as a cornerstone to the non-blocking theorems in the main result.
4.2 THE MAIN RESULT
The main result contains two original theorems. The first theorem proves the WSNB prop-
erty for bipartite complete graphs and proposes a WSNB routing algorithm while the second
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Table 2: Possible routing solutions for C4
Pattern # Permutation Possible Routing Path (s)
1 (A) (B) (C) (D) N/A
2 (B) (D) (A C) A→ B → C→ B → A
3 (B) (C) (A D) A→ D→ A
4 (D) (C) (A B) A→ B→ A
5 (A) (C) (B D) B→ A→ D→ C → B
6 (A) (B) (D C) D→ C→ D
7 (A) (D) (B C) B→ C→ B
8 (B) (A C D) A→ B → C→ D→ A
9 (D) (A C B) A→ B → C→ B→ A
10 (B) (A D C) A→ D→ C→ B → A
11 (C) (A D B) A→ D→ A→ B→ A
12 (C) (A B D) A→ B→ A→ D→ A
13 (D) (A B C) A→ B→ C→ B → A
14 (A) (B D C) B→ A→ D→ C→ B
15 (A) (B C D) B→ C→ D→ A→ B
16 (A C) (B D) A→ B → C→ D → A
B→ A→ D→ C → B
17 (A D) (B C) A→ D→ A
B→ C→ B
18 (A B) (D C) A→ B→ A
D→ C→ D
19 (A C B D) A→ B → C→ B→ A→ D→ A
20 (A C D B) A→ B → C→ D→ C → B→ A
21 (A D B C) A→ D→ A→ B→ C→ B → A
22 (A D C B) A→ D→ C→ B→ A
23 (A B D C) A→ B→ A→ D→ C→ D → A
24 (A B C D) A→ B→ C→ D→ A
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theorem proves the RNB property along with an RNB routing algorithm which contains
rearrangement methods. Interestingly, the two non-blocking routing algorithms are based
on the same general routing method.
We begin with the general routing algorithm and describe a need rearrangement issue
raised when this algorithm is applied to a bipartite complete graph. Next, we investigate
this issue and provide two approaches to solve this issue. One approach leads to the WSNB
property and the other approach leads to the RNB property.
The core of the main result is the in-depth analysis of the relationship between the graph
structure and the non-blocking properties, which reflects the capability of a network to han-
dle dynamic traffic. As discussed in Remark 2.4.11, we know it is astronomically complicated
to analyze dynamic traffic routing for non-blocking properties. However, we found the com-
plexity could be reduced because of the graph structural advantages of a bipartite complete
graph. Taking this advantage, we are able to study the routing process for dynamic traffic
without loss of generality by math reasoning, which, in later sections, turns out to be the
main result.
We introduce several definitions to address non-blocking routing in bipartite complete
graphs.
Definition 4.2.1. A bipartite graph G is a graph whose vertices can be divided into two
party sets U and V such that every edge of G has one vertex in U and the other in V . The
vertices sets U and V are called parties.
Definition 4.2.2. A complete bipartite graph is a bipartite graph G = (U, V,E) such
that for any v1 ∈ U and v2 ∈ V , v1 and v2 are adjacent. A complete bipartite graph with
|U | = r and |V | = t is denoted as Kr,t.
Definition 4.2.3. A connection vector −→x = (s, d) in a traffic pattern in a bipartite graph
is called an intra party connection if both s, d ∈ U or both s, d ∈ V . Otherwise, it is an
inter party connection, e.g. s ∈ U and d ∈ V .
Note that a traffic pattern in the form of a permutation can be written as a set of
connection vectors equivalently. Thus the routing solution of a traffic pattern is essentially a
set of paths for each corresponding connection. The paths in the solution for a traffic pattern
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should not overlap if the solution is valid for a simple graph. For the details of transforming
a permutation to a set of connections and its related discussions, please refer to Appendix
A.2.
Based on the definitions of non-blocking properties, network and traffic in Section 2.4, we
can proceed to introduce the main result in the following sections. Section 4.2.1 introduces
the general routing algorithm. Section 4.2.2 discusses the routing issue in combination with
the graph structure advantage of bipartite complete graphs. Section 4.2.3 discusses the
WSNB property. Section 4.2.4 discusses the RNB property. Section 4.2.5 discusses the
optimality of the result.
4.2.1 The General Routing Algorithm
We propose a general routing algorithm as Algorithm 1, which is summarized from the
non-blocking case in Section 4.1. Algorithm 1 routes a connection by its connection type:
inter party connections are routed to the link directly connecting the source and destination,
whereas intra party connections are routed to a length-2 path through a vertex from the
other party. We call the midway vertex a hop vertex.
The hop vertex of an intra party connection is selected by function Findhop, which is
implemented to select a hop vertex randomly from available hops at the instant it is called.
A hop vertex v is unavailable for connection (s,d) if either link s→ v or v → d is used.
However, simply applying Algorithm 1 to Kr,t without a backup rearrangement method
can not promise any non-blocking properties. We offer Example 4.2.4 to study one typical
blocking case in K2,2(C4). In this example, let Table 2 be the routing table for the traffic
patterns. As can be observed, the paths in the table could be a valid result of the algorithm
if we treat each traffic pattern independently without considering the arrival sequence of
connections. Nevertheless, we can spot that, for some connections in a traffic pattern, if
they arrive at a particular sequence, we need rearrangements to route the connections as the
routing table suggests.
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Data: Kr,t with party sets U and V where |U | = r and |V | = t , a traffic pattern
denoted as a permutation pi as in Table 2.
Result: Routing paths P for each traffic pattern
Initialization: for all v ∈ V (Kr,t) put hops(v) = 0;
Initialization for Findhop: Put S = ∅, S ⊂ V (Kr,t);
for each source destination pair (s, d) in traffic pattern pi do
if s, d ∈ V or s, d ∈ U then
v=Findhop(s, d,Kr,t, S);
Add link s→ v and v → d for connection vector (s,d) to P ;
Mark the link s→ v and s→ d as used;
else
Add link s→ d to the entry of connection (s, d) in path P ;
Mark the link s→ d mentioned above used;
end
end
Function Findhop(s, d,Kr,t, S);
for each v in the other party than s and d do
if both links s→ v and v → d are both unused then
Add v to S;
end
end
Return arbitrary v ∈ S;
Algorithm 1: General Routing Algorithm
Example 4.2.4. Considering graph K2,2 and routing table as Table 2 as the routing table,
we can observe a blocking scenario. Let connections (A,C) and (C,A) arrive first at an idle
network and the traffic pattern of the network at this instant is #2. The two connections are
routed according to the routing table, both of which are hopped by B. Next, let connections
(B,D) and (D,B) arrive later at an instant before either (A,C) and (C,A) leaves. The
traffic pattern at this instant is #16.
By comparing the routing paths of traffic patterns #2 and #16 in Table 2 in C4, we find
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that connections (B,D) and (D,B) essentially has no path to route because the routing paths
of (A,C) and (C,A) in pattern #2 of the routing table have used all links adjacent to vertex
B. Connections (B,D) and (D,B) must be blocked without rearrangements.
In order to successfully transit from pattern #2 to #16, we need to rearrange the routing
path for connection (C,A) from C → B → A to C → D → A. After this rearrangement,
the paths for both new connections can be routed as shown in pattern # 16 in Table 2.
We can deduce that Example 4.2.4 could be extended to arbitrary Kr,t as long as r, t ≥ 2,
which forfeits non-blocking properties for Algorithm 1 in Kr,t. In the following contents of
this paper, we use the term “need rearrangement” to refer this scenario.
If there exists a rearrangement method which can be proven to solve all the need rear-
rangement issues, Algorithm 1 along with the rearrangement method would make Kr,t RNB.
If a generalized hop selection preference can be proven to preclude all the need rearrangement
scenarios, a modified the algorithm equipped with this hop selection preference, would make
Kr,t WSNB. To begin either branch of study, we need to first study the need rearrangement
scenarios in a general scope for all Kr,t. These contents are covered in Section 4.2.2.
4.2.2 Rearrangements for Algorithm 1
As pointed out by Example 4.2.4, concerns for blocking and rearrangements may rise while
applying Algorithm 1 to C4, which is further “referred” as need rearrangement issues. This
section extends this issue to all Kr,t and studies the general phenomenon of this issue. During
this study, we take great advantage from the graph structure of bipartite complete graphs
because the traffic analysis is greatly simplified compared to a general connected graph.
We begin this topic with the investigation of the path overlaps between a group of con-
nections in a traffic pattern. As shown in Example 4.2.4, the routing path of one connection
may take the path(s) for another connection, just like the paths of (A,C) and (C,A) takes
all paths for B to handle a new connection. To depict this phenomenon we define a term
“interfere”.
Next, we proceed to investigate the necessary and sufficient conditions of the need re-
arrangement cases and we propose a “traffic characteristic set” concept to generally depict
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the features for need rearrangement issues. It describes the network status that needs re-
arrangement, which is a cornerstone for advanced studies of WSNB and RNB properties in
Section 4.2.3 and Section 4.2.4.
4.2.2.1 Analysis of Routing Paths This section introduces a term “interfere” to ana-
lyze the routing paths. It depicts the scenario that routing one connection to a path reduces
the number of paths for another connection.
Definition 4.2.5. Given a routing algorithm, the candidate paths for a connection x1 are
contained in a set P1, the elements of which are the routing paths for x1 computed by the
routing algorithm when the network is idle.
For example, an inter party connection (u, v) has only one candidate path, which is
u → v. The candidate paths for an intra party connection (v1, v2) is a set of of paths
{v1 → u→ v2|u ∈ U}. Its cardinality is equal to the cardinality of U .
The candidate path set P of a connection represents the maximum power of the routing
algorithm to route the connection in the graph. A candidate path is not available to route
this connection if part of it is used to route other connections. In an extreme scenario every
path of a connection may be used by other connections and consequently it has no path to
choose, which is essentially the need rearrangement scenarios. Consider two connections x1
and x2 and their candidate paths P1 and P2.
Definition 4.2.6. Two connections x1, x2 in a traffic pattern X are said to interfere with
each other if there exists one path p1 in P1 and another path p2 in P2 such that they are not
link-disjoint1.
Definition 4.2.7. A connection x needs rearrangement if and only if for each of its
candidate path p ∈ P , p can not be used because there exists a path p∗ of another deployed
connection x∗ such that p∗ and p are not link-disjoint.
Remark 4.2.8. Connection x1 interferes with connection x2 means that if the connection
x1 arrives first and takes path p1, connection x2, if it arrives later, can’t take path p2 and
vice versa. In another words, the path decision of one connection may reduce the number of
1In this scenario link (v1, v2) and link (v2, v1) are disjoint.
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available paths of another connection.
The need rearrangement scenario defined in Definition 4.2.7 is an extreme case of inter-
fering connections in which every candidate path of a connection is taken by other connections
so that it needs rearrangement. This scenario is very dangerous because the connection will
be blocked if no rearrangement method exists.
Based on the definitions above, we are equipped to investigate the need rearrangement
issue by studying interfered connections while applying Algorithm 1 in Kr,t. We prove
Lemma 4.2.9 as a property for routing inter party connections.
Lemma 4.2.9. In graph Kr,t, an inter party connection (u1, v1) can always be routed ac-
cording to Algorithm 1 without interfering with any other connection in any traffic pattern.
Proof of Lemma 4.2.9. Algorithm 1 routes an inter party connection (u1, v1) directly to u1 →
v1. It interferes with another connection if this link belongs to one of the candidate paths
of the connection. We can prove it by contradiction, assuming one such connection exists in
the traffic pattern. The proof process can be divided into three cases by the particular form
of the interfering connection.
Case 1: The interfering connection is an inter party connection, in the form of (u1, v1).
However, we have ηd(X, v1) = 2 and ηs(X, u1) = 2, which contradicts the property of an
applicable traffic pattern in Proposition 2.4.6.
Case 2: The interfering connection is an intra party connection, in the form of (u1, u),
u ∈ U . Because it interferes with (u1, v1), we know its routing path contains u1 → v1. We
know it should be hopped by v1. However, we have ηs(X, u1) = 2, which is, similarly, against
Proposition 2.4.6.
Case 3: The interfering connection is an intra party connection, in the form of (v, v1),
v ∈ V . It is a dual case to Case 2 and we observe its contradiction to Proposition 2.4.6 as
ηd(X, v1) = 2.
To summarize, each case is proven by contradiction and we can deduce that there is no
such connection in any traffic pattern that would interfere with (u1, v1). Thus the proof is
complete.
Lemma 4.2.9 suggests that inter party connections can always be routed by Algorithm 1
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in Kr,t, no matter the traffic pattern and arrival sequence.
Lemma 4.2.10. An intra party connection (u1, u2) can be routed according to Algorithm 1
without interfering with another intra party connection (u3, u4), if u1, u3 belongs to the same
party.
Proof. We begin with a straightforward fact that u1, u2, u3, u4 belong to the same party U
2.
We have u1 6= u3 and u2 6= u4 from Proposition 2.4.6. The hop vertices for the connections
are selected from V . We prove that they do not interfere with each other by showing that the
candidate routing paths of the two connections by Algorithm 1 are mutually link-disjoint.
Without loss of generality, assume (u1, u2) selects v1 and its routing path is u1 → v1 → u2.
Then we assume that (u3, u4) can be routed by a hop v2 and its routing path is u3 → v2 → u4.
As mentioned, we have u1 6= u3 and u2 6= u4. We can deduce that link (u1, v1) 6= link (u3, v2),
and similarly link (v1, u2) 6= link (v2, u4), for each combination of v1 and v2. Therefore, the
paths are mutual link-disjoint and we conclude that the proof is complete.
Lemma 4.2.9 states that inter party connections do not interference with any connection.
Lemma 4.2.10 states that intra party connections from the same party do not interfere
with each other. Thus the only possibility for rearrangements originates from intra party
connections from different parties. This fact can also be supported by Example 4.2.4. To
depict it formally, we have:
Lemma 4.2.11. Suppose a graph Kr,t is routed by Algorithm 1. If connection x1 interferes
connection x2:
• x1 and x2 are intra party connections, and
• The source vertices of x1 and x2 are from different parties.
Based on Lemma 4.2.11, we immediately have a preliminary result for a WSNB graphs:
Lemma 4.2.12. Under Algorithm 1, K1,t( and isomorphically, Kt,1) is WSNB, and also
RNB.
Proof. In K1,t there is only one party of vertices that could be involved in intra party connec-
tions and hence we can deduce that two connections, if they exist in the K1,t network at the
2It is a dual case if all belong to V and thus omitted.
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same instant (they are part of an applicable traffic pattern), do not interfere. Consequently,
no rearrangements are needed. We can conclude that K1,t is WSNB by Algorithm 1.
The proof is complete.
Based on Lemma 4.2.12, we set the convention that r, t ≥ 2 in subsequent contents when
we study the rearrangement issue and non-blocking properties unless otherwise specified.
The number of combinations of the routing paths of deployed traffc to investigate need
rearrangement scenarios is reduced by Lemma 4.2.9, Lemma 4.2.10 and Lemma 4.2.11, from
all connections, to intra party connections from different parties.
In addition, the enumeration of arrival sequences for the intra party connections from the
same party is reduced because Lemma 4.2.10 points out that they don’t interfere. That is,
no matter the arrival sequence and the path selection, no candidate path for any connection
is unavailable due to another intra connection from the same party. Thus, to observe the
extent of interference of an intra party connection, we only need to check the deployed intra
party connections from the other party.
Remark 4.2.13. The above advantages, which simplify the traffic analysis, do not apply to
a general graph and general routing algorithms. Without the graph structure advantage and
the party of vertices, the relationship about how and when the connections interfere becomes
more opaque.
In the next section, we proceed to investigate the cause to need rearrangement scenarios
by analyzing the arrival sequence, combination, and routing paths of intra party connections
from different parties in a traffic pattern.
4.2.2.2 Analysis of Need Rearrangement Scenarios In this section we study when
and why “needs rearrangement” scenarios will happen in Kr,t. We have reached the point
that only intra party connections from different parties could interfere each other. While
“need rearrangements” is an extreme result of interfered connections, we investigate how
their interference evolves into need rearrangement scenarios.
Consider a traffic pattern X for Kr,t containing an intra party connection (v1, v2) along
with |U | intra party connections from U . Without loss of generality, let connection (v1, v2)
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be the first intra party3 connection from V and suppose all the intra party connections from
U (if there is any) have been routed by Algorithm 1. The generality is implied in the fact
that the hops for the intra party connections from U can be arbitrarily selected because,
according to Lemma 4.2.10, they are not interfered at the instants they arrive.
We demonstrate the fact that the intra party connections from U may interfere with
connection (v1, v2) and may render that it needs rearrangement. After that, we continue to
investigate how they will render that it needs rearrangement in general.
Connection (v1, v2) has at most |U | hop candidates which are essentially all the vertices
in U . The routing path in the form of v1 → u → v2 is a candidate path, where vertex u is
the hop vertex. There are at maximum |U | candidate paths.
Notice that the candidate paths for any intra party connection (v1, v2) can be denoted
by its hop vertex. Thus, we propose Definition 4.2.14 to define the concept of “unavailable”,
especially in applying Algorithm 1 to Kr,t, for a hop vertex of a connection. This will be
used to depict that a candidate path can not be used due to another connection.
Definition 4.2.14. A candidate hop vertex u for connection (v1, v2) is unavailable, or
taken, if at least one of the following statements are satisfied:
1. Vertex u is involved in a connection (u1, u) which is hopped by v1 (routing path: u1 →
v1 → u).
2. Vertex u is part of a connection (u, u2) which is hopped by v2 (routing path: u→ v2 → u2).
Propositions 4.2.15 and 4.2.16 are two immediate results based on Definitions 4.2.14 and
4.2.7. Their proofs are omitted.
Proposition 4.2.15. A connection (v1, v2) needs rearrangement if and only if every hop
vertex u is unavailable.
Proposition 4.2.16. If connection (u1, u2) interferes with (v1, v2), connection (u1, u2) must
be hopped by either v1 or v2.
3If it is NOT the first, and there exists routed intra party connections from V , they may interfere the
paths for the intra party connections from U that are coming after them. This reduces the path selection
for the connections from U , which is no longer “arbitrary ” as mentioned and the generality is lost.
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Definition 4.2.14 can be used to study how intra party connections from different parties
interfere by the selection of hop vertices. Proposition 4.2.15 indicates that a need rearrange-
ment scenario is reached when all hops are unavailable.
Consider connection (v1, v2) and its hop candidate vertex set U . We have Proposition
4.2.17 by summarizing Definition 4.2.14.
Proposition 4.2.17. One intra party connection (u1, u2) at most renders one hop vertex u
unavailable for (v1, v2), and u ∈ {u1, u2}.
Proof of Proposition 4.2.17. Proof by contradiction. According to Definition 4.2.14, connec-
tion (u1, u2) can only render u1 or u2 unavailable for connection (v1, v2). Assume both hops
u1 and u2 are unavailable to (v1, v2) due to (u1, u2).
In order to render u1 unavailable, connection (u1, u2) must be hopped by v2 whereas in
order to render u2 unavailable, it must be hopped by v1. Its routing path can’t be simulta-
neously hopped by two different vertices and hence is contradictory. The proof is complete.
Based on Propositions 4.2.15 and 4.2.17, we have:
Proposition 4.2.18. If connection (v1, v2) needs rearrangements, there exist |U | deployed
intra party connections from U .
Proof of Proposition 4.2.18: We begin this proof by Proposition 4.2.17, which states that an
intra party connection from U can at most render one vertex u interfered for connection
(v1, v2). As definition 4.2.14 requires all |U | vertices must be interfered, we need at least |U |
intra party connections to render |U | vertices interfered. Considering the fact that we can at
most have |U | intra party connections from U (implied by Proposition 2.4.6), we know there
must be |U | deployed intra party connections. At this point, we have reached Proposition
4.2.18. The proof is complete.
Based on Proposition 4.2.18, we can deduce an immediate result.
Lemma 4.2.19. If a traffic pattern contains an inter party connection, it can be routed by
Algorithm 1 without rearrangements no matter the arrival sequence of the connections.
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Proof. If traffic pattern X has an inter party connection, then we know there are at most
|U | − 1 or |V | − 1 intra party connections from either party. Therefore, the premise of
Proposition 4.2.18 can’t be satisfied. Thus we can deduce and conclude that any connection
in this traffic pattern can be routed no matter the arrival sequence and hop selection. The
proof is complete.
Combining Proposition 4.2.15, Proposition 4.2.18, and Definition 4.2.14, we found that
we need |U | intra party connections deployed so as to make a connection (v1, v2) need rear-
rangements. We can also imply from Proposition 4.2.16 that these |U | intra party connections
must be hopped by either v1 or v2. Based on this, we have a better grasp of the network
status when rearrangement is needed.
In addition, in order to satisfy Definition 4.2.14, we need to confine the |U | intra party
connections so that each of them renders a distinct hop vertex u interfered. Otherwise, it
might be possible that there are two connections that render the same hop unavailable, and
hence there exists an available hop. Based on this idea, Lemma 4.2.20 provides a generalized
counter example in which there might exist |U | interfering connections but no rearrangement.
Lemma 4.2.20. Given an intra party connection (v1, v2), if there exists a vertex u such that
both statements in Definition 4.2.14 are satisfied simultaneously, connection (v1, v2) has an
available hop and thus does NOT need rearrangements.
Proof. Let u satisfy the two statements in Definition 4.2.14. We know it is involved into two
intra party connections denoted as (u, u1) and (u2, u). According to the statements we know
that (u, u1) is hopped by v2 and (u2, u) is hopped by v1. Thus, there are |U |−1 other vertices
and at maximum |U | − 2 other intra party connections from |U |. According to Proposition
4.2.17, one connection can at most render one vertex unavailable. Even if all of the |U | − 2
connections interfere with (v1, v2) (that is, there are |U | interfering connections in total),
there must exist one available hop, because at maximum |U | − 1 hops are unavailable. The
proof is complete.
From Definition 4.2.14 to Lemma 4.2.20, we investigated the routing paths of the intra
party connections from U , which cause (v1, v2) to need rearrangement. At this point, we
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have reached several general facts about the need rearrangement scenarios:
1. We need |U | intra party connections that are routed prior to (v1, v2) (Proposition 4.2.18,
which summarizes Definition 4.2.14, Proposition 4.2.15 and 4.2.17).
2. Each intra party connection should be hopped by either v1 or v2 (Proposition 4.2.16).
3. Each intra party connection should render a distinct hop vertex unavailable. In another
words, one-to-one rule (Summarized from Proposition 4.2.18 and Lemma 4.2.20).
Based on the above summary, we propose Proposition 4.2.21, which describes a general
property of the routing paths of the |U | intra party connections from U when they could
cause connection (v1, v2) to need rearrangements.
Proposition 4.2.21. Consider an intra party connection (v1, v2). If all its candidate hops
u are unavailable, we have, for each u ∈ U , its involved connections {(u1, u), (u, u2)} are
hopped by the same vertex.
To better depict the relationship of (u1, u), and (u, u2), we propose Definition 4.2.22.
Definition 4.2.22. Two connections (v1, v2) and (v3, v4) in a traffic pattern are adjacent
if v1 = v3 or v2 = v4.
Proof of Proposition 4.2.21. It can be implicitly inferred from Proposition 4.2.18 that u is
involved into two intra party connections in the form of {(u1, u), (u, u2)}. Because (u1, u)
interferes (v1, v2), according to Definition 4.2.14, connection (u1, u) may:
1. render u unavailable if hopped by v1.
2. render u1 unavailable if hopped by v2.
Similarly, connection (u, u2) may:
1. render u2 unavailable if hopped by v1.
2. render u unavailable if hopped by v2.
As implied by the counter example in Lemma 4.2.20, we have to let both (u1, u) and (u, u2)
each render a distinct hop unavailable in order to make (v1, v2) need rearrangements. Thus
we only have the following combinations:
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1. (u1, u) renders u unavailable by hop v1 and (u, u2) renders u2 unavailable by hop v1.
OR:
2. (u1, u) renders u1 unavailable by hop v2 and (u, u2) renders u unavailable by hop v2.
It might appear to be a valid combination that (u1, u) renders u1 unavailable by hop v2
while (u, u2) renders u2 unavailable by hop v1. However it contradicts Definition 4.2.14,
which implies that u can only be taken by an intra party connection involving it; whereas,
in this scenario all the connections involving u do not render u unavailable. Consequently
u becomes an available hop and connection (v1, v2) does not need rearrangement. Thus this
combination is not valid.
At this point, we can observe that either valid combination satisfies the statement. The
proof is complete.
Proposition 4.2.21 describes a rule for the routing paths of the intra party connections
from U in the need rearrangement scenarios we proposed in Definition 4.2.23 and 4.2.25. We
could proceed to study the relationship between the routing paths of the connections from
U and the need rearrangement scenarios to obtain in-depth knowledge about the routing
algorithm in order to reach non-blocking properties.
Since Proposition 4.2.21 provides the rule for routing the paths of two adjacent con-
nections, it implies transitivity. We can extend this knowledge to routing the paths for all
connections from U .
For example, knowing that connection (v1, v2) needs rearrangement and connections
(u1, u) and (u, u2) are routed to the same hop could confirm connection (u2, u3), if in the
same traffic pattern, is also routed to the same hop. Thus the hop selection could be prop-
agated by adjacent connections, and their routing paths can be obtained as we learn their
hop selection. To better study this transitive process in different traffic patterns, we need
to know the group of adjacent connections in a traffic pattern as a whole. Thus we propose
Definition 4.2.23.
Definition 4.2.23 (Traffic Cycle). Consider a traffic pattern X and its routing paths in
Kr,s. A vertex set M = {v1, v2, ...} is a traffic cycle if:
1. For each v ∈M , v is involved in two connections in X:(v, vr) and (vl, v).
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2. vr, vl ∈M .
Specifically, if all the connections mentioned in case 1 of Definition 4.2.23 are intra party
connections, we call M an intra party traffic cycle.
Recall that Lemma 4.2.19 reduces the scope to intra party traffic cycles in studying the
need rearrangement scenarios. To discuss the routing paths of the group of interfering intra
party connections, the term “traffic cycle” refers to an intra party traffic cycle in subsequent
discussions unless otherwise specified.
From Definition 4.2.22, we have:
Proposition 4.2.24. Two adjacent connections belong to one and only one traffic cycle (not
necessarily intra party).
Combining Definition 4.2.23 and Proposition 4.2.21, we know that the routing hop for
all the connections in a traffic cycle is the same when rearrangement is necessary. That is,
if we know the vertices in a traffic cycle and the routing hop, we know the routing paths of
the connections without knowing specifically the connections that defined the traffic cycle.
We then propose Definition 4.2.25 to generalize this idea to the scope of a traffic pattern
which might contain multiple traffic cycles.
Definition 4.2.25 (Traffic Characteristic Sets). A set of intra party traffic cycles is called
a traffic characteristic set PX(v
∗) if all the intra party connections in the set of traffic
cycles is hopped by v∗. The traffic characteristic set PX(v∗) may be abbreviated as P (v∗).
The traffic characteristic set is defined on a set of intra party traffic cycles, which essen-
tially represents a portion of a traffic pattern as well as their routing paths. The reason to
define it over a set of traffic cycles is to cover the case that all the intra party connections
from one party may form multiple cycles while they still are hopped by one identical vertex.
Remark 4.2.26. Note that requiring all the connections be hopped by the same vertex implied
that all vertices in P belong to the same party. We can determine the routing paths of all
connections in the set of cycles by the vertices in P and v∗ without knowing each specific
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connection. It summarizes a set of traffic patterns in which the connections might be different
while the links used by their routing paths as a whole are the same.
Summarizing Definition 4.2.25, Definition 4.2.14, and previous results, we have Lemma
4.2.27, which connects need rearrangement scenarios and the concept of traffic characteristic
sets.
Lemma 4.2.27. Connection (v1, v2) needs rearrangement if and only if the intra party
connections from U and their routing paths can be depicted by two traffic characteristic sets
Pv1 and Pv2 such that:
1. Pv1 ∩ Pv2 = ∅.
2. Pv1 ∪ Pv2 = U .
Proof. We begin with the forward direction. That is, we know it needs rearrangement and
deduce that the two statements hold. They can both be proven by contradiction. Denote
vertex u ∈ U .
Contradiction for statement 1: Assume there exists vertex u such that u ∈ Pv1 and u ∈ Pv2 ,
we can deduce that the connections involving v are hopped by both v1 and v2, which is
contradictory. Thus statement 1 is proven.
Contradiction for statement 2: Assume there exists a vertex u ∈ U that belongs to neither
Pv1 nor Pv2 . There are three cases:
1. Vertex u may not be involved in any intra party connections;
2. Vertex u is involved in some intra party connections that are hopped by other vertices
so that hop u is not taken;
3. Vertex u is involved in inter party connection (s).
Each case above can be shown contradictory to the fact that (v1, v2) needs rearrangement
and thus statement 2 is proven by contradiction.
Summarizing the contradictions for each statement, we can conclude that the forward di-
rection is proven. We proceed to prove the backward direction. We begin with the two
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statements and deduce that it needs rearrangements. From the statements we can deduce
that:
1. Every u is involved into two connections, either as source and destination, i.e. in the
form of (u1, u) and (u, u2).
2. For the above connections, they are hopped by the same vertex: either v1 or v2.
We can further deduce the link either u↔ v1 or link u↔ v2 is used because:
1. If (u1, u) and (u, u2) are hopped by v1, then link u↔ v1 is used in both directions.
2. If (u1, u) and (u, u2) are hopped by v2, then link u↔ v2 is used in both directions.
We can deduce that u is unavailable according to Definition 4.2.6. Note that the statements
apply to every u so we know every u is unavailable, which satisfies Definition 4.2.14. We can
deduce that (v1, v2) need rearrangements. The backward direction is proven.
To summarize, the proof is complete.
4.2.2.3 Summary In this section, we discussed the routing paths of Algorithm 1 in Kr,t
and investigated when rearrangements are needed. As a result we achieved the following
facts.
1. Inter party connections can always be directly routed without interfering with, or being
interfered by, other connections.
2. Intra party connections from the same party can be routed without interfering with or
being interfered by, inter party connections or other intra party connections from the
same party.
3. Intra party connections from one party may interfere with an intra party connection
from the other party. The worst interference will require rearranging the deployed paths.
We proved a necessary and sufficient condition to the need rearrangement scenarios in
Lemma 4.2.27.
The results in this section provide a solid theoretic base to study and prove RNB and WSNB
properties in the subsequent sections. We can achieve the WSNB property by introducing
a modified routing algorithm which prevents the formation of traffic characteristic sets; and
thus, the need rearrangement scenarios are precluded, while keeping the properties Algorithm
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1 has. To achieve the RNB property, we can find a way to rearrange routing paths to make
a routing path available as a solution for these scenarios. These two topics are discussed in
detail in Section 4.2.3 and 4.2.4 respectively.
4.2.3 Wide Sense Non-blocking Property
The WSNB property is defined as in Definition 2.4.9. We have found that applying Algorithm
1 to Kr,t may need rearrangements in some specific scenarios, and thus is not WSNB. In this
section, we illustrate and prove that the WSNB property could be achieved if we properly
modify Algorithm 1 to preclude the need rearrangement scenarios. This can be realized by
using a modified hop selection method for intra party connections. We propose Theorem
4.2.28 as the WSNB result and Algorithm 2 as the modified algorithm.
Theorem 4.2.28. Graph Kr,t is WSNB if routed by Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 is modified from Algorithm 1 to alternatively route adjacent connections to
different hops when possible in an attempt to preclude the need rearrangement scenarios, as
suggested by Lemma 4.2.20. A hop vertex set S1 is introduced, which consists of the hops
used by adjacent intra party connections. Set S1 has at maximum two elements because there
are at most two adjacent connections. It serves as a reference and helps the hop selection
process to prevent the formation of traffic characteristic sets.
Note that Lemma 4.2.20 suggests that, as long as there exists one traffic cycle that has
two hops, we can avoid rearrangements. However, Algorithm 2 is implemented to route
every pair of adjacent intra party connections to different hops as long as there is a chance.
We will show in the proof that it is essentially over qualifying Lemma 4.2.20 and guarantees
non-blocking. We also discuss the implementation concerns for Lemma 4.2.20 and Algorithm
2 in Remark 4.2.29.
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Data: Kr,t with party sets U and V with |U | = r and |V | = t, and a connection (s,d).
Result: Routing paths P for each traffic pattern
Routing section same as in Algorithm 1, with the exception of replacing “Findhop”
with “Findhop2”;
Modified Routing Algorithm Initialization: Put S = ∅ and S1 = ∅;
if (s, d) is an intra party connection then
Route it in link s→ d.
else
for each v in the other party than s and d do
if Link s→ v and v → d are both unused then
Add v to S;
if There exist deployed connections that are adjacent to (s, d) then
For each of them, add its hop vertex v1 (if intra party) to S1;
Do nothing if it is an inter party connection;
end
end
end
vh=Findhop2 (s, d, S, S1);
Route the connection to path s→ vh → d;
end
Function Findhop2 (s, d, S, S1)
if only 1 vertex in S then
Return the vertex;
else
if S − S1 = ∅ then
Return arbitrary v ∈ S1.;
else
Return arbitrary v ∈ S − S1;
end
end
Algorithm 2: WSNB Routing Algorithm
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Remark 4.2.29. It is difficult to implement the algorithm exactly in the way Lemma 4.2.20
suggests because we need to collect and keep prompt traffic status for all nodes in the network,
which is difficult to implement. As mentioned, the acquisition, maintenance, and propagation
of the states of every connection, as well as their routing paths, over the entire network
are very complicated and yet sensitive to delay and errors. Hence, the performance will be
degraded.
To minimize the impact from delay and errors as well as to propose an efficient online
algorithm, function “Findhop2” is deliberately implemented to guarantee that the adjacent
intra party connection pairs are routed to different hops, which requires knowing far fewer
states (the routing path of its adjacent connections) than that of the entire network. We will
illustrate and prove that this implementation is equivalent to Lemma 4.2.20 in preventing
need rearrangement scenarios in the proof of the main result.
In order to rigorously prove that Algorithm 2 makes Kr,t WSNB, we need to prove that
it does not need rearrangement for any connection at any instant. That is, any connection
(as long as the current traffic pattern is applicable to the network) can be routed, and its
path kept for arbitrary time, no matter how the deployed connections are routed. Based on
4.2.9, we can reduce the scope so that every intra party connection can always have at least
one available hop at any instant, no matter how the deployed connections are routed. This
is equivalent to saying that the need rearrangement scenario does not occur if Algorithm 2
is applied. Before the main proof, we review the routing mechanism of Algorithm 2.
When there is only one candidate hop vertex available (|S| = 1), it is selected. It
represents the instant that we have no choice but to route this connection to the hop that
might happen to be the same as in its adjacent connections. This operation appears to be
liable to make a traffic cycle hopped by one vertex (traffic characteristic set), which might
undermine the main result. We propose Lemma 4.2.30 to discuss this issue.
Lemma 4.2.30. Consider Algorithm 2 and Kr,t, r, t ≥ 2. If the hop of a connection is
selected at the branch |S| = 1, the connection and its routing path does not form a non-null
traffic characteristic set.
Lemma 4.2.30 defines a scenario in which in an arbitrary sequence of connection ar-
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rival/departures as long as the traffic pattern at any instant is applicable. The path selec-
tion process of a deployed connection at its arrival instant is hard to determine as the traffic
pattern at that instant may be arbitrary. However, we can prove in general, that if the hop
is selected by the |S| = 1 “tricky move”, the connection itself along with its routing path,
can’t form a non-null traffic characteristic set.
Proof of Lemma 4.2.30. Proof by contradiction. Assume a non-null traffic characteristic
set can be formed. Without loss of generality, suppose the first formed non-null traffic
characteristic set is made up by a set of intra party connections form U and its hop vertex is
v. Denote the last deployed connection in the traffic cycle as (u1, u2). We know that there
exists connection(s) adjacent to (u1, u2), which are hopped by v, and hense we know links
v → u1 and u2 → v are used by them.
In addition, we know that (u1, u2) must only have one hop to choose, which is v. Oth-
erwise, this connection, must be given a hop vertex other than v and the non-null traffic
characteristic set can’t be formed. We see that all other vertices v∗ ∈ V must be unavailable
for (u1, u2), and hence there are at least |V | − 1 intra party connections from V that are
deployed and interfere with (u1, u2). From Proposition 4.2.16, we confirm that the |V | − 1
interfering connections must be hopped by either u1 or u2.
Given these facts above, we divide our proof into two cases.
Case 1: v is involved in the |V |−1 interfering connections. It covers both cases in
which there exists |V | or |V |−1 deployed connections. If there are |V | deployed connections,
v must be involved in two of them while one of them must belong to the |V | − 1 interfering
connections4.
If the v involved interfering connection is in the form of (v, v∗), v∗ ∈ V −v, v is the source
and we know the hop of this connection must be either u1 or u2. If hopped by u1, it uses the
link u1 → v, which is supposed to be used by the adjacent connections of (u1, u2) since they
are hopped by v. Otherwise if hopped by u2, it uses the link v1 → u2 and it contradicts the
fact that (u1, u2) can be hopped by v1. Thus a contradiction is found. There is a dual case
4We use |V | − 1 as the number of interfering connections due to we are only interested to study one
interfering connection for each unavailable hop. To be more precise, there might be |V | interfering connections
and |V | − 1 interfered hops because two connections interfere the same vertex.
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if the connection is in the form of (v∗, v). Thus we can summarize that Case 1 is proven.
Case 2: v is not involved in the |V | − 1 interfering connections. We can deduce
that the |V | − 1 connections must be a collection of traffic cycles; otherwise v must be
involved in one of them. Combining Proposition 4.2.16 and Proposition 4.2.21, we know
that each of the traffic cycles must be hopped by the same vertex and thus they form traffic
characteristic sets. This contradicts the prerequisite that the cycle containing (u1, u2) is the
first traffic characteristic set to be formed. Thus a contradiction is found and Case 2 is
proven.
To summarize, we have proven Lemma 4.2.30.
Now, we are ready to prove Theorem 4.2.28.
Proof of Theorem 4.2.28. In order to prove this theorem, we need to show that need rear-
rangement cases never occur if we use Algorithm 2. We can reduce the scale of this problem
to only intra party connections according to Proposition 4.2.16, Lemma 4.2.9 and Lemma
4.2.19. Thus, in the subsequent development of the proof we focus on traffic patterns con-
taining only intra party connections. Because Lemma 4.2.12 has proven the case for r = 1 or
t = 1, we only prove the case for when r ≥ 2 and t ≥ 2. The routing analysis can be divided
into two categories according to the logic of the function “Findhop2”. We begin with the
branch when |S| ≥ 2.
Case 1: |S| ≥ 2. This case can be further divided into several subcases depending on
the outcome of S − S1:
Case 1.0: If S − S1 = ∅ is satisfied, S1 must have two elements. This means the two
adjacent connections must have been routed by different hops. By arbitrarily selecting a
vertex in S1 for the current connection, we can guarantee that the traffic cycle containing
this connection is routed by at least 2 hops.
Case 1.1: If S − S1 6= ∅, a new hop vertex in S − S1 will be picked up and the traffic
cycle containing this connection is routed by at least |S1|+1 hops. It should be greater than
or equal to 2 unless S1 = ∅.
If S1 = ∅, no adjacent connections are present in the network. Any hop selection would
not contribute a traffic characteristic set as subsequent arrived connections will be routed to
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prevent it.
In either case above, we know no rearrangement is needed according to Lemma 4.2.20.
Case 2: |S| = 1.
If |S1| ≥ 2, using similar logic we know that this cycle is routed by least |S1| hops no
matter the hops in S. Similarly, there is no need to rearrange and this subcase is proven.
If |S1| = 1, and S1 6= S, we know that this connection must be routed by the vertex in
S and this cycle is routed by at least |S1|+ 1 = 2 hops. Similarly, it is proven that there is
no need to rearrange.
If |S1| = 1, and S1 = S, this case has been covered by Lemma 4.2.30, which shows that
this connection and its routing path forms no non-null traffic characteristic sets.
Summarizing the above cases5, we observe that at any instant, there are no non-null traffic
characteristic sets in the network and thus the need rearrangement scenarios are precluded.
That is, any connection (as long as the traffic pattern is applicable) can have at least one
path found by Algorithm 2, which can be kept for an arbitrary time. Combining the fact
that in each branch of the routing algorithm, a connection can be routed without the need
to rearrange other paths, we reached the WSNB property and the proof is complete.
At this stage, we have proven the WSNB property for Algorithm 2 and Kr,t in Theorem
4.2.28. It is worth mentioning that, if we follow the Benes Conjecture, to route all connections
to the busiest part that can still handle them, all the intra party connections in a traffic
pattern tend to be routed to the same vertex, which will raise need rearrangement scenarios
and turns out to forfeit the WSNB property.
Thus the WSNB property, along with the modified algorithm, are counter examples of
the Benes Conjecture because the WSNB property (considered as an efficient property) can
be achieved if we distribute the load throughout the network according to traffic states,
rather than grooming them together to the busiest part.
5We omitted the case S = ∅, as it can not happen, which can be implied. If it happens, we know the
current connection needs rearrangement and a traffic characteristic set is formed, which contradicts the
statements in Case 1, Case 2 and Lemma 4.2.30
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4.2.4 Rearrangeably Non-blocking Property
This section discusses the rearrangeably non-blocking property for Kr,t. With the result of
the previous section, we can reach a straightforward result that Kr,t is RNB by Algorithm 2
because of its WSNB property. In addition, we state that, Algorithm 1, as a less sophisticated
algorithm, can also achieve RNB property if supported by proper rearrangement methods.
Theorem 4.2.31. Applying Algorithm 1 in Kr,t is RNB.
Proof. To prove that applying Algorithm 1 in Kr,t is RNB, we need to show that, all the
needs rearrangement scenarios can be solved by certain rearrangements. We thus prove the
theorem by demonstrating we can rearrange all the “needs rearrangement” cases.
Without loss of generality, suppose an instant (v1, v2) needs rearrangement. According to
Lemma 4.2.27 we know that all the intra party connections from U are routed and they form
two non-null traffic characteristic sets Pv1 and Pv2 . The proof can be divided into several
cases depending on Pv1 and Pv2 .
Case 0: Suppose Pv2 = ∅ and thus Pv1 = U . Thus we can find connection (u1, u2)
where u1, u2 ∈ Pv1 . Since Pv2 = ∅, connection (u1, u2) can be rearranged to hop through v2,
thus (v1, v2) can take the path v1 → u2 → v2, as shown in Figure 10. We can observe that
connection (v1, v2) can be hopped through u2 after this rearrangement. The case Pv2 = ∅ is
a dual case and omitted. Consequently, this case is proven.
The rectangle labeled as Pv1 represents the traffic characteristic set while blank areas are
an abstraction of other unspecified vertices in Pv1 . The arrows represent the routing paths
of the connections involving the vertices, including those abstractly denoted by blank areas.
A two-way arrow means at both directions the link has been used. To avoid ambiguity, the
routing path for (v1, v2) is not plotted. This style applies to subsequent figures in this proof.
Otherwise, we know both traffic characteristic sets are non-empty, and thus each has
at least two vertices. Without loss of generality, suppose (u1, u2) is a deployed intra party
connection from U and u1, u2 ∈ Pv1 . It is a dual case if they belong to Pv2 and thus it is
omitted.
Case 1: Suppose Pv1 , Pv2 6= ∅ and v2 is not involved as a source to another deployed intra
party connection. It can be deduced that the path u1 → v2 → u2 is available to rearrange
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Figure 10: Rearrange process of Case 0
connection (u1, u2). After this rearrangement, intra party connection (v1, v2) can be hopped
through u2 to path v1 → u2 → v2. This process in shown in Figure 11.
Case 2: Suppose Pv1 , Pv2 6= ∅ and v2 is involved into another connection that has
been routed. Since (v1, v2) belongs to the traffic pattern, v2 can only be the source of the
connection. Note that this connection should be an intra party connection, which can be
denoted as (v2, v
∗). We know v∗ 6= v1 because there is no path to route (v2, v1) given the
paths of the connections from U .
Given v∗ 6= v1 and (v2, v∗) is routed, we know it has a hop vertex, denoted as u∗. We
can deduce u∗ ∈ Pv1 . If u∗ ∈ Pv2 , path v2 → u∗ is used by an intra party connection from
U . However, from the fact that (v2, v
∗) is hopped through u∗ we know that path v2 → u∗ is
used to route this connection. A contradiction is spotted and hence we firmly deduce that
u∗ ∈ Pv1 . The routing path of this connection is plotted by dashed arrows to be distinguished
from its counterpart of other connections from U .
We can find a vertex u1 ∈ Pv1 , and its involved connection (u1, u2) such that u2 6= u∗
(there are at least two vertices in Pv1). We can observe that it can be rearranged to hop
through v2. After that (v1, v2) can be hopped through u2. Thus this case is proven.
Figure 12 plots the rearrangement process for Case 2 when u1 6= u∗. If u1 = u∗, the
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Figure 11: Rearrange process of Case 1
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routing path u1 → v2 → u2 is moved to u∗ → v2 → u2 and the remaining parts are the same.
The conclusion remains true that connection (v1, v2) can be hopped through u2.
Summarizing the above cases, we have demonstrated a practical and general rearrange-
ment plan for the every need rearrangement cases as defined in Lemma 4.2.27 in Kr,t. We
can thus deduce applying Algorithm 1 in Kr,t is RNB.
4.2.5 Optimality of the Result
The main results in the previous sections suggest that bipartite complete graphs (Kr,t) are
non-blocking. In this section, we discuss the optimality of Kr,t. We prefer non-blocking
graphs with fewer links due to the significant cost of deploying a link. We evaluate the
optimality by the number of edges. Specifically, we focus on the RNB property because it is
computable for small scale graphs.
It is very difficult to evaluate the optimality of a non-blocking graph comprehensively as
either the optimality or the non-blocking property is closely associated to both the graph
structure and the routing algorithm. The impact of graph structure on the RNB property is
obvious as shown in the lattice in Figure 5. The impact of routing algorithms can be implied
from the two theorems in the main results, where different routing algorithms contributed
to different non-blocking properties for the same set of graphs.
Instead of merging the factors, we can evaluate the optimality by discussing the two
factors separately. Particularly We evaluate different RNB graphs while fixing the routing
algorithm as Algorithm 1. Next, we evaluate the effect of routing algorithms on a particular
RNB graph.
Remark 4.2.32. Graph Kr,t is the optimal graph for which Algorithm 1 would accomplish
rearrangeably non-blocking routing.
We can reach Remark 4.2.32 by observing that each link in Kr,t can not be removed
because Algorithm 1 needs it to route an inter party connection when necessary. Consider
u ∈ U and v ∈ V and link u→ v. There exists a traffic pattern pi0 consisting of connection
x0 = (u, v) such that x0 has to be routed to u→ v by the algorithm for the traffic pattern.
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Figure 12: Rearrange process of Case 2
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Otherwise, x0 can’t be routed and hence pi0 is blocked. Consequently, there exists no sub-
graph of Kr,t that would keep the RNB property under Algorithm 1. We can conclude that
Kr,t is the optimal RNB graph by Algorithm 1.
If we fix the number of vertices, we can find several non-isomorphic bipartite complete
graphs. Here we consider all of them as optimal because there exists no spanning subgraphs
of them that are RNB by Algorithm 1.
Despite finding that Kr,t is the optimal graph for Algorithm 1, we can see that there
are unused links for every traffic pattern for most bipartite complete graphs. Unused links
are observed in Kr,t for each traffic pattern when r > 2 and t > 2, even if we have found
that each link is necessary for the algorithm as in Remark 4.2.32. The number of links to
route a traffic pattern by Algorithm 1 can be simply computed: an inter party connection
uses 1 link in 1 direction; an intra party connection uses 2 links in 1 direction. There will
be at most r + t connections in a traffic pattern due to Proposition 2.4.6. They consume at
maximum 2(r + t) links. Note that the graph has 2rt links if we distinguish the direction.
Since we have 2rt > 2(r + t) when r > 2 or t > 2, we conclude that there are unused links
in routing every traffic pattern, i.e. at every instant.
We can explain the redundant links by the cost of being flexible. The redundant links
for a traffic pattern can be seen as back-up resources prepared for other traffic patterns. In
order to be flexible as well as handle every traffic pattern, each link, despite not always being
used, must be present.
In addition, it should be noted that Algorithm 1 is not a “prefect” routing algorithm
which is able to find every possible routing path for a connection at its arrival instant. It
only finds the shortest paths for each connection, the lengths of which are 1 or 2 depending
on the connection type. It is unable to find longer routes even if there might be one. The
limitation of the algorithm is a compromise to use the fewest network states yet guarantee
RNB routing, which might subtly be the cause of redundant links.
Thus, it is an interesting question to investigate if there might be rearrangeably non-
blocking graphs with fewer links if the routing algorithm is “prefect”. We study two cases
to shed light on this topic. In the first case we study the RNB subgraph of Kr,t. We can
foresee that an inter party connection (u,v) may take a 3-length path since the direct link
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e = (u, v) may be absent in the subgraph. By brute force enumeration, we have Observation
4.2.33.
Observation 4.2.33. We observed an RNB graph which is a subgraph of K2,4. This graph
can be obtained from K2,4 by removing an edge
6. It is plotted in Figure 13.
However we found that the RNB property may not hold if we keep removing edges.
Specially for all K2,t graphs we have:
Lemma 4.2.34. Graph K2,t, is not RNB if we remove more than m arbitrary links.
m =

t−1
2
t is odd
t
2
− 1 t is even
Proof. Denote the parties as |V | = 2 and |U | = t. To prove the statement, we need to
prove whether a spanning subgraph of K2,t after removing m edges, is blocking. As K2,t is
symmetric, we know that:
1. we can cut a vertex u off by removing the two links incident to u.
2. we can cut a vertex v off by removing the t links incident to v.
3. we can cut v1 and v2 into two components by removing t links, none of which is incident
to a same u.
Recall Theorem 3.3.1 which suggests the graph is blocking if two large components are
interconnected by insufficient number of edges. We can confirm a blocking graph if we can
find two components connected by a number of edges which is no more than the number of
vertices in the smaller component. Thus, the minimum number of edges, after the removal
of which K2,t becomes blocking, depends on the maximum size of the smaller component.
For an odd t, the largest number of the vertices for the smaller component is 1 + t−1
2
.
For an even t, the number is 1 + n
2
. Assume graph K2,t is blocking by identifying two cut
set theorem satisfying components, the size of the smaller one is 1 + t−1
2
(t is odd) or 1 + n
2
(t is even), after the removal of m edges. From the assumption we can deduce that no two
6Removing any edge is equivalent as the graphs are isomorphic.
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Figure 13: An RNB subgraph of K2,4
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of the m edges should be incident to a same u. Otherwise, u is disconnected and forms a
component of size 1, which forfeits the assumption. We have:
t−m <
1 +
t−1
2
t is odd
1 + n
2
t is even
(4.1)
and we have the solution:
m >

t−1
2
t is odd
t
2
− 1 t is even
(4.2)
Based on the result in equation 4.2, we find the minimum number of m that could make
K2,t blocking. Next, we need to illustrate that removing any more than m links will render
it blocking by satisfying the cut set theorem. We can divide it in two parts. First, we discuss
the cases where no two of the m edges are incident to a same u. Then we discuss other cases.
First, consider removing m edges, where m satisfies equation 4.2. Among the m edges to
remove, let m1 edges be incident to v1 and m2 edges be incident to v2, we have m = m1+m2.
From the equation we know m1 + m2 ≥ t2 . Considering the symmetric property of K2,t, we
see that m1 and m2 are interchangeable. Without loss of generality, we can set m1 ≤ m2. We
know there are still t−m vertices in U that are connected to both v1 and v2, and t−m < m.
Now after the m edges are removed, we must remove at least t − m edges to cut the
graph into two large components. We can selectively cut the edges to keep the size of the
smaller component as large as possible. If t−m ≥ m1−m2, the prerequisite of equation 4.2
comes true and we know it is correct. Otherwise, the size of the smaller component would
be m1 + t −m + 1, after the future removal of t −m links, which also satisfies the cut set
theorem and hence blocks.
To summarize the first case, if we remove more than m edges while none of them are
incident to one vertex u, we can confirm the graph is blocking by the cut set theorem. If
fewer than m edges are removed, there might exist a combination of links such that the
graph, after removing them, can’t be confirmed blocking by the cut set theorem.
Second, we need to show that equation 4.2 holds if we remove any arbitrary m edges. If
t > 3, we have m > 1. We know we need to remove at least two edges to satisfy the cut set
theorem. If we set loose the constraint and we remove two removed edges that are incident
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to one identical vertex u, vertex u is disconnected and we know the graph is blocking. Thus,
we know removing more than m arbitrary edges when t > 3 will make K2,t blocking.
If t = 1 or t = 2, we have m > 0, we can intuitively observe that removing any edge
would render the graph blocking. Thus the condition of the m edges being “arbitrary” is
satisfied and the proof is complete.
Lemma 4.2.34 provides an upper bound for the number of edges to remove, with the pos-
sibility of retaining the RNB property for K2,t. Note that removing fewer than the upper
bound number may also make a blocking graph while a general result is hard to determine.
In the second case we aim to find a better RNB graph that is not a spanning subgraph of
any Kr,t. The problem becomes finding a rearrangeably non-blocking graph which is neither
a spanning super graph nor a spanning subgraph of a bipartite complete graph. Note that
it is insufficient to only compare the number of links without analyzing the structure of the
graph because an RNB graph, with a very low number of edges, might be a super graph
of K1,t. This sheds no new light on the relationship between RNB property and the graph
structure.
Observation 4.2.35. A brute force search of simple graphs with no more than 6 vertices
reports no such graph. However I speculate it may occur when the scale increases.
If we fix the number of vertices as V , it is very interesting to observe that graph K1,V−1
simultaneously achieves the following properties compared to all other V-vertices bipartite
complete graphs:
1. has least number of links;
2. is RNB (actually WSNB);
3. has no redundant links7;
We can evaluate the degree of “being distributed” among Kr,t by the value of |r − t|. The
larger this value is, the larger the degree difference between the two parties is, and the
less distributed the graph is. The graphs in the form of K1,V−1 are essentially centralized
networks as there exists a vertex that is adjacent to all other vertices, which is considered to
7Zero redundant links means there exists at least one traffic pattern that make use of all links
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be least distributed. The other graphs Kr,t when r, t ≥ 2 can be seen as better distributed
networks compared to K1,V−1.
The listed properties of K1,V−1 indicate that the centralized networks have the distinct
advantage of being easy and efficient to switch dynamic traffic. On the other hand, it implies
that it costs more in links and efficiency for a more distributed network guaranteeing the
same non-blocking property using the same routing algorithm. Further, we notice that the
smaller the degree difference (|r − t|), the more links we need for Kr,t, given r + t = V .
Thus we can conclude that for Kr,t graphs, a centralized network is most efficient in link
usage and algorithms whereas distributed networks are more costly in links.
In this section we analyzed the optimality of our main result. We demonstrated that Kr,t
is the optimal RNB graph for Algorithm 1. We also showed that by improving the algorithm,
we found RNB graphs which are a subgraph of a bipartite complete graph. However, the
improvement in scale may be limited since we demonstrated by Lemma 4.2.34 that all of its
subgraphs might not be RNB anymore if we remove more than a certain number of edges.
We also found that a centralized network (K1,t) is the most simple yet efficient RNB graph
while other bipartite complete graphs with the same scale are more costly in number of
links.
4.3 CONCLUSION
This chapter studied the WSNB and RNB properties for bipartite complete graphs Kr,t and
proposed two routing algorithms for these two non-blocking properties respectively. Algo-
rithm 1, along with several rearrangement techniques, led to the RNB property. Algorithm
2, modified from Algorithm 1, guaranteed the WSNB property. We proved these facts by
analyzing the routing algorithm with the topology advantages of Kr,t.
The structure advantage of bipartite complete graphs reduces the difficulty of non-
blocking routing analysis for dynamic traffic, which is rooted in the fact that the difficulty in
analyzing traffic patterns and arrival sequences are greatly reduced in Kr,t. By the structure
advantage, we only need to study a small group of traffic patterns and arrival sequences to
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achieve non-blocking properties, whereas in a general connected graph we must enumerate
everything.
These two algorithms are deliberately designed as online algorithms in a distributed
manner such that they could route connections without knowing the global network status.
This is granted by the structural advantage of Kr,t, which is a very typical example that the
information from the structure of the graph can be used to facilitate routing.
The WSNB result is a new generalized result for non-blocking connected networks in
switching/routing theory, to the best of our knowledge. It finds a WSNB non-blocking
structure that is scalable up to infinity, along with a distributable routing algorithm that
efficiently carries out non-blocking routing.
In addition, the WSNB result provides a solid counter example because Proposition 2.4.6
suggests that we need rearrangement if we route all intra party connections from one party
to the same vertex through the busiest part of the network that can handle it. Rather, the
WSNB property is achieved by Algorithm 2, which uses a smarter yet efficient way to route
the traffic throughout the network.
Last but not the least, the results shed light on optimal non-blocking graph structures.
Graph K1,t is bipartite complete and is WSNB even with algorithm 1, and enjoys 100%
utility rate for some traffic patterns. In addition to this excellent utility rate, it even has
the fewest possible number of edges needed–t, while the total number of vertices in K1,t is
t + 1. However, this is a centralized design because there exits a node that is connected to
all other vertices. It provides evidence that a cost-efficient network might be centralized. A
distributed network might need more links to achieve the same non-blocking property.
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5.0 IMPLEMENTING NON-BLOCKING TOPOGRAPHIES TO REAL
NETWORKS
This chapter introduces the design paradigm to set up an non-blocking network in NSFNet
based on the main results in the previous Chapter. However, we can deduce that NSFNet is
blocking by Theorem 3.3.1. As shown in Figure 14, after the removal of the four red edges,
the entire network is cut into two components each with seven vertices. Obviously four is 4
than 7 and hence Theorem 3.3.1 is satisfied. Unfortunately we know that NSFNet is NOT
RNB.
Albeit NSFNet is blocking, we can set up a virtual topology as a bipartite complete graph
which is known to be non-blocking. In section 5.1 we use K7,7 as the virtual topology and
we compute the virtual circuit paths to build a K7,7 network over NSFNet. In section 5.2
we propose two implementation frameworks to set up the virtual topology and demonstrate
that the virtual topology can be implemented with current available devices. To evaluate
the potential of redundant links in K7,7 to handle overflown traffic, we propose a simulation
framework which loosens the traffic constraint in Proposition 2.4.6 in section 5.3. We discuss
and compare the simulation results and partially verifies the correctness of the simulation
framework with queue theory estimations.
5.1 VIRTUAL TOPOLOGY
We can make the NSFNet virtually a bipartite complete and thus non-blocking, by setting
up virtual circuits. We need to find the optimal paths for virtual circuits that uses least
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Figure 14: Edge cut set for NSF network
resources. This problem is in nature similar to the RWA problem and could be solved by
ILP/MILP methods.
To obtain more general results, we consider that there is no wavelength converters in the
system. To model the wavelength continuity constraint, we need to apply the graph coloring
method to the ILP result to determine the wavelengths assignment.
We develop an optimal design scheme for virtual circuits by minimizing the number
of virtual circuit we need. Note that each edge in K7,7 are adjacent to two vertices in
the different party. If we can properly set the party for the vertices in NSFNet such that
a maximum number of edges are adjacent to two vertices belonging to different parties,
the number of virtual circuits needed is minimized. This problem can be modeled as a
graph coloring problem in NSFNet. The vertices can be painted two colors and the optimal
painting method should produce the minimum number of edges between the vertices of the
same color.
We can solve this problem by implementing greedy algorithm based on a minimum
spanning tree. The algorithm starts with assigning a color to a random vertex, which is the
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root of the spanning tree1. Then at each step a new vertex is attached to the tree according
to the following criteria:
1. The new vertex is unpainted.
2. The color to be assigned to the new vertex should be different from its parent in the
spanning tree.
3. The new vertex should be adjacent to minimum number of vertices with the same color
(in the original graph) compared to that of other possible new vertices.
This algorithm is greedy and expected to be suboptimal as it only optimizes the minimum
number of adjacent same color vertices pairs at one step. The algorithm has random factors
as the result of this algorithm is dependent on the selection of root vertex of the tree and
the selection of new vertices if multiple vertices have the minimum number of adjacent same
color vertices. Fortunately for the scale of K7,7, we can obtain a best solution to set up the
virtual circuits by a number of brute force test runs.
Figure 15 illustrates a typical result of the above algorithm. We use this solution to build
a virtual K7,7 graph on NSFNet. In this color scheme 18 of the 21 links are inter-party edges,
which are painted as purple links. The remaining 3 edges are not used and are separately
painted.
Graph K7,7 has 49 links. The greedy algorithm suggests 18 of them (the purple links,
thereafter called “physically connected circuits”) can be set in the physical layer directly. At
these physical links one more wavelength/channel needs to be reserved. The remaining 31
of them needs to be set up as virtual circuits.
Next, we solve the problem to optimally set up virtual circuits by the MILP method
mentioned in Section 2.3. The virtual circuit problem fits right into the model by modeling
the virtual circuits as optical traffic connections.
We use the most classic model to arrange the the virtual links such that the number
of virtual circuits on each edge is minimized. This objective is a minimax function for the
number of connections in each link. The problem formulation process and notations are
already mentioned in Section 2.3 and not reinstated. The complete model is presented as
1The initial color does not affect the solution due the the duality of the two colors.
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Figure 15: Bipartite Coloring on vertices in NSF network
following:
Minimize F where F = max∀i,j
∑
∀s,d F
sd
ij +
∑
∀s,d F
sd
ji + Cij
with the following constrains:
for each vertex j, and each virtual circuit (s, d) pair, there is:
∑
i
F sdij −
∑
k
F sdjk =

1 if s = j
−1 if d = j
0 otherwise
where:
Cij = 0, 1
F sdij = 0, 1
The F variables represent the path decisions for the virtual circuits. Variable Cij is an
indicator of extra wavelength usage for physically connected circuits. We have Cij = 1 if
(i, j) is a purple link in Figure 15. Otherwise Cij = 0.
In this equation there are 31 virtual circuits and thus 31 (s, d) pairs. For each pair,
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there are 42 directed edges related to it in F variables. So there are overall 1302 variables in
this optimization problem. The optimal result is selected from a pool of 21302 combinations,
which renders brute force search impractical.
A technique called randomized rounding is used to acquire sub-optimal solution at lower
computation costs. To achieve this, the integer constraint of F variables is loosened. The
result for a connection may be multiple paths, each with a probability. The sum of the
probabilities for the possible paths is 1. The routing path decided by a random picke from
the possible paths according to their probabilities2.
Next, we continue to use the sequential coloring method for the wavelength assignment
problem, as we previously assumed wavelength continuity integrity (no wavelength convert-
ers) for a better generality3. Each virtual circuit is modeled as a vertex. Two vertices are
adjacent to each other if and only if the two corresponding virtual circuits are routed to
overlapping paths4. Thus by coloring the graph in a way that each vertex has a different
color from its adjacent vertices, each virtual circuit is assigned a color that guarantees, the
virtual circuits deployed on the links are differently colored for any link in the network.
Despite a global optimal solution–a minimal number of colors– has been proven to be NP
hard, sequential coloring offers acceptable and efficient suboptimal solution.
The paths to set up the virtual circuits are recorded in Table 5.1. It can be seen that
the virtual circuit would take up 9 colors in NSFNet. Note that it is still necessary to assign
one more wavelength to the link with physical connections. A total of 10 colors are needed
to make NSFNet RNB.
For the design scheme of virtual circuits in Table 5.1, there are two different frameworks
to carry out these virtual circuits, which are introduced in the next section.
2This algorithm has randomness and the optimality is discussed in [5]
3The solution with wavelength continuity constraint has more generality since it can be converted to a
solution without it.
4Here, link(i, j) and (j, i) overlap as both directions needs to be reserved.
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Table 3: Virtual Circuits Setup Configuration
VC Path Color VC Path Color VC Path Color
2↔ 6 [2,1,3,6] 6 2↔ 7 [2,1,8,7] 5 2↔ 9 [2,3,6,10,9] 2
2↔ 12 [2,4,11,13,14,12] 4 2↔ 13 [2,1,8,9,13] 7 3↔ 4 [3,1,8,7,5,4] 4
3↔ 7 [3,2,4,5,7] 5 3↔ 9 [3,6,10,9] 7 3↔ 12 [3,1,8,9,12] 2
3↔ 13 [3,1,8,9,13] 1 1↔ 5 [1,2,4,5] 2 5↔ 9 [5,4,11,12,9] 7
5↔ 12 [5,6,10,9,12] 4 5↔ 13 [5,6,14,13] 2 4↔ 8 [4,2,1,8] 3
6↔ 8 [6,5,7,8] 1 8↔ 12 [8,7,5,6,14,12] 3 8↔ 13 [8,9,13] 3
1↔ 10 [1,3,6,10] 5 4↔ 10 [4,5,6,10] 8 7↔ 10 [7,5,6,10] 9
10↔ 12 [10,9,13,11,12] 5 10↔ 13 [10,6,14,13] 1 1↔ 11 [1,2,4,11] 1
6↔ 11 [6,10,9,12,11] 3 7↔ 11 [7,5,4,11] 6 9↔ 11 [9,13,11] 2
1↔ 14 [1,8,9,13,14] 6 4↔ 14 [4,11,12,14] 2 7↔ 14 [7,8,9,13,14] 8
9↔ 14 [9,12,14] 1
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5.2 DESIGN FRAMEWORKS AND NODE FACILITY
In this section, we introduce and compare two frameworks to implement the virtual circuits
according to Table 5.1. In the first framework, the virtual circuits are deployed at the same
wavelength in different fibers. Every virtual circuit on a particular link (u, v) is put into
different fibers such that they don’t interrupt. This is called the “ spatial framework”. In
the second framework, different virtual circuits are deployed in the same fiber using different
wavelengths. This is called the “ wavelength framework”. These two frameworks are similar;
however they have significant difference in the necessity of wavelength converters.
Each framework is illustrated in brief by a system diagram showing the hardware facili-
ties in a specific node. The hardware facilities are connected/wired according to the virtual
circuit setup scheme in Table 5.1. In addition, the wavelength assignments for the wires (if
applicable) are plotted by the color of the wire. Next, the configuration of the switching
facility for different traffic is introduced.
Different virtual circuits over a link are set in different fibers. Each link may have dif-
ferent number of virtual circuits, as listed in Table 5.1. The edges with an asterisk are
the non-purple edges as shown in Figure 15. For example edge (2,3) only has two virtual
circuits and no physically connected circuit, while edge (6,10) has eight virtual circuits and
one physically connected circuit. This difference is due to the effect of randomized rounding
in acquiring the solution.
5.2.1 Spatial Framework
In spatial framework the virtual circuits in a link are deployed in different fibers but have the
same wavelength. The virtual circuits for different slices can be set in different wavelengths.
Due to this way of assignments, the spatial framework is wavelength converter free.
To have a brief idea of the node structure in this framework, we present the switching
facility for node 3 given the virtual circuits in Table 5.2.1 in Figure 16. All the links are
labeled green as all links are assigned by the same wavelength. Different connections in the
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Table 4: Number of virtual circuits in each link
Edge No. Edge No. Edge No.
(1,2) 6 (1,3) 5 (1,8) 7
* (2,3) 2 (2,4) 5 (3,6) 4
(4,5) 6 (4,11) 5 (5,6) 6
(5,7) 6 (6,10) 8 (6,14) 3
(7,8) 5 (8,9) 6 (9,10) 5
* (9,12) 5 * (9,13) 7 (11,12) 4
(11,13) 3 (12,14) 4 (13,14) 5
same slice are spatially multiplexed into different fibers. According to Table 5.1, the link con-
necting node 3 and node 1 has five virtual circuits–{3↔ 4, 3↔ 12, 3↔ 13, 2↔ 6, 1↔ 10}.
There is also one physically connected circuit {3 ↔ 1} in the link. The virtual circuits
{2 ↔ 6, 1 ↔ 10} pass node 3, whose ports needs no reconfigurable optical add/drop multi-
plexer (ROADM). The remaining 3 virtual circuits and 1 physically connected circuit may
be connected to an ROADM in case node 3 is the terminal for the traffic.
The OADMs needs to be reconfigurable as the destination of the traffic in the wire is
unknown. To be more specific, the traffic could be destined at node 3, and the OADM should
be configured to drop the traffic to local networks. However, it is possible that the traffic
in the wire is an intra-party connection hopped by node 3, when when the OAM should be
configured to be skipped, or handle the traffic to the OXC. For example, consider a pair of
intra-party connection (4, 13) and (13, 4), which is hopped through node 3. This means that
this intra-party connection uses both virtual circuits{4↔ 3, 3↔ 13} while node 3 is the hop
node. Upon the connection setup process, the ROADM should be reconfigured to forward
the data from the port for virtual circuit 4↔ 3 to the OXC. The OXC will be configured to
switch the port for virtual circuit 4↔ 3 to the port for virtual circuit 3↔ 13.
In the infrastructure illustrated in Figure 16, seven ROADMs are needed since node 3 is
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Figure 16: System Diagram for Node 3 in spatial framework with ROADMS
the terminal for seven connections. The flying-through virtual circuits are directly connected
to the OXC without ROADMs.
The switching mechanism of the ports for flying-through virtual circuits can be designed
as fixed5, because the virtual circuits setup scheme for a RNB slice is expected to last unless
reconfigured and does not change for different traffic patterns. The fixed wiring is shown by
the blue curve (only one of them plotted). Under this assumption 72 = 49 switching unites
are needed. Otherwise 132 = 169 switching units are needed. We can use fixed transponders
to connect the ROADM since every “ wire” in the framework uses the same wavelength.
Another node infrastructure to implement this framework with only OADMs is also
feasible with the cost of more switching units. As shown in Figure 17, extra ports of the
OXC are used to switch the data to or from an OADM. The A and D represents the line for
add or drop respectively. It becomes the OXC’s responsibility, other than the ROADM’s, to
determine whether to switch the data to local interfaces, by using fixed OADMs. However
it requires more switching units to host the ports for OADMs. The OXC in Figure 17 needs
202 = 400 switching units which is more than its counterpart in the ROADM design because
the OXC needs more ports to host OADMs. To conclude, the OADM infrastructures in
Figure 16 trades the cost of reconfiguration functions off against the cost of switching units
5It can also be designed that it does not pass the OXC. This design saves switching units. However it is
risky because the node has no surveillance over the virtual circuit.
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Figure 17: System Diagram for Node 3 in spatial framework with OADMS
of that in Figure 17.
The advantage of this spatial framework is that it does NOT need any wavelength con-
verters. It saves the overall hardware cost in the system. Besides, the configurations of
the infrastructure of the switching facility in the node can be pre-determined according to
the virtual circuit paths in Table 5.1, while guaranteeing RNB and preventing unnecessary
reconfiguration for dynamic traffic.
What is more, if every slice deployed is identical and the OXCs are transparent, we can
upgrade the number of wavelengths in each fiber without altering the OXCs because every
wavelength in the same fiber goes to the same destination.
The disadvantage is that it may need extra fibers for the virtual circuits, which may be
a huge cost to deploy more fibers in the physical layer. In addition, the number of fibers
needed in each link is different, which may bring trouble to slice management. If where there
are 15 fibers with one wavelength in each link, only one slice can be set–one slice in edge
(6,10) needs 10 fibers–and the remaining fibers are not used. This may be a potential waste
of telecom resources.
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5.2.2 Wavelength Framework
In the wavelength framework, the virtual circuits are deployed in the same fiber but in dif-
ferent wavelengths. This design mandates small scale wavelength converters in the switching
facilities. Wavelength converting functions are necessary at the hop vertex of the path of
an intra-party connection, if it connects two virtual/physical circuits which are assigned
different wavelengths in case of intra party traffic. The scale of the wavelength converter
should be at least equal to the wavelengths in the slice. Because every node may be a hop
vertex for an intra party connection, a wavelength converter is mandatory for all nodes in
this framework.
Figure 18 illustrates the infrastructure of the wavelength framework. There is only one
fiber for every link connected to node 3, in which virtual/physical circuits are multiplexed into
different wavelengths, which is differently colored. The OXC is equipped with wavelength
conversion functions. There are at minimum 2× 8 = 16 ports that need wavelength conver-
sion. To save wavelength conversion functions, the ports of the OXC connecting OADMs are
not equipped with the wavelength conversion function. The wavelengths assigned to these
ports must be the same as the ports they are connecting to.
The number of wavelengths can be saved if wavelength conversion function is available at
every port connecting the mux/demux when there are multiple slices. Consider two identical
RNB slices set in the system shown in Figure 18. There are 6 wavelengths in link (3,1) and 2
wavelengths in link (3,2). Clearly in link (3,1), the first RNB slice would use wavelength 1–6
while the second use 7–12. If every port from the OXC to the links has global wavelength
conversion, the wavelengths in link (3,2) can be assigned as 1–2 for the first slice and 3–4 for
the second. Otherwise if only in-slice wavelength conversion is available, the wavelengths in
link (3,2) must be assigned to 1–2 for the first slice and 6–7 for the second. Thus, wavelengths
3–5 in the link is dark due to the gap resulted from the imbalance usage of wavelengths. If
first-fit wavelength assignment is desired, global wavelength conversion function is needed
at 2× 13 = 26 ports in node 3.
According to Table 5.2.1, there are at most 8 virtual circuits in a link. Thereby a
wavelength converter capable of switching among 9 wavelengths would satisfy the minimum
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Figure 18: Node infrastructure for Node 3 in wavelength framework with OADMS
demand to make the slice RNB. However the wavelengths may not be allocated continu-
ously due to the scale of wavelength conversion function and hence some wavelengths may
be unused. This insufficient wavelength usage can be alleviated by using global wavelength
conversions. Note that the trade off between switching units and reconfigurable OADM still
applies in this framework. The transformation is nearly identical so the ROADM counter-
part for Figure 18 is omitted.
The advantage of this implementation is we may have better wavelength utility by us-
ing, if possible, global wavelength converters to more ports. The system needs wavelength
converters but small scale wavelength converters are still feasible–at the cost of less wave-
length utility rate, or wavelength gaps. We may consider developing an alternative way to
use the dark wavelengths in the gap to compensate the insufficient usage. This may be a
meaningful future work if wavelength conversion techniques remains in bottleneck.
The disadvantage of this design is, similarly but more trickier, the unbalanced use of
wavelengths because wavelengths in a fiber are a scarce and expensive resource. The num-
ber of wavelength conduits may be limited. In addition, wavelength converters may be
expensive and a wavelength converting OXC for each slice at every node may be costly, even
each in a small scale.
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5.2.3 Summary of Frameworks
Both the frameworks provide an IP-router-free network infrastructure. The the routing algo-
rithm (Algorithm 1) is online and can be implemented into the OXC and ROADMs without
using IP routers because the routing algorithm is designed assuming the topology is Kr,t.
The OXCs and ROADMs are placed and configured according to the virtual topology to
properly route the traffic, which substitutes IP routing. With IP routers bypassed, we can
design transparent all optical networks and reduce the system CAPEX.
The configuration can be divided into three cases for a node. First, for the traffic in
the virtual circuit bypassing this node, it comes into and out of the OXC via fixed ports.
These settings can be kept as long as the virtual topography holds. Second, for the traffic
starting and terminate at the node, the ports and OADMs can also be fixed. If ROADMS are
used, prompt commands are necessary to configure the ROADMs to direct the traffic to the
proper destination. The third, this node is a hopping vertex for an intra-party connection.
The OXC needs to be configured during the connection setup process to forward the traffic
accordingly.
Table 5.2.3 summarizes the differences between the two frameworks. To better de-
scribe the detail, we divided the wavelength framework into two columns by whether it is
equipped with small scale wavelength converters (SSWC) or global scale wavelength con-
verters (GSWC). It is worth mentioning that when there are new wavelengths updated in
each fiber, the spatial framework only needs to update the mux/demux and there is no need
to update the OXC if the OXC is transparent to wavelengths.
Using wavelength framework with SSWCs may lead to wavelength gaps. This issue can be
prevented by using GSWCs at extra cost. Considering the fact that adding new fibers/wires
are more difficult and limited performance of wavelength converters, we prefer the spatial
framework in real scenario implementation.
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Table 5: Compare between Frameworks
Framework Spatial Wavelength /w SSWC Wavelength /w GSWC
Fiber per slice 9 1 1
Wavelenth converter NO Yes Yes
Wavelength per slice 1 9 9
Wavelength gap N/A Yes NO
Wavelength update minimum 1 minimum 9 minimum 9
Facilities to update Only mux/demux All All
Fiber update minimum 9 minimum 1 minimum 1
Facilities to update All All All
5.3 EVALUATION OF SPARE CAPACITY
In Section 4.2.5 we observed that Kr,t is, to some extent, redundant to a traffic pattern. This
section evaluate the the spare capacity of the K7,7 with a simulation framework in which
the traffic constraint in Proposition 2.4.6 is loosened. The additional traffic are modeled
and referred as “extra connections”. This experiment is designed to satisfy the curiosity to
evaluate the power of the redundant links to handle traffic. In practice, this scenario can be
applied to the case that the unused links are leased.
The gain of link utility by allowing extra connections may be significant. In the previous
chapter, we are using a virtual K7,7 topography to make the NSFNet RNB. The total number
of directed channels is 98. The most consuming traffic patterns use 28 of them. Suppose
we can take full use of all the remaining directed edges. The link utility gain from allowing
extra connections is estimated to be at least 250% if we can make full use of all links.
To allow extra connections, we need to assume that there are always a sufficient number
of transponders in a node to make this network model valid. In real networks, a number of
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tunable transponders may be used to dynamically meet this request.
This section proposes a mechanism to generate traffic, simulate the routing process, and
evaluate the performance which is implemented by Matlab. This content is organized as
following. Section 5.3.1 introduces the mechanisms to handle extra connections. Section
5.3.2 describes the setup and configuration for the simulations. Section 5.3.3 offers a sample
run for the simulation and discusses the output. Section 5.3.4 studies the effect of priority
on the blocking rate in the simulations. Section 5.3.5 discusses the differences between the
stable period and the full timeline of the simulation. Section 5.3.6 partially verifies the
simulation result with Queuing Theory. Section 5.3.7 analyzes and compares the blocking
rate for intra party and inter party connections under different traffic densities.
5.3.1 The Mechanism
In this section a mechanism is proposed to handle extra connections with priorities. We allow
extra connections to be served in best effort priority while regular traffic has first priority
and still guarantees non-blocking. The best effort priority is lower than the first priority and
thus a first priority connection may take the path of a deployed best effor connection, which
may be rearranged or dropped. The priority of a connection is set according to the following
rules.
1. A connection v1 → v2 is set as first priority when node v1/v2 is not starting/ending any
other first priority connections respectively.
2. Other connections are set as best effort.
The above rules guarantee that each node only initiates/ends one first priority connection
and thus the set of first priority connections complies Proposition 2.4.6. Thus they are guar-
anteed RNB in K7,7. The remaining best effort connections are served in a FCFS manner
while the routing path is still determined by the same algorithm. A best effort connection
may be blocked if it can’t be routed. It may also be dropped by a first priority connection
upon a path overlap.
To make it simple, blocked or dropped connections do not re-enter the system. Also, we
do not elevate the priority of best effort connections to first priority even if at some instant
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Figure 19: Snapshots of an example simulation
the best effort connection is the only connection active at both end nodes. If we do so, it
becomes tricky to evaluate the performance of extra connections because the priority may
change.
An example walkthrough of the priority assignment process is provided in Table 6 and
Figure 19 to illustrate the priority mechanism in a K2,2 graph, the vertices of which are
denoted as A,B,C,D, respectively. We go through the priority assignment and path selection
process of the set of events listed in Table 6. In order to better visualize rule 1 mentioned
above, a binary indicator vector (is, id) is introduced for each vertex. The indicator is is set
to 1 if the vertex is initiating a first priority connection. Similarly, id is set to 1 if the vertex
is ending a first priority connection. The paths of first priority connections are plotted by
black arrows while the paths for best effort connections are plotted by orange arrows.
Initially there is no connection in the network, every link is unused and the indicator
vector for every vertex is (0, 0). Before the arrival of event 3, there are two connections in
the system, the ids of which are 1 and 2 respectively, both of which are set as first priority
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Table 6: Example events for priority assignment and path selection process
Event Connection Vector Connection Id Status Priority Path Selection
1 (A,B) 1 Arriving First A→ B
2 (B,C) 2 Arriving First B → D → C
3 (B,C) 3 Arriving Best Effort B → A→ C
4 (A,B) 4 Arriving Best Effort Blocked
5 (C,A) 5 Arriving First C → A
6 (B,C) 2 Disconnected First N/A
and the path is selected according to the proven method. These first priority paths are
plotted in black arrows. At the instant connection 3 arrives, which is (B,C), we see that
vertex B is the source of a first priority connection, and vertex C is destination a first pri-
ority connection–both are connection 2. Thus, connection 3 is given the best effort priority.
Fortunately, wen can still find a path for connection 3. Despite vertex D is in the path of a
priority connection, the indicator vector of D remains (0,0) because D is neither initiating
nor ending any first priority connection.
For the same reason, connection 4 is given the best effort priority upon arrival. However,
it has no path and thus it is blocked. At event 6, connection 2 is disconnected from the
system. The is at vertex B and ie at vertex C are both set to zero since the first priority
connection has left. At this time connection 3 is the only traffic involving either node B or
node C. However, as mentioned we do not elevate its priority to make the analysis simple.
Note that if a connection vector (B,C) arrives the system at the timing of Event 7, it will
be set as a first priority connection.
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5.3.2 Simulation Parameters
We use the K7,7 graph as the RNB virtual topography in this simulation. The set of virtual
links that was set up for the system are configured as Table 5.1. The two parties are shown
in Figure 15. It has 49 links in total, among which 31 are implemented via virtual circuits.
Considering directed links/edges, the system has 98 directed virtual links which needs 250
directed physical links.
This simulation aims to study the blocking rates and link utility rates under different
traffic scenarios. The simulation is implemented in MATLAB. To make it simple, we neglect
the delay in connection setup process since it is small compared to the length of a connection.
Furthermore, we assume there is no buffer in the system, due to the nature lack of optical
buffers.
Without loss of generality, we assume traffic model for each connection (u, v) is Poisson.
The event table with the arrival and departure time of the connections are generated accord-
ing to the corresponding exponential distribution before the simulation starts. We denote
the traffic density as ρ = λ
µ
, where λ and µ are the arrival rate and departure rate respec-
tively. We assume the same traffic density for connections between each pair of vertices.
This makes the result comparable with queuing theory solutions. We collect the link utility
rate both in virtual and physical layers. We also collect drop rates and blocking rates. The
system performance is evaluated by comparing utility rates and blocking/drop rate with the
traffic density ρ. The utility usages of a sample run are plotted in Figure 20 and Figure 21,
for virtual layer and physical layers, respectively.
We denote the arrival time of the ith connection as tia, and the disconnection time of
it as tib. Then the entire simulation timeline is the sorted array after merging ta and td.
The number of used virtual circuits (directed) at particular time t is denoted as ltv and its
counterpart in physically connected circuits (directed) is denoted as ltp. Their counterparts
with regarding to first priority connections are denoted as ltv1 and l
t
p1. The number of blocked
or dropped connections are denoted as cd and cb respectively while the total number of con-
nections in the full simulation timeline is denoted as C.
Figure 20 plots virtual circuit usage metrics ltv and l
t
v1 over the simulation timeline, with
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Figure 20: Virtual Circuits Utility Example
ρ = 0.35. The blue line represents ltv while the orange line indicates l
t
v1. Figure 21, similarly,
plots the physical links usage (directed) ltp and l
t
p1.
As can be observed from both figures, all the utility rates keep stable until approximately
60% of the total simulation time. After that the lines trend to decrease and finally reaches
zero because that majority of traffic is leaving the system in this period.
Based on the sample run above, we denote the time period [2%, 60%] of the total simu-
lation time as the stable period. That is, we consider that the system in this time period is
in a stable state. We will further compare the difference of system performance in the stable
period and full timeline in section 4.3.
In addition, we observed that, given ρ is the same, the performance metric does not
have significant change with regard to different set of λ and µ. This means that a single
parameter ρ would be sufficient to describe the system in our simulation. This is an expected
statement from general queuing systems and thus not further extended.
We have the denotations for the other parameters that are also collected or studied in
the simulation as following: VU is the virtual circuit utility rate, which represents the ratio
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Figure 21: Physical Links Utility Example
of virtual circuits used to serve the traffic connections. Similarity, PU is the physically con-
nected circuit utility rate, which is the ratio of physical links used. B is the blocking rate for
the connections and Bd is their drop rate. Symbols φv and φp represent the ratio of virtual
circuits and physical links that are used for first priority traffic to those used by all traffc.
Symbol T1 and T2 represent the number of connections arrived in the stable period that are
assigned first priority and best effort respectively. Among these parameters VU, PU, φv, φp,
T1, and T2 are computed during the stable period as defined above. Parameters B and Bd
are computed by the full simulation timeline data.
The computation of the parameters can be formalized as following:
V U =
mean(ltv)
98
, t in stable period
PU =
mean(ltp)
250
, t in stable period
φv =
mean(ltv1)
mean(ltv)
, t in stable period
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φp =
mean(ltp1)
mean(ltp)
, t in stable period
T1 = # of first priority connections, t in stable period
T2 = # of best effort connections, t in stable period
B =
cb
C
in full timeline
Bd =
cd
C
in full timeline
Bd =
cd
C
in full timeline
5.3.3 Performance Analysis
In this section we evaluate the performance for the proposed prioritized system in different
traffic densities. We concentrate on system utility rate, blocking rate, and the portion of
links used by first priority connections.
The data of the above parameters are summarized in Table 7. The utilization rates,
both virtual and physical, increase with ρ, and have an upper bound at approximately 80%,
even when the blocking rate is approximately 60%. It may be a critical factor that there is
no buffer in this system, which limits the power to schedule traffic. This 80% value could
be referred as an upper bound for the the link utility rate for poisson arrival connection
requests without any buffers.
The blocking rate (B) is significant even at ρ = 0.1. It rises rapidly with ρ, which means
that the network in a congested state when the traffic density increases. The drop rate (Bd)
increases with ρ when ρ ≤ 0.5. At this interval, with the rise of ρ, the number of connections
getting admitted to the system increases as implied from the soaring V U and PU values. It
enlarges the probability for a best effort connection to be dropped. Because there is more
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Table 7: System performance for traffic connection with priorities.
ρ VU PU B Bd φv φp T1 T2
0.1 0.253 0.257 0.069 0.006 0.356 0.359 1374.6 2326.2
0.2 0.455 0.458 0.140 0.015 0.249 0.251 882.2 2524.8
0.35 0.625 0.625 0.289 0.029 0.211 0.211 605 2223.6
0.5 0.701 0.702 0.414 0.033 0.202 0.204 457.2 1824.6
0.65 0.747 0.747 0.504 0.034 0.201 0.200 368.2 1569.6
0.8 0.774 0.775 0.568 0.034 0.198 0.200 308.2 1385.8
best effort connections in the network, it is more likely that a first priority connection is
routed to overlapping path of a best effort connection which will be dropped.
The drop rate remains constant when ρ ≥ 0.5. At this interval, the rise of ρ does not
lead to significant increase of the number of admitted connections as implied from V U and
PU values. This is due to the fact that higher ρ does not make more connections enter the
system since the system is already highly congested. Most additional arrivals brought about
by the additional traffic density are essentially blocked, instead of being served. Since the
number of admitted connections remain stable, the chance for a connection to be dropped
by a first priority connection does not increase significantly. This explains the ceiling of the
drop rate at ρ ≥ 0.5.
When ρ ≥ 0.5, the system is largely congested. First priority traffic would use approxi-
mately 20% of the occupied resource. The percent remains relatively constant, and does not
increase with the rise of ρ. In contrast, at low densities, a greater portion of the occupied
telecom resources are used to than those at high densities. It can be explained by that an
arriving connection is more likely to be assigned as first priority. And hence the portion of
first priority connections is greater. So is the ratio of occupied resources. We could conclude
that a greater fraction of the traffic connections will be assigned the first priority when ρ is
low.
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The 20% ceiling for φv and φp suggests that, ideally we can gain a 400% gain in link
utility by allowing best effort connections. This fact indicates strong potential to utilize this
best effort mechanism to share the links not used by a first priority connection.
We can observe that both T1 and T2 have its maximum value at ρ = 0.1 and keep de-
creasing with the increase of ρ. The value of T1 decreases more rapidly than that of T2.
It can be explained by the fact that at a high ρ value the competition for the first priority
privilege becomes more fierce so a limited number of connections are assigned to it compared
to a simulation with low ρ value.
We also observe that the sum of T1 and T2 is decreasing with ρ. To understand the
decrease of their sum, we should begin with the service rate configuration in the simulation
mechanism. The service rate (µ) is kept constant for all simulations while the arrival rate
is manipulated to according to the ρ values. The total number of connections generated is
constant. Thus the simulation timeline for a large ρ value tends to be short as the time
between two connection arrivals are short compared to its counterpart for a small ρ value.
Thus, it can be explained that the sum of T1 and T2 is decreasing because of increased
blocking and drop rate with ρ. The number of connections the network can handle in a short
period in the stable period is approximately constant when the network is over congested.
The experiment with a high ρ value s more connections arriving at the short period while the
number of connections admitted is constant. It explains why we observe a smaller portion
of connections admitted in experiments with high ρ values. That explains the decrease of
T1 + T2 with the increase of ρ.
By observing the utility parameters, it can be estimated to obtain at minimum 250%
gain in link utility for our bipartite complete graph, as mentioned in the beginning of sec-
tion 4.3. Clearly our result outperforms this bound. The reason is that, in our simulation
environment, first priority connections are not using the most number of links needed. Thus
more links can be used by best efforts connections.
However, we can’t ignore the fact the link utility rate does not exceed 80%, no matter
virtual circuits or physically connected circuits, which means that this system has redundant
links.
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5.3.4 Effect of Priority
This section studies the effect of setting priorities on the performance of the system. As
we all know, first priority connections are guaranteed to be non-blocking, and best effort
connections may be blocked or dropped. If we do not assign priorities, every connection is
treated as a first come first serve manner. We investigate any potential impact of priority
on the blocking rate with regarding to different traffic densities.
Specifically we denote no priority mode as the case in which all connection priority are
set as best effort. This mode is designed to simulate the case that all connections have
no priority difference. In no priority mode, no rearrangement is made for any connections
and there is no drop. We use the term priority mode for the priority mechanism mentioned
Section 5.3.1.
In this study we aim to compare the performance between the priority mode and the no
priority mode under different traffic densities by collecting and evaluating the blocking rates
and drop rates. We also introduce the concept of service-incompletion rate, which is the sum
of blocking rate and drop rate, to better evaluate the no priority mode where there is no
drop rates. In priority mode, we study both the blocking rate and the service-incompletion
rate while the drop rate can be implied from difference of them. In no priority mode, we
only study the service-incompletion rate, which is essentially the blocking rate.
As can be seen from Figure 22, each line raises monotonously with the increase of ρ.
The service incompletion rate in priority mode is constantly higher than its blocking rate,
the gap between which is essentially the drop rate. The service incompletion rate in no
priority mode is lower than both the blocking rate and the service incompletion rate when ρ
is low. It exceeds the blocking rate of the priority mode with the increase of ρ, and further
converges to the service-incompletion rate of the priority mode.
To understand the performance we have to note that the system is congested when the
traffic density is high. In a congested network the number of connections getting admitted
in the system at an instant are bottlenecked, which does not have a strong dependence to
whether we set priority or not. That is, the number of connections that get admitted has
reached the capacity limitation of the network. In addition, we know the total number of
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Figure 22: Service performances for priority mode and no priority mode
connections are close in the two modes with the same ρ, the service-incompletion rate of
both modes becomes very close at high traffic densities.
At low densities, no priority mode has lower blocking rate. It indicates no priority mode
accepts more connections than the priority mode at low densities. It can be argued that, in
priority mode, there is a potential overhead cost for guaranteeing the prioritized connections
RNB.
If we assume dropped connections have no QoS, dropped connections are then considered
same as blocked connections. We can conclude that the QoS of the no priority mode is not
less than the priority mode at all range of traffic densities.
It raises an interesting question that, if dropped connections have partial QoS, the com-
pare between priority mode and no priority mode becomes tricky since it depends on the
weight for the partial QoS for dropped connections. Based on this condition we can con-
clude that the QoS of no priority mode definitely beats that of priority mode when ρ ≤ 0.3
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Figure 23: Blocking rate: Stable period vs Full timeline
approximately. When ρ ≥ 0.3, the service incompletion rate in no priority mode lies in the
gap between the regular mode blocking rate and priority mode service incompletion rate.
The QoS comparison result in this interval depends on the weight of the partial QoS of the
dropped connections.
5.3.5 Stable Period
In this section we compare the results collected from the stable period and the full timeline
period of both the priority mode and no priority modes. In this experiment we aim to shed
light on the difference between stable period statistics and full timeline statistics in studying
the blocking rates.
Figure 23 illustrates the blocking rate in both modes, from both stable period and
full timeline. We can see that the blocking rate in stable period is modestly higher that in
full timeline when ρ ≥ 0.3. Their values at low ρ values are close and their differences are
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indistinguishable. This can be explained that, after the stable period before the end of the
simulation, the system utility is moving to zero as connections are leaving the system. The
connections arriving at this period are much less likely to be blocked since the network is no
longer as congested as in the stable period. This is the reason for the full timeline blocking
rate to be lower than that of the stable period.
We also observe that the full timeline no priority mode blocking rate is even higher than
the stable period blocking rate in the priority mode when ρ ≥ 0.3. This means that, the
impact on blocking rates from priority is greater than that from period selection. We can
conclude that the blocking rate in priority mode is lower than that in no priority mode.
Consider that the blocking rate in no priority mode will converge to the service incom-
pletion rate in priority mode when ρ becomes large. It can be seen that the slight advantage
of the blocking rate in priority mode will be compensated by the increasing drop rate when
the network is congested. We can conclude that, based on the previous reasoning, that the
performance of no priority mode is equal to, if not slightly better than that of the priority
mode in service completion rates. In the subsequent contents, we only study the no pri-
ority mode both for its possible slight performance advantage, and the the convenience of
implementation.
5.3.6 Queue Theory Verification
It has long been a critical challenge for simulation results that there maybe unspotted com-
putational error or bugs in the program, which would forfeit the result. In this section we
verify the simulation result by queue theory.
It is very hard to precisely evaluate a large scale networking system, especially those
with complicated protocols. Take our network as an example, there are 14 inputting queues
sharing 98 directed links. There is 298 states for the links that we need to evaluate. Conse-
quently it is impractical to model the entire network. Nevertheless, we can partially verify
the simulation results with queue theory.
If we only allow the inter party connections, the overall network can be modeled as a set
of independent M/M/1/1 queues. We can thus verify the simulation result by comparing
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Figure 24: Queue Theory Verification of inter party traffic blocking rates
the simulation results to M/M/1/1 results. The data is collected from both the full and the
stable period to provide a better understanding.
As can be seen from Figure 24, both the full timeline blocking rate and the stable period
blocking rate appear to be lower than the M/M/1/1 estimate. The stable period blocking
rate is closer to the M/M/1/1 theoretical value. The reason is that the M/M/1/1 estimates
the system status at a stable state. The full timeline blocking rate takes into account of
some time interval when the system is not stable and has a lower blocking rate. Since the
stable period blocking rate better fits the nature of M/M/1/1, it is closer to the M/M/1/1
estimate.
The difference between the M/M/1/1 estimate and stable period blocking rate may be
caused by some nature noises in the generation of Poisson traffic. For example, the generated
arriving time according to exponential distribution in the simulation may not be perfect.
This result could partially verify the functions for inter party traffic routings as the the
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Figure 25: Average number of blocked connections in priority mode
blocking rates in the simulation match the estimate of M/M/1/1. While it is very hard to
verify the comprehensive simulation system as a whole, a partial verification provides a de-
cent verification of the results as well as a partial understanding of the deviation introduced
in the simulation process.
5.3.7 Analysis of Blocked Connections
In this subsection we analyze the blocked connections in the set of simulations. We focus on
the difference between inter party connections and intra party connections. As mentioned
above, a intra party connection has more candidate paths than a inter party connection has.
Thus we study the blocked connections for either group and compare the results.
Figure 25 and Figure 26 plot the average number of blocked connections for intra and
inter party connections in priority and no priority modes respectively. In both figures, the
total number of blocked connections rise with the increase of ρ. It shows that the number
of blocked connections in either inter or intra party connections increases universally with
ρ. We can also observe that there are more inter party connections blocked than intra party
connections. This is due to the fact that inter party connection has less candidate paths
compared to intra party connections.
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Figure 26: Number of blocked connections in no priority mode
Table 8 summarizes the ratio of blocked inter party connections among all blocked
connections, which is further referred as block ratio in following contents. It can also be
observed that the number of blocked intra-party connections is significant lower than that of
inter party connections when ρ is low. It can also be explained by the fact that inter party
connection is in nature more likely to be blocked due to limited candidate paths.
Besides, we can observe that at low densities, the number of blocked intra-party connec-
tions is negligible compared to inter party connections. This can be explained by that the
probability that an intra party connection is blocked at low traffic densities is very small,
because It is very rare that an intra party connection has no hop to choose upon its arrival
when the network is not congested.
When ρ is large, the number of blocked intra party connections are close to that of inter
party connections. That is, the probability for both types of connections becomes close,
compared to when the network is less burdened. We can observe that in a congested net-
work, intra party connections no longer have the significant advantage in path options to
inter party connections. It can be explained as following. When traffic density is high, the
network is congested. At the point of congestion, any new connection has an equal proba-
bility to de blocked as it is hard to even find one path. Thus, the numbers of blocked intra
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Table 8: Block ratios of inter party connections among all blocked connections in priority
and no priority mode.
ρ Block ratio (priority) Block ratio (no priority)
0.1 0.9973 0.9957
0.2 0.9289 0.9279
0.35 0.7574 0.7598
0.5 0.6723 0.6633
0.65 0.6266 0.6213
0.8 0.6044 0.5987
party connections and blocked inter party connections become close.
We could conclude that the priority is not playing a significant role as the block ratios
between the two modes are very close. It suggests that setting priority does not have signif-
icant effect on the block ratio for the two type of connections.
5.4 CONCLUSION
This section introduces and proposes a simulation framework to evaluate the potential of
the redundant links of K7,7 to handle traffic in a general scenario. It also proposes a priority
mechanism to distinguish overflown traffic and serve them at a lower priority.
From the set of observations we could conclude:
1. The service incomplete rate in no priority mode is equal to, if not slightly better than
that in priority mode.
2. In performance evaluation, stable period statistics is on average higher than full timeline
statistics and are closer to theoretical estimations.
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3. Most blocked connections are inter party connections, because they have limited path
option compared to intra party connections. Priority has little effect in this issue.
4. The simulation results are partially verified by queue theory.
The results provide a basic comparison of certain parameters among several configura-
tion/modes. These results are base stones for further analysis. For example, when studying
blocking rate, we will only analyze the blocking rate in no priority mode. In the next chapter,
we introduce multiple slices in a network and the simulation becomes even more complicated.
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6.0 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS FOR MULTIPLE SLICE NETWORKS
A slice is a network model defined by a graph G where the capacities of all links are the
same (both directions) and serve one connection. For a detailed explanation and modeling
process of it, refer to Appendix A.3.
In the section above, we studied the routing performance of our algorithm in a one slice
K7,7 network. However, a backbone network conduit may be able to host multiple slices to
achieve more throughput. In order to better depict and study the performance for multiple
slice networks, we developed new features for the simulation framework mentioned in the
previous chapter.
In multiple sliced routing, we need to implement the slice selection function for a connec-
tion because it can be routed to a number of slices. We propose two slice selection algorithms:
Lowest Slice and Random Slice and compare their effect on system performance metrics.
We also propose a “3-hop” modification to the proposed algorithms. It allows in inter-
party connection to be alternatively routed on a 3-hop path, which enables more routing
options for inter-party connections.
Further, we compare the cost efficiency between the “3-hop” routing and the widely used
K-shortest path routing algorithm for a set of network structures to evaluate the algorithms
and the network structure in a comprehensive manner. The cost efficiency is evaluated by
the number of links for a blocking rate.
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6.1 RELATED WORK
Before we start the details of the simulation experiments in this chapter, we begin by a brief
review of several related papers in which simulation is used to collect, verify and evaluate
the performance of prototype optical networking techniques proposed by the authors.
Costa [69] uses the Optical Network Simulator to evaluate the performance of his resource
allocation and optimal decision method designed for optical elastic networks (OEN). Zhao
and Tian [72] use a simulation framework to evaluate the performance of auxiliary graph
facilitated traffic grooming techniques in space division multiplexed (SDM) OENs. Tan and
Gu [73] use simulations to verify the gain in energy saving of an MILP method design for
efficient routing in OENs. The result is compared to the performance of K-shortest path
algorithms. Min and Zhou [74] simulated their proposed heuristic developed for a surveillant
network technique, and compared the simulation result to similar techniques. Ali [75] uses
a simulation platform to study the service provisioning time in EON to cope with dynamic
traffic.
While the above work simulates the network protocols and mechanisms, simulations can
also be used to study optical networks by evaluating signal qualities, which is a typical
application in telecom studies. Zhou [70] used simulations to evaluate the gain in bandwidth
brought by bandwidth variable transponders (BVTs) in OEN, which is focused mainly in the
scope of signal processing. Zhao and Hu [71] use simulations to evaluate the signal quality
in their proposed ROADM ring architecture.
The simulation framework in this paper is closest to [75] as both evaluate the performance
of a prototype routing mechanism as well as compare the result to its counterpart of the
K-shortest path algorithm. For the special task in this paper, the simulation programs are
all originally developed, except the function of K-shortest path routing, which is obtained
from open sources. In the following sections, we introduce the simulation configurations and
present the simulation results.
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6.2 SIMULATION PARAMETERS
This section introduces the general parameters for the set of simulations in this section.
Section 6.2.1 introduces the new features and configurations of the Matlab program. Section
6.2.2 introduces the slice selection algorithms and a 3-hop modification.
6.2.1 General Program Parameters
We introduce a new network structure which contains multiple identical K7,7 slices based
on the matlab simulation framework in the previous section. A multiple slice network can
be denoted by the number of slices along with the underlying simple graph of the slice, for
instance K7,7 − 3. If the graph is mentioned in the context, the network is denoted by the
number of slices. This notation style is used in the figures in this chapter.
In the new framework, the slice utilization rates becomes a vector, consisting of one rate
for each slice. The blocking rates and drop rates remain a scalar1 and they are computed for
the entire network. For each network we collect blocking rates and drop rates to evaluate
its performance with traffic densities. In each slice of a network, we also collect the slice
utilization rate. We collect the statistics for all above parameters (if applicable) from the
stable period because the stable period statistics better depict the status a real network
which keeps running.
The traffic parameters in the simulations in this chapter are the same. We still assume
that the traffic between each source/destination pair is Poisson distributed with service rate
µ = 0.5. The traffic density is a set ρ = {0.2, 0.35, 0.5, 0.65, 0.8}. The arrival and departure
time for the traffic between a source/destination pair is generated by a random algorithm
according to ρ and µ.
1Because a connection can select a slice to be routed, defining the blocking and dropping rates in a slice
is meaningless.
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6.2.2 Slide Selection Algorithms and 3-hop Modification
This section introduces three new algorithms or modifications that are involved in the set
of simulations for this chapter. Two of them are slice selection algorithms that determine a
slice for an arriving connection. We also introduce the “3-hop” modification of the routing
algorithm which allows more flexible routing for inter party connections.
As mentioned, in multiple slice routing, a connection may be routed to a number of slices.
We propose two algorithms to determine the slice it is routed to: lowest slice algorithm and
random slice algorithm.
The lowest slice algorithm selects the lowest numbered slice for an arriving connection.
For example, if a connection can be routed in slices {2,3,4,5}, slice 2 will be selected and
routes this connection. Note that this option is applied to all connections in a simulation
run. Once applied, there will be a monotonic decrease in the utilization rate for each slice
with the increase of slice number. High numbered slices may be unused if all the connections
can be handled by lower numbered slices.
Random slice routing, alternatively, distributes connections evenly among the slices. For
a connection, each slice that is able to offer a path to it has an equal probability to be
selected. For example, consider the same case as mentioned in lowest slice routing. Random
slice routing grants each slice a probability of 25%; so, throw the dice to determine the slice
number. Random slice routing does not have a specific preference for certain slices and tends
to distribute connections evenly.
We propose a “3-hop” modification to Algorithm 1. This modification allows an inter-
party connection to be routed on a path of length 3, instead of the direct connecting path
only. It offers more flexible routing for inter-party connections and is expected to reduce the
number of blocked connections.
With this 3-hop modification, an inter party connection can also be rearranged. It may
be rearranged from a length 3 path to another length 3 path by shifting two links along the
path, like rearranging the intra party connections. In this process, the length of path may
become 3 from 1 after rearrangement. It may also happen that it becomes 1 from 3 because
the path contains a length 2 directed cycle which gets truncated.
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6.3 SIMULATION STUDY FOR SLICE ROUTING METHODS
This section studies the performance of lowest slice routing and random slice routing for
several multiple slice K7,7 networks. We conduct a comprehensive study of slice utility rates,
blocking/drop rates, and the blocking analysis to compare their performance.
6.3.1 Lowest Slice Routing
In this simulation we study the performance of lowest slice routing in multiple K7,7 slice net-
works by analyzing the slice utility rates, blocking rates, and drop rates, which are obtained
from simulations. We use three test networks in the simulation which have 3,4,5 K7,7 slices
respectively. As drop rates are among our interests, priorities are given for traffic in this
simulation.
Figure 27 plots the blocking rates and drop rates for the test networks. The upper figure
records the blocking and drop rates in linear scale, while the lower figure plots all blocking
rates in a log scale2. The abbreviation “BR” represents blocking rate and “DR” represents
the drop rate. The number of slices to distinguish the test networks is written after the
abbreviations in the notation.
It can be observed that the 4-slice blocking rate line is globally lower than the 3-slice
blocking rate. And the 5-slice blocking rate is lower than that of the 4-slice. We can observe
that the blocking rate at the same traffic density decreases with the increase of the number
of slices in the network.
We can also observe that the blocking rate grows with ρ. We also observe that the benefit
for an extra slice in reducing the blocking rate is very obvious, which is shown by the “gap”
between two neighboring lines3. These observations are consistent with the expectation that
more slices would handle more traffic and thus the blocking rate is reduced.
While the observations for blocking rates are reasonable, its counterpart for the drop
rates are odd. We can observe that drop rates are significantly higher than blocking rates
for each network at each traffic density, from the upper part of Figure 27, and the drop rates
2Zero values are not plotted to prevent misleading lines.
3The “BR-5” line is not plotted in this figure since most blocking rates in the 5-slice network is zero.
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Figure 27: Blocking/Drop rate comparison in priority mode
in all the networks are close. They are approximately constant over the number of slices in
the network and grow slightly with the increase of ρ. To better study this odd observation,
we further collect the drop counts and slice utilization rate as shown in Figure 28.
Figure 28 is a scatter plot for drop counts and slice utilization rate for each slice in the
test network without specifying which test network a slice belongs to. It is shown that there
is a positive correlation between the number of drops and the utilization rate for a slice.
The drop count rises with the slice utilization rate. This suggests that a highly utilized slice
tends to produce significantly more drop than the modestly utilized slices.
Figure 29 records the slice utilization rate for each slice in each of the test networks (3, 4
and 5 slices networks). In each network, we observe that a slice is always significantly more
utilized than the slice numbered next to it, which is caused by the preference of the lowest
number slice routing. To our surprise the lowest numbered slice keeps a utilization rate at
above 40% at even the lowest ρ in the simulations. Combining the observation from Figure
28 that lower numbered slices are highly utilized even at low densities, we can deduce that
the lower numbered slices contribute a significant amount of drops compared to other slices
in the network. That is, in every simulation no matter the number of slices in a network,
there exists a few highly utilized slices due to lowest slice routing, which produces large
amount of drops. It explains the fact that drop rates do not have strong correlation with
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Figure 28: Scatter plot of drop counts
the number of slices.
At high traffic densities, the high numbered slices may also be congested and contribute
significant drops. With the rise of ρ there will be more highly congested slides and they
will produce more drops. As can be observed from Figure 29, the traffic density needs to be
extra-high to make the subsequent slices highly utilized, and traffic density ρ must increase
greatly to produce more droppings in these slices. These facts explain the observation that
the drop rates slight increases with ρ.
It can be concluded that in this simulation the drop rate is the major part of the
uncompleted traffic. For each network, the first slice contributes the majority of drops as it
is the most highly used slice in the network due to lowest layer routing.
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Figure 29: Slices utilization rates in multiple K7,7 slices by lowest slice routing
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Figure 30: Drop rates comparison lowest slice and random slice in K7,7
6.3.2 Random Slice Routing
As mentioned above, the lowest slice routing method has a critical problem that drop dates
are significant, because traffic tends to aggregate at low numbered layers. In order to im-
prove QoS by reducing the drop rate, we propose another random slice routing scheme, in
which we randomly choose slices instead of preferring low numbered slices. We evaluate
its performance by comparing drop rates, blocking rates in comparison to the lowest slice
routing scheme.
Figure 30 plots the drop rates in both lowest slice routing and random slice routing.
The random slice routing data have an “-R” appended in their notations to be distinguished
from lowest slice routing data. The test networks are K7,7 networks with 3, 4, or 5 slices
which are same as above. As can be seen for each test network, the drop rate in random
slice routing is significantly lower than its counterpart in lowest slice routing. So, we can
conclude that, by allocating the traffic to the slices evenly, we keep the slice utilization rate
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Figure 31: Blocking rates comparison lowest slice and random slice in K7,7
for each slice as low as possible and achieved lower drop rate for each network compared to
lowest slice routing.
It is also observed that with the increase in slice number, the drop rate slightly decreases
in random slice routing. We can deduce that adding more slices will reduce the slice utiliza-
tion rate at each slice; however the new added slices would produce drops. This observation
implies that the number of drops saved by the utilization rate reduction is more than the
number of drops introduced by the new slices. Thus we can conclude that using random
slice routing can achieve lower drop rates and they can be potentially further decreased by
introducing more slices.
Figure 31 plots the blocking rates. The notations are similar to above. It can be ob-
served that for each slice number, the blocking rates in the random slice scheme is slightly
higher than its counterpart in the lowest routing mode. It can be concluded that lowest slice
routing is slightly better in traffic performance by aggregating them to the lower numbered
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Figure 32: Service complete rates comparison lowest slice and random slice in K7,7
slices such that subsequent arriving connections have a higher probability to be routed on a
high number slice.
Figure 32 plots the service completion rates, which is essentially the portion of traffic
that is not dropped nor blocked. It can be observed that for each network, using random
slice routing achieves a higher service completion rate than using lowest slice routing. Com-
bining the result from Figure 30 and Figure 31, we can explain the higher service complete
rate for random slice routing because the gain in reduced drop rates overwhelms the loss by
increased blocking rate.
We can conclude that the drop rate in a slice has a positive correlation between the slice
utilization rate. Their relationship is a curve such that highly utilized slices may produce
more excessive drops than mildly used slices. Random slice routing achieves better service
completion rate by evenly distributing the connections to reduce the number of dropped
connection by preventing highly utilized slices. This is another counter example to the
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Benes Conjecture because routing the traffic to the busiest part of network may reduce the
performance.
6.4 3-HOP ROUTING MODIFICATION
The previous section addressed the drop rate problem. This section proposes a method to
improve blocking rates. It can be observed that Algorithm 1 offers very few path options
for inter party connections which are more likely to be blocked. For example, an inter party
connection only has one path in each slice, compared to seven in K7,7 for an intra party
connection. Thus, we propose the 3-hop routing modification to allow more path options for
inter party connections in order to improve the blocking rates.
We collect results from 4 sets of simulations for a 3-slice K7,7 network with lowest slice
routing:
1. Priority mode. Blocking rate (denoted as “BR-P”) and drop rate (as “DR-P”) are
collected.
2. NO priority. Blocking rate (as “BR-NP”) is collected.
3. Priority mode with 3-hop modification. Blocking rate (as “BR-P-L3”) and drop rate (as
“DR-P-L3”) are collected.
4. NO priority with 3-hop modification. Blocking rate (as “BR-NP-L3”) is collected.
In Figure 33, we observe that 3-hop routing significantly reduces the blocking rate espe-
cially when ρ ≤ 0.5. The blocking rates are close to zero when ρ ≤ 0.5 and become significant
when ρ ≥ 0.65, in both priority mode and no priority mode. Note that the blocking rate
without 3-hop modification reaches the ρ = 0.65 value of 3-hop modification at ρ = 0.35
and keeps growing with ρ. This demonstrates that the 3-hop routing method has a strong
potential in reducing the blocking rate. For the same blocking rate, the routing algorithm
would handle nearly twice the traffic with 3-hop modification compared to the original algo-
rithm without it. We can also observe that the service completion rate in no priority mode
is higher than its counterparts in priority mode.
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Figure 33: Blocking/Dropping rates in 3-slice K7,7 with 3 hop routing
We also noticed that the 3-hop routing does not reduce the drop rate; however it ele-
vates the drop rate significantly at high traffic densities. Even when ρ ≤ 0.5, the difference
is observable. To further investigate into the details of this effect, we recorded the number
of dropped connections, for each traffic type, with or without 3-hop routing, in Figure 34.
In Figure 34, we observed that when ρ ≥ 0.35, the number of intra party connections
dropped with 3-hop routing is more than that without 3-hop routing. We can also observe
this phenomenon for inter party connections. It looks to be a universal rise of dropped con-
nections in each type.
We may begin the explanation with the fact that 3-hop routing reduces the blocking
rate significantly. In other words, it increases the utilization rate as more traffic gets into
the network. Thus, the drop counts will increase with the improved slice utilization rates.
This explains the universal rise in drop count at high traffic densities. We can conclude that
3-hop routing can universally reduce the blocking rate significantly. It may raise the drop
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Figure 34: Average number of dropped connections
rate in priority mode at high traffic densities.
6.5 COMPARISON WITH K-SHORTEST PATH ALGORITHM
To further evaluate the performance of this bipartite complete routing scheme, we compare its
performance and cost efficiency with the most commonly used algorithm in optical network
design—the K-shortest path and first fit algorithm. It returns K shortest paths for a certain
source-destination pair, and an available path will be picked. The term First fit means to
set the connection to the lowest numbered slice.
The K-shortest path algorithm is implemented directly on the NSFNet without virtual
circuits. In this case, each slice has the original NSFNet topology while each link has one
standardized channel in either direction.
Unlike the K-shortest path, the bipartite complete routing algorithm needs to be deployed
in a virtual K7,7 network, which needs to be deployed in the virtual layer for NSFNet. As
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recorded in Table 5.1, a K7,7 slice for NSFNet needs 250 directed links, while NSFNet slice
(no virtual circuits) uses 42 directed links.
The cases with traffic priorities are no longer studied in this section because we have
seen that no priority mode could at least achieve an equal service completion rate to the
priority mode throughout previous experiments. Another reason is that the K-shortest path
and first fit algorithm do not set priorities and we want to keep a consistent standard.
We compare the performance versus the cost for each algorithm. The performance is
evaluated by blocking rate and the cost is evaluated by the number of links in the network.
The cost is the total number of links in all slices in the test network. It is the product of
the number of links in one slice, and the number of slices. In this way, each K7,7 slice is as
costly as approximately 6 original NSFNet slices.
6.5.1 Performance Comparison
We begin with a set of simulations evaluating the blocking rates, with the following schemes
, the result of which are recorded in Figure 35:
1. 3-slice K7,7 network, no priority, with 3-hop routing (denoted as “BR-NP-L3-3”) or
without (denoted as “BR-NP-3”).
2. 4-slice K7,7 network, no priority, with 3-hop routing (denoted as “BR-NP-L3-4”) or
without (denoted as “BR-NP-4”).
3. 12-slice, 13-slice, 14-slice, and 15-slice original NSFNet network, no priority, K-shortest
path and First Fit (denoted as “KshortFF-12”, “KshortFF-13”, “KshortFF-14”, and
“KshortFF-15” respectively).
Before we begin to analyze the result in Figure 35, we would like to report the following
facts which are not plotted for a better display. These facts provide a good reference for the
number of slices to handle traffic without blocking.
1. A 5-slice K7,7 network, no priority, with 3-hop routing (“BR-NP-L3-5”) has all zero
blocking rates collected in each simulation run. No exception observed.
2. A 18-slice original NSFNet network, no priority, routed by K-shortest path algorithm,
has all zero blocking rates collected in each simulation run. No exception observed.
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Next, we present Figure 35 to study the performance. Among the group of blocking rates
from K7,7 networks without 3-hop routing, the 3-slice blocking rate is higher than the 12-slice
with K-shortest path routing. The difference in blocking rates at low densities are more sig-
nificant than that in high densities between the 3-slice and 4-slice K7,7 networks. The 4-slice
blocking rate is positioned well between the 12-slice and 13-slice network with K-shortest
path routing.
This may suggest that, to achieve similar blocking rates, each K7,7 slice is similar to
approximately more than 3 original NSFNet slices at low and middle traffic densities. The
incoherence is that, a 3-slice K7,7 network seems to be equivalent to 13 original slices, while
the gap between the blocking rates from a 3-slice K7,7 network and a 4-slice K7,7 network are
about the size of a gap of 1 NSFNet slice. This may due to the fact that at high traffic the
network is congested and the marginal effect of adding one virtual slice is not as significant
as that in low densities.
We also observe that among the group of blocking rates from K7,7 networks with 3-hop
routing, the blocking rates from the 4-slice K7,7 network outperforms all the K-shortest path
blocking rates plotted. Similarly, we can estimate that each K7,7 network with 3-hop routing
would be similar in blocking rate performance to 4 original slices.
While more work is needed for a better approximation to a more precise equivalent num-
ber, our work is sufficient to make the statement that K7,7 slices, combined with its routing
method, is NOT efficient in resource use for achieving the same blocking rate compared to
K-shortest path routing, even when the 3-hop modification is used. Our work estimates that
a K7,7 slice at its best is equivalent to 4 NSFNet slices while achieving similar blocking rate,
while using equivalently the resource for 6 NSFNet slices.
It can be concluded that the cost of virtual circuits to make NSFNet into a K7,7 virtual
topology offsets the benefit of the routing methods. The cost of virtual circuits is related
to the physical layer topology. We speculate cost-efficiency would be better if the cost for
virtual circuits can be reduced by building the virtual K7,7 topology on other physical layer
topologies. This problem is further studied and discussed in the next subsection.
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Figure 35: Comparison of K7,7 slices routing and K-shortest path routing
6.5.2 Cost Efficiency Evaluation with “Transitional Networks” of NSFNet
The previous subsection suggests that insufficient connectedness in the physical topology
may raise the cost of virtual circuits, which may offset the cost-efficiency. Thus we propose
to study the effect of physical layer topologies towards the cost of virtual circuits in evaluating
the cost-efficiency. We begin with a set of simulations reaching the conclusion that, if the
physical layer topology is K7,7, our routing method with 3-hop routing out performs K-
shortest path routing. Then we evaluate some transitional graphs, which are super graphs
to NSFNet, to evaluate their performance in blocking rate with consideration of virtual
circuit costs.
In addition, our routing algorithm for the bipartite complete graph along with the 3-
hop modification is essentially a topology aware routing algorithm which finds routing paths
through a shortcut in which only partial network status is needed, which is granted by the
structure of bipartite complete graphs. The advantage of the topology aware routing can be
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evaluated by the cost efficiency towards the K-shortest path algorithm. To summarize, this
study will provide us an quantitive reference the effect of “sufficiently” connected physical
layer topology and the advantage of topology towards a cost-efficient routing.
Suppose the physical layer topology is K7,7 and thus no virtual circuit is needed. We
can observe that intra party connections have at most 7 paths to choose while inter party
connections has up to 43 paths to choose, with 3-hop modification. In K-shortest path
routing, each connection have up to K choices; while we set K = 5 in our simulation. Based
on this fact we could expect that K-shortest-FF algorithm may be beaten.
We further verify this expectation by simulations, the result of which is plotted in Figure
36. Notation “BR-NP-L3” represents the blocking rate with no priority and 3-hop routing in
K7,7 topology using our proposed algorithm. The notations “KshortFF-K77” means applying
the K-shortest path algorithm in a K7,7 network. The number of slices in the network is
appended to this notation. At the end of a notation, the number of shortest paths computed
(K) is appended.
For each network at each traffic density, the 3-hop modification beats the K-shortest
path algorithm by producing significantly lower blocking rates. We obtained lower blocking
rates than the experiments with K = 7 while the experiments with K = 7 report lower
blocking rates than the experiments with K = 5. This confirms our expectation that our
algorithm has performance advantage over K-shortest path algorithm if there is no cost for
virtual circuits.
From the inefficient solution in Figure 35 to the performance advantage in Figure 36
we can confirm that the cost of virtual circuits plays a critical role to determine the cost-
efficiency. It raises an interesting question to find the rendezvous point of the performance
advantage and virtual circuit cost. We study the cost efficiency for a series of transitional
graphs. They are like middle point between NSFNet and K7,7 graphs. In other words, they
are super graphs of NSFNet and share part of the structure from K7,7
4.
This series of graphs can be generated by adding several of the virtual circuits listed
in Table 5.1 as physical layer links. We begin by picking up several virtual circuits in the
4A super graph of NSFNet is not a subgraph of K7,7 because there are triangles in NSFNet in which an
edge may connect two vertices of the same color.
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Figure 36: 3-hop modification vs KshortFF in physical layer K7,7 topology
table. For each virtual circuit, we connect the source and destination vertices by a physical
layer link. That is, this virtual circuit is alternatively reshaped as a physical link in part of
the physical layer network. The new physical links may also be used to set up other virtual
circuits. These virtual circuits selected to be alternatively implemented by physical links
are referred as selected virtual circuits. This method not only saves virtual circuits but also
provides a better connected physical layer topology to deploy other virtual circuits.
We study 5 transitional graphs which are generated by adding 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 virtual
circuits in Table 5.1 to the physical layer network. The selected virtual circuits are randomly
picked up from the pool. Note the term “# physical links” in the table is NOT the total
number of links in the physical layer. Rather, it is the number of physical links labeled
purple in Figure 15, which is the number of links directly used for inter party links in the
virtual topology5 and is referred as lp. The table records the cost of virtual circuits to set
5The non-purple links are not used as physical link but rather as part of virtual circuits. Thus they are
not accounted in the number of physical links
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Table 9: Link cost of transitional graphs for NSFNet
Topography # of Selected Virtual circuits # physical links (lp) Virtual circuit cost (lv)
NSF 0 18 107
NSF+5R1 5 23 79
NSF+10R1 10 28 61
NSF+15R1 15 33 52
NSF+20R1 20 35 37
NSF+25R1 25 43 16
up a virtual K7,7 slice for each of the graphs, which is referred as lv. It can be obtained by
solving the RWA problem to set up a virtual K7,7 topology for the transitional graphs.
The transitional graphs are shown as follows in the form of an adjacency matrix. The
vertex labels are the same as in Figure 15. The new selected virtual circuits are plotted in
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bold font. The adjacency matrix for “NSF+5R1” is:
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1
0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0

The adjacency matrix for “NSF+10R1” is:
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0

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The adjacency matrix for “NSF+15R1” is:
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1
0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1
1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1
0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0

The adjacency matrix for “NSF+20R1” is:
0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0
1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1
1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0
0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1
0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0

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The adjacency matrix for “NSF+25R1” is:

0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1
1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0
1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1
1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0
0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0
0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1
1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0

We plot the blocking rate in log scale (y-axis) vs the total number of links in the network
(x-axis), while ρ is set as a constant value. The total number of links can be computed by
Ns × (lp + lv), where Ns is the number of K7,7 slices in the network. The sum of lp and lv is
essentially the total number of links necessary for establishing a K7,7 slice.
Figure 37 and Figure 38 each have 6 subgraphs, in which the blocking rate vs virtual
circuit cost is plotted for our algorithm (solid lines), and the K-shortest path algorithm
(dashed lines) respectively. The transitional graph for each subplot is briefly recorded in the
notation of the dashed line. For each plot of our algorithm, the set of blocking rates are same
while total link cost decreases with the increase of the number of links in transitional graphs.
So we can observe the line of the virtual K7,7 line is leaning left with the scale increase of
links in physical layer topologies.
The blocking rates for the K-shortest path algorithm are obtained from the simulation
while the link cost is the number of links in the physical layer. We observed that the lines
also have a trend of moving left in the subplots when more physical layer links are added.
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Figure 37: Blocking rate vs link cost at ρ = 0.65
This indicates that we can achieve lower blocking rates and reduce the overall link cost
by improving the connectedness of the physical layer network while guaranteeing the same
blocking rate.
By comparing the trends of both lines among the transitional graphs, we can see that
the line for our algorithm moves faster than the K-shortest-path lines. For NSFNet, the line
is at the right of that of the K-shortest-path algorithm, which means that it uses more links
while achieving the same blocking rate. For NSF+25R1, which is a super graph of NSFNet
by 25 more links, the line of our algorithm is at the left of its counterpart of K-shortest-path
algorithm. This means our algorithm can achieve the same blocking rate at a lower cost for
a better connected network. This matches our observation in the previous chapter.
The rendezvous point at the two lines can be estimated at somewhere between graph
NSF+20R1 and NSF+25R1 when ρ = 0.65, and at NSF+25R1 when ρ = 0.8. Despite that
we need to add more than 20 lines to NSFNet to achieve this result, our bipartite complete
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Figure 38: Blocking rate vs link cost at ρ = 0.8
routing algorithm still demonstrates its advantage at sufficiently connected graphs over the
K-shortest path algorithm.
We could conclude that, if we develop a sufficiently connected graph based on NSFNet,
implementing a virtual bipartite complete graph with Algorithm 1 has better blocking rate
than the K-shortest-path algorithms at the same link cost. It demonstrates that applying the
topology aware routing method has better cost-efficiency than the general routing method
when the physical layer topography is close to a bipartite complete graph.
6.5.3 Cost Efficiency Evaluation of SprintNet
In this subsection we conduct the same experiment as above section, but with the SprintNet
structure, which has 11 nodes distributed nationwide connected by 17 links. Its average de-
gree per node is 1.54, which is very close to NSFNet (1.5). Similarly, a virtual K5,6 topology
can be set up in the SprintNet network by adding virtual circuits. It’s topology and the
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Figure 39: SprintNet Topology and Node parties
node parties in corresponding K5,6 topology is illustrated by Figure 39. The 11 nodes in the
network are divided into two parties. The blue party has five nodes while the red party has
six nodes. Among the 17 links 14 of them are inter-party links, and similar to NSFNet, 3
of them are intra party links. Since graph K5,6 has 30 links, 16 virtual circuits need to be
set up. We can achieve a good solution of their paths along the network using the MILP
methods mentioned in Section 2.3.
Table 10 records the virtual circuit paths and their colors. A total of six colors are
needed as the virtual circuits need five and the physically connected links need one. It is
about two thirds of its counterpart of NSFNet. It costs 55 links (two ways) to set up the
virtual K5,6 topology in SprintNet.
We compare the cost efficiency of bipartite complete routing with 3-hop modification
and the K-shortest path algorithm for SprintNet. The bipartite complete virtual topology
is constructed according to Table 10. We set K = 7 for the K-shortest path algorithm.
Figure 40 plots the blocking rate and the number of links needed for both algorithms. It
shows that bipartite complete routing uses slightly more links to achieve the same blocking
rate. Similarly, the cost of virtual circuits offsets the structure advantage.
We propose 3 transitional graphs, which are super graphs of the SprintNet, to estimate
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Table 10: Virtual Circuits Setup for SprintNet
VC Path Color VC Path Color VC Path Color
2↔ 7 [2,10,7] 2 2↔ 9 [2,10,9] 4 2↔ 11 [2,10,11] 5
1↔ 5 [1,2,4,5] 2 2↔ 5 [3,2,4,5] 4 5↔ 7 [5,4,6,7] 5
5↔ 9 [5,4,6,9] 3 5↔ 11 [5,4,7,10,11] 1 3↔ 6 [3,2,1,6] 1
6↔ 11 [6,7,8,11] 1 1↔ 8 [1,6,7,8] 3 4↔ 8 [4,7,8] 2
8↔ 9 [8,10,9] 2 1↔ 10 [1,2,10] 3 3↔ 10 [3,8,10] 1
4↔ 10 [4,2,10] 1
Figure 40: Cost Efficiency for SprintNet topology
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Table 11: Virtual Circuits Setup for middle stage graphs of SprintNet
Graphs Virtual Circuits
SprintNet+4R1 2↔ 9 2↔ 11 3↔ 6 1↔ 8
SprintNet+8R1 2↔ 9 2↔ 11 5↔ 7 5↔ 9
5↔ 11 3↔ 6 8↔ 9 3↔ 10
2↔ 7 2↔ 9 2↔ 11 1↔ 5
SprintNet+8R1 5↔ 7 5↔ 9 3↔ 6 1↔ 8
4↔ 8 8↔ 9 3↔ 10 4↔ 10
the rendezvous point of the cost efficiency of two algorithms. The transitional graphs are
generated by adding 4, 8, 12 virtual links in Table 10 in the physical layer. For instance,
by adding link (2, 7) to the physical layer graph, we don’t need to implement virtual circuit
2 ↔ 7 anymore to reach K5,6. They are denoted as SprintNet+4R1, SprintNet+8R1, and
SprintNet+12R1 respectively.
For the convenience of presentation, we only list the virtual circuits in Table 11 that
are directly added to the physical layer for each transitional graph as the number of virtual
circuits for the SprintNet is not huge. We plot the blocking rate vs link cost at ρ = 0.65
and ρ = 0.8 in Figure 41 and Figure 42 respectively. Similarly the topology in each subplot
is denoted by an abbreviation beginning with a “+” symbol. The solid line represents the
blocking rate using virtual K5,6 topology and bipartite complete routing with 3-hop modifi-
cations. The dashed line represents the blocking rates for the K-shortest path algorithm.
We can observe in Figure 41 that the rendezvous point is estimated at around Sprint-
Net+8R1, in which the two lines cross over. The subplot for SprintNet+8R1 in the figure
shows that the K-shortest path algorithm could achieve better blocking rates when there
are fewer than 150 links. However, our bipartite complete routing method achieves lower
blocking rates as we have more links to use. For graph SprintNet+8R1, which adds more
virtual circuits to the physical layer, our routing method achieves the same blocking rate
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Figure 41: Blocking rate vs link cost at ρ = 0.65 for SprintNet
using fewer links on average compared to the K-shortest path algorithm.
We can observe that the rendezvous point shifted toward better connected graphs when
ρ = 0.8 as shown in Figure 42. The similar crossover observed in SprintNet+8R1 when
ρ = 0.6 is now observed in SprintNet+12R1 instead. The bipartite complete graph becomes
overall more efficient in SprintNet+16R1, which is virtually a bipartite complete structure6.
It implies that the K-shortest-path algorithm is likely to achieve a slightly better blocking
rate per link at higher traffic densities.
In Figure 41 and Figure 42 we observed similar patterns in Figure 37 and Figure 38.
When the physical layer network is less connected, the K-shortest path algorithm achieves a
better cost efficiency. By improving them, we can reduce the overall link cost for the virtual
circuits. Despite that the K-shortest path algorithm would also perform better with the
improvement, both sets of experiments show that the bipartite complete routing algorithm
6To be more precise, it is a super graph of K5,6 as it has three links that are adjacent to same color
vertices.
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Figure 42: Blocking rate vs link cost at ρ = 0.8 for SprintNet
gains more cost efficiency than the K-shortest path algorithm. It achieves a better per link
blocking rate than the K-shortest path algorithm does at a middle stage graph. In addi-
tion, we observed that the rendezvous point of their performance tends to move to better
connected physical layer networks when ρ is large.
6.5.4 Conclusion
We compared the cost efficiency of the bipartite complete routing method and the K-shortest
path routing algorithm in previous two subsections. The cost efficiency is evaluated by the
number of links needed to achieve the blocking rate. This experiment is conducted for
NSFNet and SprintNet. A set of transitional graphs are generated for each network to
better evaluate the trade-off between the power of the bipartite complete topology aware
routing algorithm and the cost for virtual links.
We can conclude that the bipartite complete routing method has a natural advantage over
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the K-shortest path algorithm by being distributable and having better routing capability.
However, the links needed to set up the virtual circuits have significant cost that might offset
the advantage in both network structures due to their insufficient connectedness.
Nevertheless, the cost for virtual circuits can be reduced if we improve the connectedness
of the network. The study of both networks demonstrated that the bipartite complete
routing method can achieve the same blocking rate with fewer links than the K-shortest path
algorithm does if we add approximately half of the virtual circuits needed for a virtually
bipartite complete topology. It is also found that the bipartite complete routing method
could achieve a slightly better cost efficiency when ρ is small than when ρ is large.
Based on these results, we could conclude that the bipartite complete routing method
has a card to play to be the core of a distributed network framework when the connectedness
of the network is sufficient. Note that it can be implemented in a distributed system and
provides a quick response, which would be very beneficial in real implementations.
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7.0 CONCLUSION
This dissertation has presented a systematic design paradigm for a general WDM mesh
network, which includes:
1. Identify that bipartite complete graphs are RNB and WSNB, which depends on the
routing algorithm.
2. Propose a RNB routing algorithm and a WSNB routing algorithm for bipartite complete
graphs. The WSNB problem is a counter example to the Benes Conjecture, which
proposed routing traffic to the busiest part of the network.
3. Propose implementation frameworks to deploy the non-blocking graphs to NSFNet with
system diagrams and current available devices. Both frameworks could bypass IP routing.
4. Evaluate the traffic handling power of the redundant links in bipartite complete graphs
for Poisson traffic.
5. Evaluate and compare cost efficiency of the bipartite complete routing framework against
prevailing algorithms.
The non-blocking design paradigm proposed in this paper has four components: non-blocking
graphs, algorithm, system infrastructure, and performance analysis. The discussion and
conclusion for each of them are separately presented in following sections in this chapter.
7.1 NON-BLOCKING GRAPHS
This paper presents two novel theorems for non-blocking connected mesh network structures.
The first theorem (Theorem 4.2.28) indicates that bipartite complete graphs are WSNB un-
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der Algorithm 2. The WSNB property has never been discussed for meshed networks in the
related literature. The second theorem (Theorem 4.2.31) indicates that they are also RNB
under Algorithm 1, which is a reduced version of Algorithm 2, as long as proper rearrange-
ment methods are provided.
This result shows that we don’t need a complete graph or nearly complete graph to ob-
tain non-blocking properties. While a complete graph needs n(n−1)
2
links, where n = |V |, a
bipartite complete graph at most uses approximately n
2
4
links, which is only approximately
half of that of a complete graph.
Among the results, we would like to specify that K1,t has non-blocking properties and
has the least number of links. In another words, it is the non-blocking graph with least
number of links among the graphs with t + 1 vertices. This extreme case implies that K1,t
is the RNB graph with least number of links given the number of vertices. We also observe
that Kr,t has redundant links for every traffic pattern when r, t ≥ 2. This implies that we
need an extra number of links to guarantee the same non-blocking property if we want to
design the network in a more distributed manner.
7.2 ALGORITHMS
This dissertation introduced two non-blocking guaranteed topography aware routing algo-
rithms for bipartite complete graphs Kr,t. Taking advantage of the graph structure of Kr,t,
we can design topography aware routing algorithms by first dividing the connections in a
traffic pattern into intra party connections and inter party connections. Both algorithms
route inter party connections directly and add one hop for intra party connections. The two
algorithms are different in the way they select the hop vertex for intra party connections and
we are surprised to see that they lead to different non-blocking properties.
In our investigation of a proper hop selection method to guarantee non-blocking, we
observed that routing intra party connections to the most busiest hop vertex that can still
handle it, as stated in the Benes Conjecture, will lead to a need rearrangement scenario
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which forfeits the WSNB property. Thus, the WSNB routing algorithm could be a counter
example for the Benes Conjecture. A generalized statement of this fact is proposed and
proven in Proposition 2.4.6.
Both algorithms only return the shortest path (s) between the source and destination.
They are not implemented to find every path possible at this time, in another words, there-
fore, not perfect algorithms. This suggests that, by taking advantage of the graph structure
feature, imperfect routing algorithms are sufficient to guarantee non-blocking. We also ob-
serve that by perfect routing, we found that a subgraph of K2,4 is also RNB. We proved link
removal tolerance in K2,t in Lemma 4.2.34.
The impact of this algorithm toward non-blocking graph structures is great. It can be in-
ferred from our observation that a better routing algorithm could make smaller scale graphs
non-blocking. However, the algorithm is usually more complicated and requires global status
of the network. Status propagation packets are liable to delays and error which may hamper
the outcome of the routing algorithm. In our work we prefer to a simple online algorithm
as long as it could guarantee non-blocking and preclude the complex implementation issues.
It is a very interesting question to investigate the performance vs number of status trade off
for the algorithm.
7.3 SYSTEM INFRASTRUCTURE
This dissertation discussed how to establish a bipartite complete graph based on NSFNet.
We computed a virtual circuit scheme which needs 9 channels, either in wavelengths or in
spatial fibers. We further discussed the system infrastructure for a node in such a system.
We found that we can bypass the IP routers if we could label the vertices in the network
because the routing algorithm takes advantage of the topography of Kr,t. We can also bypass
the wavelength converters in the system if we use the spatial framework.
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7.4 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS FOR SPARE CAPACITY
We observed that some bipartite complete graphs have redundant links which may provide
extra capacity to handle traffic. To evaluate this spare capacity we developed a simulation
framework using Matlab. We found the following facts from a series of simulations:
1. Priority mode has similar service completion rate than no priority mode. With 3-hop
modification, priority mode has lower service completion rate than no priority mode.
2. The number of drops occuring in a slice is positively correlated to the slice utilization
rate.
3. Inter party connections are more likely to be dropped due to limited path options. En-
abling 3-hop routing would achieve similar drop statistics to intra party connections.
4. The simulation result can be partially verified by queue theory.
Based on these facts, we further investigated multiple slice networks and compared the cost-
efficiency of our design framework with the K-shortest-path algorithm. We concluded that
our algorithm has advantages over the K-shortest-path algorithm; however the virtual circuit
cost to make NSFNet into K7,7 offsets this advantage.
By further evaluations we found out that we can add a significant number of links to
NSFNet, and SprintNet, to reduce the cost of virtual circuits and achieve the rendezvous
point such that our algorithm begins to obtain the same blocking rate using fewer links than
the K-shortest path algorithm does. This demonstrates the potential in efficient routing of
our algorithm by taking advantage of the topography. It also suggests that a better topogra-
phy based graph and routing method pair needs to be found to achieve better performance.
7.5 FUTURE WORK
This non-blocking paradigm proposed by this paper is brand new and can be extended in
several directions. For the space capacity evaluation section, for example, we can extend the
cost efficiency analysis to multiple bipartite complete graphs and their transitional graphs for
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a more comprehensive evaluation of the traffic potential in Kr,t. It is equivalently promising
to study the message exchange process of the routing algorithm and evaluate its effect on
the promptness and correctness of the routing process and the network orchestration.
In the graph theory scope, it is also very promising to study a better RNB graph and
routing algorithm pair such that we can achieve the RNB property with a limited number
of virtual circuits for a real network. Note that bipartite complete graphs have the WSNB
property. We may speculate that there will be RNB graphs at a smaller scale if we use a
better algorithm. If there is one such algorithm, it would be very interesting to evaluate the
degree of distribution of the new algorithm.
In addition, it is very interesting to investigate new topography features that could be
used to improve the routing method while guaranteeing a non-blocking property, or some
other similar properties. A new topography feature, if there exists, would be the corner stone
of the better algorithm just mentioned.
To further improve the performance of the bipartite complete routing, we can modify the
routing protocol such that it avoids cycles in the physical layer. An intra party connection
takes a length-2 path in the virtual layer. If the two virtual links in the virtual path contain
cycles in the physical layer, in which the traffic comes back and forth, but not noticed by the
virtual layer, telecom resources are wasted. It is very promising to improve the virtual layer
routing algorithm which would prevent or eliminate the cycles and thus make better use of
physical layer links. This technique requires extra work to properly manage the virtual layer
and physical layer links.
Last but not the least, the fault-tolerance property of a network structure is worth in
depth discussion. According to Remark 4.2.32, we can deduce that Kr,t is not fault-tolerant
to link failures if we use either Algorithm 1 or Algorithm 2. Thus, it is worthy to investigate
node failure tolerances, and, if we extend it, the relationship between non-blocking network
structures, and fault tolerance properties.
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APPENDIX
PERMUTATION TRAFFIC SET
This chapter introduces the deduction process to model real network traffic by permutation
traffic sets and demonstrates why the traffic patterns in a permutation traffic set can be
mapped to permutations. We begin with a general formulation of a network and traffic
and then present step by step analysis and discussions, which then lead to the topic of
permutation traffic sets.
A.1 A GENERAL NETWORK
A network is essentially a set of nodes connected by links. A node is similar to a vertex
in a graph and provides internet access to its subscribers. Links connect nodes and carry
traffic. The structure of a network is the same as a graph if we consider nodes as vertices
and links as edges. The terms are used as the following criteria: when referring a network
in the telecom concept, we use “node” and “link”; when referring in math concept, we use
“vertices” and “edge”.
Figure 43 illustrates a simple example network. Two nodes in the network are explicitly
plotted as S and D while the remaining nodes and links are abstractly represented by the
cloud labeled “internet topography”. It implies all the nodes plus S and D are somehow
connected by the links.
Consider a traffic stream from S1 to D1 in Figure 43. The traffic is first sent to node S.
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Figure 43: Illustration of a General Telecommunication Network
The routing algorithm computes an available path from S to D to handle the traffic. The
network then routes the traffic along the path. Node D, as the destination node, forwards
the data directly to subscriber D1.
In telecom networks, each link has a link capacity (a certain amount of telecom resource),
which is usually represented by bandwidth. Bandwidth can be represented by an interval
(wl, wu), wl, wu ≥ 0, or a real value w = wu − wl for the size of the interval. Transmission
of a traffic stream consumes bandwidth. Denote the bandwidth cost for traffic stream i is a
positive real value wi.
It raises a tricky question to allocate the bandwidth when there are multiple different
traffic streams sharing the same link. To simplify this problem, a standard channel with
bandwidth wc is introduced. The bandwidth of a particular link can be divided into several
channels, each of which has identical bandwidth wc. Thus, the number of channels can be
alternatively used to represent the link resources and the cost for traffic streams.
We define that each channel works in one direction while a link works bidirectional (full
duplex). We further assume that a link has the same bandwidth in either direction. A
link can thus be seen as several pair of channels working in different directions. The total
capacity of the link can be represented by the number of pairs multiples of wc.
Remark A.1.1. In the following contents in this paper, we may use a vector (vj, vj) to rep-
resent both a link or a channel in the link. When referring a link it is undirected. Otherwise
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it is directed. To avoid ambiguity, the meaning of the vector will be specified in the context,
if not directly in the sentence.
A telecom network can be modeled as a simple graph with weighed vertices and weighted
links as in Definition A.1.2.
Definition A.1.2. A general network can be modeled as a tuple N = {G(V,E), t(v), c(e)}
where G is a simple graph, V represents the set of vertices or nodes in the network, and E is
the set of edges in the network. Function t(v) is the number of users at vertex v and function
c(e) represents the number channel pairs in a link e ∈ E(G).
Graph G is called an underlying simple graph of network N and represents the network
structure. The term G or G(N) is used to refer this underlying simple graph in following
contents. Function t(v) represents the users at a node; function c(e) represents the band-
width of a link in the network. Based on this network model, we can proceed to discuss the
traffic in this network.
A.2 TRAFFIC MODEL
Users in real networks subscribes different services from the internet provider, and have
diverse traffic. To simplify the problem, we propose two assumptions for the traffic.
1. Each user is identical and lease one pair of standard to transmit/receive data via network.
2. At a particular instant one user only send traffic to at maximum one other user in the
network. Similarly, each user can only receive from one another user. A user can send
and receive simultaneously.
These assumptions appear strong however they do not lose generality. We explain the gen-
erality issues in Remark A.2.1.
Remark A.2.1. A challenge to assumption 1 may rise as there may be some users asking for
more bandwidth than others in the real scenario. WLOG, a “large” user can be alternatively
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modeled as multiple “standard” users such that the total channels/bandwidth are equivalent.
A challenge to assumption 2 may rise that a user could split its traffic to multiple desti-
nations simultaneously. The traffic of an identical user may not fit into this model. However
the aggregated traffic of a node may be modeled, as multiple users sending to multiple desti-
nations according to its statistic.
Consider an easy case in which all the destination users are served by one node. Let the
network be the one plotted in Figure 43 where users S1, S2, S3 are served by node S. Each of
them is splitting its traffic somehow to D1, D2, D3 respectively. As all the destinations are
served by one node D, no matter how the traffic is split, Node S needs to reserve 3 channels
along the path from S to D in the network, which is equivalent to that there are three users
Si, each of which is leasing a line to Di respectively, i ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
Even if the destination users are served by different nodes, the number of channels to be
reserved for each destination can be decided according to the amount of the aggregated traffic
to each destination. Similarly, we can reserve the channels as it looks like a number of users
are dedicatedly leasing these channels. The granularity issues do exist however its effect is
limited and thus not further discussed.
Thus, we conclude that these two assumptions are reasonable in analyzing traffic in this
network model.
At this point, we can define connections, traffic patterns and related concepts. Fortu-
nately, we can apply Definition 2.4.2, 2.4.3, and 2.4.5 here without losing generality. Note
that the requirement of “an applicable traffic pattern” (Proposition 2.4.6) needs to be rewrit-
ten as:
Proposition A.2.2. A traffic pattern X is applicable to network N = {G(V,E), t(v), c(e)}
if and only if for any v ∈ G there is ηs(X, v) ≤ t(v), and ηd(X, v) ≤ t(v).
We present an example of the connections in a traffic pattern in a general network with
a simple network structure.
Example A.2.3. Consider the 4-vertices example network in Figure 45. An attempt of node
A to send traffic to node C can be represented by a connection vector (A,C).
Suppose, at a specific instant in the example network, A is sending to B, B is sending to
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C, and C is sending to A. Then the traffic pattern at this instant is a collection of them and
can be written as X = {(A,B), (B,C), (C,A)}.
The term traffic pattern is widely used in computer science and engineering literature
and is defined in a variety of ways. It may be a description of several statistical features for
a flow model. For example, in [55], a traffic pattern represents an Markovian model, which
depicts how traffic status and change rates. In addition, specifically in the study of mobile
ad-hoc network studies [56], a traffic pattern is denoted by a transmission protocol, which
represents the traffic characteristic. What’s more, in some miscellaneous network design
studies [57], a traffic pattern is defined as a function for the aggregated traffic volume of
time. For example, a traffic pattern may be a periodical function representing the traffic
volume in 24 hours. Last but not the least, a traffic pattern can be defined as a matrix as
in [58], representing the traffic volume between each pairwise set of vertices in the network,
which is used for traffic engineering and network design analysis.
Our definition is closest to the last definition above. Instead of a matrix, we define a
traffic pattern in the form of a collection of connection vectors, as in Definition 2.4.2. It is
sufficient to describe the dynamic traffic scenarios in a general network defined in Definition
A.1.2.
In the stochastic process point of view, each traffic pattern can be interpreted as a
state of the network. The change of the state is triggered by the arrival or disconnection
of connections. For example, consider a simple two nodes network and each node serves
one user. There are only four applicable traffic patterns shown as following. Their state
transition relationship is shown in Figure 44.
• X0 = ∅
• X1 = (v1, v2)
• X2 = (v2, v1)
• X3 = (v1, v2), (v2, v1)
We can see that X0 becomes X1 with the arrival of of connection vector (v1, v2). Similarly,
X3 becomes X2 after the disconnection of (v2, v1). We can interpret each traffic pattern as
a state representing the traffic scenario at an instant. Note that a non-applicable traffic
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Figure 44: Traffic pattern as network states
pattern to a network is essentially an unreachable state, and thus meaningless.
A traffic pattern depicts a collection of all traffic at an instant in the network. By
interpreting them as different states, the term “dynamic traffic” can be depicted as frequent
state changes while the network can be modeled as a finite state machine, the states of which
are the applicable traffic patterns. Thus we can study the solution at different states (traffic
patterns) respectively to evaluate and solve dynamic traffic problems.
However, the complexity to compute either the non-blocking property is unacceptable for
a general traffic set. In order to compute the “easiest” property–RNB, we need to compute
the solution for each applicable traffic pattern. Let n denote the total number of users and
we have n =
∑
v t(v). There are a total of n! traffic patterns in the network, if we consider
each user as distinct. If we consider users served by one node are identical, the total number
of traffic patterns is n!∏
v t(v)!
, which is less than n! but remains astronomical. Note that we
even have not put the complexity of the routing algorithm into account!
We offer an example network as plotted in Figure 45 to illustrate the scale of traffic
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Figure 45: An example network
patterns. The network has four nodes connected with four links. The underlying simple
graph of the network is essentially C4. The nodes weighted by the number of users t(v), and
edges are weighted by the number of channels c(e). There are 3 users in each node and each
node is adjacent to at least four pairs of channels.
The number of traffic patterns in this “simple” network is 12!
4×3! , the numerical value
of which is close to 20 million, which is surprisingly huge compared to the network scale.
Alternatively, we can approach non-blocking properties for the underlying simple graph G
instead of N . Upon obtaining non-blocking underlying simple graphs, we can build non-
blocking networks. In the next section we proceed to “dissemble” the network into slices
while keep the graph structure, and study the non-blocking property alternatively for a slice
for reduced complexity.
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A.3 NETWORK SLICES AND PERMUTATION TRAFFIC SET
A slice, Ni, is a fragment of the original network N , which inherits the underlying simple
graph, namely1 Ni = {G, ti(v), ci(e)}, where ti(v) = 1, ci(e) = 1. In a slice a node only has
one user and a link only has one pair of channels in either direction.
It is noteworthy to mention that this slice concept is similar to that in EON studies[59,
60, 61, 62]. Both of them represent a set of independently managed channels in data trans-
mission. In our paper, a slice contains a set of links other than wavebands in a single link
as proposed in EON studies. What’s more, our paper assumes all channels in the same
slice have identical bandwidth, which is contradictory to EON slices in which the channel
capacity are subject to change adaptively for traffic.
We offer Figure 46 to demonstrate how to “slice” the network in Figure 45. The term Ai
means the ith user at node A. All the links in the slices have one pair of channels in either
direction. The first two slices fully inherit the underlying graph. Due to the fact that the
links e1 = (C,D) and e2 = (A,D) only have two channels, which are already set to the first
two slices respectively, there is no link in neither e1 nor e2 in slice 3. Note that user D3 may
be blocked, if all the channels in e1 and e2 in the first two slices are used.
A slice can be seen as a specific network such that the RNB (Definition 2.4.10) and
WSNB (Definition 2.4.9) properties defined by network can be rigorously applied to a slice.
For convenience, we can denote a slice with a simple graph G, because the values of function
t(v), and c(e) are fixed at one. Then we have:
Proposition A.3.1. If a slice2 G has RNB/WSNB property, network N = {G, t(v), c(e)}
with t(v) = n for all v ∈ G and c(e) = n for all e ∈ G also has RNB/WSNB property.
Proposition A.3.1 suggests that we can build up a non-blocking network alternatively by
studying non-blocking property for slices (essentially simple graphs). Studying non-blocking
slices are more cost efficient because the total number of traffic patterns for a slice is ||V (G)||!,
which is less than the number of traffic patterns of the original network. Thus we can shift
1Sometime the underlying simple graph of a slice may be a subgraph of that of N, which depends on the
value of t and c. See Figure 46.
2We can also say a simple graph G instead as they are virtually equivalent.
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Figure 46: Complicated network into slices
our study to non-blocking slices and investigate its traffic set.
A traffic pattern X applicable in a slice can be represented by a permutation. As
ηd(X, v) ≤ 1, ηs(X, v) ≤ 1 for all applicable traffic patterns X and all vertices v, the source
and destination vertex pairs can be observed as a reshuﬄe, which can then be formulated as
a permutation. We offer Example A.3.2 to illustrate the formulation process.
Example A.3.2. Consider X = {(A,D), (D,B), (B,A)} in C4. Its connection vectors are
plotted in Figure 47 as the arrow points to the destination vertices.
If we organize the source/destination vertices according to the order of the connections,
particularly in this example, we have the source vertices as an array (A,D,B), and the
destination vertices (D,B,A)3.
Consider the source vertices array as a sequence before reshuﬄe, and the destination
vertices array as the sequence after reshuﬄe. Then we can summarize a permutation pi =
(ADB) from it. This permutation represents the traffic pattern without ambiguity.
Despite that traffic pattern X1 = {(A,D), (D,B)} can’t be precisely represented as a
permutation as above as B is not involved as source and A is not involved as destination
in X1, we can find traffic pattern X that has all the connections in X1 while X can be
represented by a permutation. Because the routing paths of X1 are a subset of that of X.
3The connections can be organized in any order. The permutation would remain the same regardless of
this order.
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Figure 47: From a traffic pattern to a permutation
Knowing X can be routed means X1 can be routed. Thus, in the scope of studying the routing
paths of the traffic patterns, these two traffic patterns can both be represented by X, which
can further be formulated as pi.
The traffic pattern for multiples slices can’t be represented by a permutation. For example,
the traffic pattern for a 3-slice network may be Xm = (A,B), (A,B), (A,C), which can’t be
represented by a reshuﬄe as ηs(X,A) > 1.
This section further introduces the process to model and analyze traffic in a general
network and discusses non-blocking property bases on them. The non-blocking property is
defined as an enumeration of routing solutions for different traffic patterns in a network. By
introducing a slice concept the difficulty of enumerating traffic patterns is reduced. Thus the
brute force enumeration of traffic pattern to obtain RNB properties for small scale graphs
becomes practical.
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